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PREFACE

ABOUT ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MODULES

:the,modules were developed by TERC-SW for use in two-year postsecondary technical

institution to prepare technicians for employment and are useful in Industry for up-
.

dating employees in company-sponsored training programs. The principles, techniques

and skills taught in the modules, based oh tasks that energy technicians perform, were

' obtained from a nationwide advisory dmmittee of employeYs of energy technicians. Each

'\
module was written,by a technical expert and approved by representatives front industry.

A.module'contains the following elements:

Lntcoduction, whfch identifies the topic and often ineludes a ra,tionale for

studying the material.

Prerequisites, which identify the material a student should oe familiar

with before'studying the module.

Objectites, which clerrly identify what the _student is expected to knOW for sat-

isfactory module completion.- The objectives, stated in terms of action-oriented

behaviors, include such action words as operate, measure, calculate, identify .

and define, rathe'r than woras with many interpretations, such.as 'know, under-

stand, learn and appreciate.

Subiect Matter, which presents the backgrouna tneory and techniques supportiie

to tile objectives of the module. Subject matter is ..1.-Itten with the technical

stident in mind.

Exercises, which provide practical problems to which the student :an apply tnis

new knowledge.%

Laboratory Materials, which identify the equipment required to complete the

laboratory procedure.

Laboratory Procedures, Ouch is the experiment section, or "hands-on" portion of

-the module (including step-by-step instruction) designed to reinforce student

learmkng.

Data Tables) which are included in most modules for the first year (or basic)

courses tO help the student learn how to collect and organize data.

References, which are included as suggistions for supplementary ieadingi

viewing for the studenz.

'"es- , which measures the student's achievement of the prestated objectives.
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INTRODUCTION

A.

Belt drives, comprise the most widely-used:mediuM of

poWer transmisskan in industry. Their popularity exists '-

because of their efficiency, 'comPactness; quietness, and

resiliance (capacity to absorb load shock).

Such drives utilize the following be ],t types: fleet

belts, round belt's-, or V-belts. V-belts are the most

commonly-used of the three types, largely as a result of

their wedge shape that__causes them to be held firmly into

the grooves of pulleys under load. Variable-Ipeed pulleys

and belts provide a system with the capacity to change,,

speed during operation.

The proper installation and maintenance. of belt drives

scan result in substantial energy conservation and equipment

protection. For examplelif a rge drive system with a

number of belts" is adjusted i suc a manner,that'the belts

are much too tight, the fo functions, among others,

can occur: (1) pyemature

lowing ma

t damage and wear, (2) bearing ,

failure, and (3) increased load on drive motor', requiring
. . k ,. .

more energy. .

this Module introduces b t drives and discusses their
a

design,'installation, use,- intenance (including troub4e-
__.

shooti g procedures), and conservational operation. In the

labo tory, the student will inspect,and adjust a belt-drive

PREREQUISITES
. .

The student should have-completed the folloi!ling Unified

'Technicai'Modules: 'CcIncept Modules 1-0,'"Fdrce;" 2-0, "Work,"

6-0, "Power," and 8-0, "Force Trans.formers";,and Application

ti
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Module 8M3, "Drive Systems." One year of high school algebra

also must have been completed.

OBJECTIVES

1k

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. List the three mechanical systems most oftin used to

transmit rotary mechanical power.

2. Given,eaCh of the .following types of belts,cite at

least one specific application for each type:

a. Round belt.

b. Flat belt.

c. V-belt.

d. Double Angle V-belt.

e. Banded V-belt.-

f. Linked V-belt.

g. Positive Drive belt.0

h.. V-ribbed belt.

i. Variable-speed belt.

3. List at ,least twdtadvantages and disadvantages of the

below. listed beltS: N

a., Flat belts.

b. V-belts.,

c. Liriked V=belts.

A
d. Positive Drive belts.

e. V-ribbed belts:

f. Cog)and notch 'belts.

4. Describe the design characteristics which distinguish

the following:

a. Round beltpulleys.

b.' 'Flat belt :pulleys.

c. V-belt pulleys.

Page 2/MS-01,
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5. Determine the width and length of a belt from the

.rdeprinted upon it.,

6. Given the diAmeters of _the pulleys in a'flat-belt

system, 'the center distance between them, and "the

applicable formula, calculate the beat length required

for the system to operate efficiently.

7 Given the diameter and rate of revolution of a flat -

belt and applicable.formula, calculate belt

velocity. '

8. Given the diameter of one pulley in a belt ystem,

calculate the most energy-efficient diameter for the

other pulley.

9. 'Given a spring scale; a straight edge-, a ruler; and

the applicable manufa&urers' table, and an over- or
J

under-tensioned belt installed in a'belt,drive system,

check-tension of belt according.to procedures outlined

, in the module, and deterIcline correct tension!for belt.

10. Describe at least two ways an improperly-maintained

belt sy.stem.can.lose energy.

11. Given a belt with,one.-or more%of the follOwing defects,

identify all defects, and cite at least one Tossdble

cause for each:

A. -Fabric rupture.

b.-'Cover tear.

c: W6rn sides. i9

Cross cracking.

'A. Burns.

f. Gouges.

12. Describe how,properly to install a V-belt on pulley .

. . . ,
13.. Given a V-belt system with one or more of the following .

defects, inspect the system, correctly diagnose all.

defects, and cite at least one cause for each defect:

I

I
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.a. Misalignment of pulleys.:

b. _Incorrect V-belt size.

Defective belt.

d. ImprOperly'matched belts.

e. Defective sheaves:

f. Incqyrectly tensioned belt.

. .

Page,4/MS-01
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SUBJECT MATTER

' (

. MECHANICAL DRIVES

Three- systems are used more! extensively than.any.others

.to transmit TOiary mechanical power (,Figure 1):

e Belts and. pulleys.

Chains and sprockets.,

*Gear's.,
. .

These .systems are called "dtives," and are used to

transmit power between adja-\ cent shafts, as illustrated in

,

0

Figure 1.

/

Figure 1. Belt, Gear,:and.Chain Drive Systems.

e I 49

#..4

t
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THE BELT DRItTE

/

Belts and pulleys/normally are used to transmit power

between two parallel shafts. One shaft is the di-iver;'the

other theiedrilren. Belt drives transfer force OroUghlric-

tional contact between the surfaces of the belts and of the

grooves on the pulleyS. These drives commonly are used be-

tween shafts too far apart to be coupled eeonomiCally with

gears. -They are impOrtant in industry and, in one form orh

' another, have been inuse for a long time. Some of the'

earliest applications were in spinning wheels, lathes, wind-
-

mills, and waterwheels.

TYPES OF BELTS

Figure 2 displays the.three most 4requantly-used belts =

(a) the round, (b) the flat, dnd (c) the V-belt. Each belt

type requires aspecial pulley, as shown;. and each is suited

for its own special applications: Other belt types, many of

which are discussed later, are variatiOns', o£ these three basic

1

f
(a)

J,. . ,e

Round' Belt (b)
,

Flat Belt , (c ) V -belt

j
Figure.2." The Three Basic Belt Designs.



.

.

Round belts (Figure 2a) are designed to handle light.

loads. Usually constructed of neoprene or of some other

synthetic material, they are employed in light-duty equip-
,.

.

ent, such as sewing m chines d tape recorders. Pulleys

fo round belting have a concave face to fit the belt''s

cross section.

\oday, flat belting (Figure 2b) is not used in industry

for power transmission ac frequently as_ before, allhough,it

is widely used in conveying.

The V-belt (Figure 2c), the most widely used of the

three basic types, is discussed in detail in a later section

of this module.

FLAT BELTS

1-klthough flat belts are. bulky and-less flexible than

V-beltS, they,are,simple, strong, and resistant to dusty

conditions.

Flat conveyor belting moves edtl, brick, sand, cements

glass, soybeans, fertilizer, scrap
/

metal; wood chipsdeter-

gents, and many other materials. Tere are special food-
.

handling belts that resist greasesand'Odors; Teflon belts,

used to convey, materials that are)being.spr'ay-painted; and

belts made of special rugged materials'for handling sharp

pieces of metal; Such large systems, if impropeTly set up

or -improperly-Maintained, can waste energy. Figure 3 shows

a,typical flat-belt conveying gyStem. Takeup screws are

used to adjust friction of the belt on the pulley.

MS-01 /Page 7
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Figure 3. Flat'-belt Conveying System
with Takeup Pulley,

,,Pulleys for-flat-belt applications can be either flanged

(made with a rim on each edge of the pulley) or crowned; Fig-

ure 4 illustrates both. The crowned pulley has a raised,

sloping ''surface,.or crown, designed to preVent a flat belt

from sl.ip.ping off the surface. ',Pulley sizes range from a few

inches to over ten feet in diameter.

t'

Figure 4: Crdwned and Flanged Pulleys.

Page 8/MS-01
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LENGTH MEASUREMENT'AND CALCULAfION

The technician should ensure that these belt-drive

systems are economicsand-energy,-efficient. The actual

design of a system is ultimately an engineering responsi-

bikity4 however, the technician maybe called upon to access,

and even to redesign, outmoded systems. An important first

step in this process is to determine the actual length of

flat belting needed for effidient operation.

Direct length measurement often is the simplest and
-

surest method. This method involves the use of a long steel

measuring tape that is adjusted over the' aligned pulley

crowns in the same path as the belt. TO this measured length,

a reasonable length should be added for the joining process

where applicable:

Sometimes, direct measurement is impractical because of

pulley location. In this case, length can be calculated with

Equation 1, as shown in Example A.

Lis) = 22c + 1.6 (D + d) + (D4-
d)2

c.

where:..

L b = Belt length needed.

/
c
= (enter distance between pulleys.

-D = Diameter of large pulley.

Diameter of small pulley.

Equation 1

MS-01/Page 9 '



EXAMPLE A: FLAT-BELT LENGTH CALCULATION.

Given: 24" diameterofslarge pulley = D

9" diameter of small pulley = d

72" center distance between pulley = tc.

Find: Belt length required (°Lb).

Solution: Use Equation 1:

if

2
Lb = 22c + 1.6 (D + d) +

(D d

(I:ubstituting:
2

L
b

(2 x 72) + 1.6 (24 + 9)k
(4 4

x 72
9)2

=, 144 + (1.6 x'33)
; 158;

= 144 + 52.8 + 0.78

Lb = 197.58".

BELT-SPEED CALCULATION

Flat bel.ts are manufactured to operate most efficiently,

at a particular speed stated in the manufacturers! specifi-

cations. At ally other speed, frictional and electrical energy

losses ,occur. The actual speed of a flat belt can be calcu-
,

lated by the use of a stroboscope or special tachometer to

find the r/min of the pulley to which the belt is attached.

Page 10/MS-01
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T.

Once this speed and the diameter of the pulley are known,

actual belt speed can be determined from Equation 2.

M = --gn
12

where

M = Speed of belt in ft/min.

= 3.14.

Equation 2

n = Pulley speed in r/min.

D =° Pulley diameter in inches.

Equation 2 is utilized to calculate flat-belt speed

in Example B.-

cr.

EXAMPLE B: CALCULATION OF -FIAT -BEET SPEED.

Given: A 6'0" diameter pulley rotating -at 3 revolutions

per second.

Find:_ -Belt velOcity.

Solution: Use Equation 2.
'I

M= --gn.
12

Convert all quantities to appropriate units:

D = 6'0"= 72"*

M = 3 RPS = 3 x 60 = 180 r/min,

Substitute in,equation:
4.

M
12

x 3.14-x-180

= 6 x 3.14 x 180

M = 3392 ft/min.

0

17'
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Calculated belt speed should be checked against the

manufacturer's specifications to 'ensure that the belt is
.

.

operating at or near optimum'speed.; otherWise, the belt may

be overloaded or inadequately tensioned. Belt speed must,

alsobe considered when a-new system is designed. Once the

rate at which the driving shaft revolves is known, belt speed

can be calculated. Manufacturers' specifications-then are
; .

consulted for the best belt for the job.

These few simple calculations calnot be employed to

design-a complete drive for asspecific application. Formulas

for design are complicated and may be found in engineering

textbooks. The length and speed calculations just discussed

are used best to Irmine the efficiency of existing drives.

a

THE POSTTIV-DttIVE BELT

The positive-drive belt (FigureL5) is a unique concept

inpower'transmiigion. 'Essentially a flat belt with teeth,

it combines the advantages of

the chain and of the gear- with

thpse of the belt. The belt

1
teeth, Which':fit into corres-

:&nding pulley teeth, provide

a'drive with no slippage; that

is, a "positive" drive.

Because of this lack of

slippage and the compactness of

positive -drive belts, they are

ised widely as "timing belts"

Figure 5. The Positive- in engines.
Drive Belt. .

Among the other advantages

of positive-drive belts are the 1

following:

Page 12/MS-01
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The belt teeth throiv off heat.

They operate with less tension and, therefore, with

less bearing load.

They have a high speed range up to 16,000 ft/min.

They can be used on drives having up to 600 hp_

They require little maintenance.

They require no tensioning devices, such as idler

pulleys.

They are cpst- and energy.-efficient.

They are lo, g-lasting.

. Although at first utilized primarily in synchronous

applications\positive-drive systems are gaining a wider

acceptance,' even replacing chains, gears, and standard V-

belts in some operations. (In those systems, however, that

Po;ess great,load shock, the positive-drive belt may.not

allow.enougt absorbence of shiock, unless an appropriate

shock coupling is *used.)

MAINTENANCE OF FLAT BELTS-

SPLICING OF FLAT BELTS

f
Most flat belts ave spliced to make them endless. They

can, be spliced with cement; with lap, butt, or apron lacing.?

or with hooks and plates. Belt splicing is made easier when

special belt clamps are employed to hold the belt straight.

A straight' splice is required to assure proper belt operatidn.

Splicing techndquqs are availaNe from various belt manufad-

tureTs.

.g

r

MS-01/Page 13
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,)
TROUBLESHOOTING OF FLAT BELTS

4

Table 1 presents corrective measures for flat' -belt

problems. Alignment is critical. The-first alignmemt step

is to adjust both pulley shafts to parallel by first measuring

the distance between each end of the shafts. When pUfleys

are separated by long distances, a tria-and-error' method must -

be used. If the belt is straight, the 'pulleys can be aligned

by adjusting themon the shafts until the belt runs straight

on both pulleys. When the pulleys are clOseothe alignment

method for V. -belts can be used.

5

TABLE 1. FLAT-BELT TROUBLESHOOTING.

le TROUBLE
--.)

CAUSE CORRECTION ,-

Belt Slipping
or Squealing

,

Belt
Stretches.-

Belt*Runs
off Pulley

Belt Whips
and Flaps

.

-

(a) Belt too thin
(b) Belt too narrow -.(b)TUse
(c) Pulley crown too

high -,

(d) -Drive overloaded .
.

,,

(a),Belttoo thiri
.(11,$) Belt too. narrow

(a). Pulleys ouof
aligtment

.
(b) Center distance.

too great ,

'(a) Loose belt
(b) -Belt too narrow
(c) Belt too thin :
(d) Belt crooked

(e) Motor poorly
braced

(f) Lopsided pulley

(g) Crooked shaft

.

(a) Use thicker, belt
wider belt

,(c) Reduce pulley
taper ..

.

(d) Increase drive ,,l''

capacity
-.

-(a) Use thicker belt
(%b) Use.wider bdlt

(a) Align pulleys

(b) St.orter center
dAstiance .

(a) Tighten belt ,

(b) Use wider telt
, (c) Use thicker belt
(d) Straighten joint

ior replace belt.
(e) Brace motor

. , . -c.\,-

.

(f) Replace or repair
Pulley

(g)-Replace or repair
shaft ,

Page 14/MS-01
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table I. Continued.

TROUBLE CAUSE CORRECTION

Cracked
Outside Ply

Cracked.
Inside Ply

Belt Runs
Crooked

J

_Belt. Run's to
Orie Side of
Driven Pulley

Belt Weaves
backward and

Forward,
causing belt
wear

Belt Peals
and is 4

Covered with
Grain

.cF

(a) Belt to6 tight
(b) Pulley diameter

to small

(a) $elt,tpo loose
(b) Pune, crown

too high
(c) Belt too 'thin
(d) Belt too narrow'
(e) No belt dressing

(a) Belt stretched
when forced over
pulley

(b) Belt unevenly
spliced

(c) Pulleys out of
alignmftt

(a) Belt too slack.
(b) Belt too thin
(c) Belt too narrow

-,(d) .Belt crooked

-.(e) Tulleys out -of.

(a) Pulley wobbles

(b) Bent shaft ,7

(c). High Spat on
_pulley

ols

(a) Belt slippage .

o (b)Proper dressing
not applied to
belt

(c) 0 1 or:ather '
- material being

thrown on belt .

(d) ctemical fumes

(a) Loosen belt
(b) Replace with

larger pulley

(a) Tighten belt
(b) Reduce crown

taper
(c),Use thicker belt
(d) Use wider belt
(e) Apply belt

dressing

.(a) Replace belt if
problem serious

(-b) Resplice or
replace

(c). Align pulleys

(a) Tighten .belt -

(b) Use thicker. belt
(c) Use wider belt
(d) ,Resplice or

replace
(e) Align pulleys

(a) Secure pulley
properly'on
shaft

(b) Repakr or re-
place shaft

(c) Repair or re-
plade pulley

(a) Tighten'belt
(b) Apply dressing

made for belt

(c) Stop from reach-
ing belt,; clein
the belt and
'Scrape off grain

(d) Stop from reach-
ing belt if pvc-
tical

2
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:
V-BELTS

a.-

Air

V -belts are Vita,L.to induStrial operations because they

possess a tighter-grip,than other belts and a power transmis-

sion efficiency'as'high as 9596. Figure 2c shpws a V-belt

cross section. A V-belt 'canransmit large loads'Jbecause it

is rugged and dependable.. Steel oar fiber feinfol.cement is

provided in the outer layer o.,fthe belt to increase tensile

strength;:the inner layers are constructed of compressible-

rubber (usually synt*ic0. ,
iz

The V-belt's ihapd:1%causes it to.wedge firmly into the

pulley, or sheave,'groove. The section going around the

pulley tends to bulge mnder load and to press firm.,ly again t
, .

the flanges for increased trac-

tion. -Four or more V:helts-

°flail are placed, on a"pulley'

as shown -.in the multiple V-belt

drive. in Figure 6. All belts

on d multiple drive mu-*t be.

matched in length.

Pi 1leijr for V-belt -drives'

often are calleatusheaves." Most.

standa//dSheaves. are

balanced in order that they cam

be oper
%

ated a,t rim speeds of uti.

to ,6,06 feet per minute (ft/min). ,

Molt electric Motors operate Are"

effiCiently at full capacify and speed (without, having their

speed reduced greatly-by' cmotor control).

Figure 6. Multiple
V-Belt Drive.

Page 16/MS701.
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DESIGN VARIATIONS

4

a
a

There are several variations of the basic V-belt

design, as indicated by Figures and 8.

The double-angle V -belt is cpnstructed with 4 "V"

shape at both top and bottom surface, and both surfaces

may contact different pilleYs rotating in different direc-

tions. '(A double-angle belt system'is shown Ater as q

."Serpentin" drive in Figure 9.)

Banded V-belts are multiple belt permanently bonded

by a tie' or band at the- top': They are used 'on 'drives to

p4event belt roll off, jump off; or whip. (Belt whip

a kind 0i...irregular flapping movement.)

, ii .

' ititi
Ib) Banded V-belt

*,

//
//

1/0:9 : 9:0'0:9 ::N.. .. . ../,
/

/ .

\\------;/,
. (a) Double-awls Salt

'

,

,

.

,

"C

.

-..

,
. . k-\

ihniI

( c ) V - r i b t; e d Belt !
..

...

td)Linked V-belt
AI

-

Figure 7. V-belt Design Variati

.
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V-ribbed belts are manufactured with. multiple sharp

"Vs" that provide excellent grip in a narrow width, although

they requdre.large belt tension and precise alignment.

f2ised V-belts are constructed of fle*ible links of 0
-

rupeT or neaprenet and fabric, held together by studs and

washer's. Links on these belts can beremoved to match the.

tension requirements of different, drives.

The flexibility and heat-dissipating ability of the basic

V-belt is enhanced when grooves or notches are made into the

.bottom. The cog belt and notch belt are especially designed

to-be more flexible and to throw off heat more rapidly than

the conventional V-belt.

1

VARIABLE-SPEED BELT DRIVES

In many industries, the necessity arises to change the

speed of a driven machine during, operation. Variable-speed

pulleys and belts (Figure 8) accomplish this feat when the r
two halves of the pu,lleys are moved closer together or farther

apart, forcing the beat to ride higher or lower in the pulley

and to change the speed of the driven pulley. *The/ variable-

speed sheaves'shown in Figure 8 operate as follows? The
,

dTiver-

pulley contains 'the shifting device that changes its pitch;

the driven pulley is, spring mounted and merely Serves asa

resistance to hold the belt tightly. Other systems utilize

idlers or eventwo shifting pulleys in synchronication.

Sdch drives reqUire flexible) wide belts having great

cross- sectional strength. Both the belts and the sheaves

should.be checked for wear periodically.

Page 18 /MS -Q1
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DRIVEN SHEAVE

SPRING - MOUNTED SHEAVE

. LOW SPEED

DRIVER SHEAVE

HIGH SPEED

SMFTINGAECHAMSM

Figure 8.. Variable-speed Belt and Pulleys.

FORMS OF B.ELT DRIVES

Figure 9

belt drives:

either a flat

\s/

illustrates the five major configurations of'

Open',' Turned, Crossed, Serpentine (which uses

belt or a double-angle V,- belt), and Mule.

OPEN

.

'

0

i
, \

40
AOSSED

..r

. .

CD

.

.,

'

-

MULE
.

'TURNED
. 1

-
. _.....

.

0
SERPENTINE

0
4:1

.11

Figure g. forms. of Belt Drives.
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.V-BELT ES AND MATCHING NUMBERS

V-bel ts are in many sizes, ranging from 1/2 to

1 1/2inch widths. Numbering systems are used to indicate

width, duty type, length, and matching number of each belt.

These code,s'are marked on feack belt and vary with each manu-
.

facturer; for example, a typical marking such as B210 ,50

.can be interpreted as follows:

B indicates that the width is 21/32 inch; that is a

standard.industry;code. Tile common width designations

for heavy industri'a/. belts are A (1/2"), B (21/32"):.

C (7/8"), D (1 174"), apd'E (1 1/2"),

210 indicates the belt\length in inches. The' l'ast-

digit indicates tenth an inch. The B210 is 211.8

inches in: length', or slightly lofiger than the be t

number, which is measured along. the inside surface.

(Most V-belting is endless, or unjoined; however; its
also is manufactured in lengthy rolls for use on line

shafts or 'when extra-long belts dre required. .Such

belting is spliced with hinged metal ,fasteners.).

50 indicates the matching number, inlorder that belts. .

used 'on a multiple-belt drive can, be) patched precisely

in length. (If the belts --ark matehed, some will
9

_snot

be loose and others tight,WhiCheduges.belt life.)

'Matching numbers represent small increments of, length

within a given nomimal length. Belts will operate

.properly if the numbers are grouped wi!lin the limi$s

_given in Table 2. ,\

Page 20/MS-01-
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TABLE 2., LIMLTS OF BELT MATCHING NUMBERS.

Belt Length
,

Matching Limit

Up to 100
100 to200 '

200 to 300
300.to 400
400 to 500
500 and Up

. .

Use only 1 'limber .

'Within 2 consecutive. numbers
. Within 3 consecutive numbers

Within 4 consecutive numbers
WithicA0consecutive numbers
Withie6 donsecutive numbers

Match No. SO indicates a belt' of standard nominal
lerigth. Nos. 51, 52 and 53 are successively longer
belts, and Nos. 49, 48 sand 47 are shorter ones.

o

PULLEY SIZE

Fr

The relationship between pulley size and power is

important. Pulley ratio (the ratio pf the diameter of the
.

lage to the small pulley) should be 3:1 or, less,'in arder

that full power can be applied to a belt System. The use '

of manufacturers' specifications virtually assures the

.correct pulley ratio; however, when several different set-

ups are possible, the energy technician should select the

drive that will come closest to giving full power. When

the diameter of one pulley is known, calculation of the most

energy- efficient design for a system can be accomplished as

shbwn in Example C.-

EXAMPLE C: PULLEY SIZE CALCULATION.

Given: Large diameter pulley is.12"

Find: Best diameter for small pulley.

27
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A

Example C. iOniinued.

1
(,.

Pulley size ffects pulley speed. If two pulleys are

the same size, th y will rotate 'at the same speed; however;

when the drive pulley is smaller than the drrVen p ley, the

driven-pulleywilij turn slower;

o
MAINTENANCE OF V-BELT DRIVES

A minimum of preventive maintenance will stop many of

the more common energy losses associated with belt drives.

Drives should be inspected regularly. CAUTION: Lock the

on-off, switch in "off" positign when inspecting'pr repairing
-

belt drives.

SHEAVE ALIGNMENT IN V-BELT DRIVES

Precise sheave alignment is required and,is accomplished

as follows: (1) Shafts upon which the sheaves'are fitted must'

be aligned horizontally or in the same degree of angle. (2)

Parallel shaft and groove alignment usually is accomplished

simurtaneously. Such alignment is illustrated in Figure 10a,

- in which a straight edge is used to provide an_accurage align-
,:

ment. (The straight edge itself, perhaps a board, must be
4

,

. .
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straight and unwarped%) An alternate method, shown in

Figure 10b, makes use of a line pulled taut. Even more

precise alignment can be accomplishedyhen the'shafts are

lengthy: measurements ve4made between the shafts at both

ends.

STRAIGHT EDGE

ADJUST TO BRING FACES OF SHEAVES TRUE

(a) Alignment With A Straight Edge

USE CARE AS LINE IS-EASILY DISTORTED
(S) Alignment With A Line

Figure 10. Alignment of-Shaves and Shafts.

V-BELT INSTALLATION

Belts should not be forced onto sheaves by, so-called

"rolling" action, which stretches ti4rem and breaks their

4 fibers. Rather, the below step- by- step-,procedures should

be followed:

Loosen the adjustable tension mount.

Slip the belt.around.the sheave gooves. When

installing more Than one V-belt on a multiple

drive, make sure that all the.belts are matched

and that they all are, slack on the.same side

(usually the top side).

2D
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Adjust the mount to tighten the belt to approximately

the correct tension.

Start the unit, and allow the belt to "seat" in the

sheave grooves.

Stop the unit, and tighten belt to correct tension

as follows:

BELT TENSION

11

Because belts tend to slip, when chains or gears do not,

belt tension must be tested regularly to prevent excessive

wear and reduction of mechanical energy. Since tension in

a belt system is so important, some type of tensioning device,

such as an idler pulley or a jacking screw, often. is used.

Whenever poSSible, the slack part of the'belt should be at

the top of the drive, to allow 'greater .arc contact with the

pulleys. Tension. .should be' checked at specified inspection

intervals. "Becausenew belts stretch and "seat" into the

sheave grooves, their tension should be checked after they

have run 24 to 48 hours,'

Belt tension often is determined by use of a pocket

"Tensiometel"! (Figure 11a), available from belt manufacturers.

The Tensiometer is used as follows: (1) The belt span

length is measured (Figure 11b). (2) The large "0" ring on

the Tensiometer is set for'1/64" for every inch of 'belt span.

(3) The small "0" ring is set to (4) The larger end of

.
the Tensiometer'is pressed downward at the center of ill belt

span (Figure 11c). On a single-belt drive, the Tensiometer

is pressed until the large "0" ring is even with the bottom

of a straight edge placed on the outside rims of the two

pulleys; ona multiple-belt drive, it is pressed'until the

Large "9" ring is even with the top of the adjoining belt

Page 24/MS-01
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(if taut itself). Each bell in the drive is measured,

and the average reading is obtained. (5) The position.

of the small "0" ring nowlhas changed to indicate the

pounds requireA to deflect the belt: (6) Belt deflection,

tables from the belt manufacturer's catalog are cheeked---

for the proper tension in pounds.

SMALL
..0..

RING

=

i

_ 8
.1-7. SPAN

r 111111WAJOINIV

LARGE

RINe

I

(a) 'renal cmeter

11;T

I
.

(b) Identification of Belt Span.

0
( ) teasurinq

.

,...

.

.

Belt Deflection.

Figure 11. Use of the Belt Tensiometer.

A spring scale and a ruler also can be used to check

tension, as explained in Example D.

31
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EXAMPLE D: CHECKING',BELT TENSION.

Given: A V-belt and pulley mechanical drive. Belt span

is 32".

Find: Belt tension,

SPRING SCALE
.16

STRAIGHT EDGE
RULER

Solution: 'hold a straightedge parallel to the.belt, top

surface, and place a ruler level and perpen-

dicular to the straightedge.

Use a 4pring scale, and apply a perpendicular

force to the belt at the midpoint of the span.

This force should be that required to deflect'

the belt 1/64 inch for every inch of, span

ength; for example, a.32-inch belt should be

deflected 1/64 x 32 or 1/2 inch'.

NOTE: Belt manufacturers provide tables that
4

list the recommended belt deflection force

for their belts. These tables take into

account such factors as sheave sizes, r/min,

etc.

I3,ge 26/MS-01
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TROUBLESHOOTING. OF V-BELTS

Table 3 provides extensive V-belt and sheave trouble-
,

shooting procedures that should be studied and discussed

--thoroughly.

TABLE 3. V-BELT TROUBLESHOOTING.

TROUBLE,- CAUSE CORRECTION
-

Belt Slipping
.

.

-

(a) Not enough tension
(b).Drive overloaded

(c),Oily drive
.

(a) Increase. tension
(b) Increase drive

capacity
(c) Correct oil or

grease condition

Belts Squealing

I

.

(a) Drive overloaded
.

(b) Heavy starting
load

(c) Not enough arc of
contact

. .

(a) Increase drive
capacity ,1

(b) Increase tension

(c) Lengthen center
distance

Belts Turned
Over

...,...-

.

(a) Broken cords from
running belts onto
sheaves

(b) Not enough tension
(c) Impulse loads

.

(a) Reduce drive'
centers when
installing belts
on sheaves

(b) Increase tension
(c) Provide pivoted

motor base or
spring loaded'
idler

Repeated Belt
Breakage

du

s, I..

.

..

(a) Shock loads

.

(b) Broken cords from
running belts onto
sheaves

_

(c) Foreign objects

,

(a) Increase tension

I
or increase
drive capac y

(b) Reduce dr e
centers en
instal ing belts
on "s aver

(c) Provide protec-
y tive guards

MS-01/Page 27
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Table 3. Continued.

TROUBLE CAUSE CORRECTION.

Rapid Wear

.

(a) Worn'sheave
. grooves

(b) Sheave dia. too
small %

(c) Misalignment
(d) Drive overld'aded

(e) Belts rubbing

(a) -,Replace sheave .

fr
,

(b) Increase sheave
diameters

,

'(c) Align drive
"(d) Intreaie drive

capacity r

(e) Provide running
__..e-a4ce

,.

.

Underside
Cracked or
Belt>Hardened

.-

(a) Excessive heat
.

. ,
.

.

(a) Provide ventila-
tion for- belt guard
covering and/or
correct slipping
condition

Excessive
Whipping,

q

(a) Drive centers too
long

,

(b) Pulsating load

(a) Reduce drive fen-
ters or provide %., .

idlet,pulley(s)
(b) Review flywheel

requirements of
drive

Hot Bearings

1

-

(a) Too such tension
(b) Sheaves too small
(c) Sheaves too faT

out on shaft

(d) Belt slippage
(e) Poor4bearing

condition

(a) Decrease tension
(b) Use larger sheaves.
(c) Place sheaves as

close as possible,
to bearings

(d) Increa/se tension
(e) Observe recom-

mended design and
maintenance

.

Some Belts on
Multi-belt
Drive Loose

1

.

(a) Belts not matched,

. '

(b) Some grooves .

damaged .

Loose belt inter(c) -.

nally damaged
(d) Not enough tension

,

(a.) Install matched
set from one manu-
facturer

(b). Remove burrs from
or replace sheave

(c) Replace belt

(d) Increase tension
.

Tie Band
Separating ,

from Belt's

.

(a) Worn sheasheaves

(b) Sheave misalign
ment

')

.

Replace shea
.

ves
) Align sheaves'

Page 28/MS-01
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Table 3. Colftinued.
.

TROUBLE
.

. .

CAUSE ,

.

CORRECTION

*Worn Belt %Sides-

"
.

(a) Normal wear- .

(bi Misalignment, grit.
or dust

.(a) Replace' belt
(b) Align sheaves;

clean
.

,Nafrow Spdts

,to

.

Broken cords from
. prying or running .

belts into sheave
grooves

.

, Replace-belt
,

.

: /
-1

4
Swollen, Spongy,
and/or Cover
Stock Loose

\,
Deterioration' from

. exposure to oil',
grease, or chemi-
cals

Use better belt
guards

' .

,

a, .

Spelt Wear or-
Burns

,

4

____
Slippage when
starting or at
peak loads

°.

Increase tension
or use system
with more belts

,. 4

Ply Separation,

.

Belt running over-
too small a sheave

, -
USe larger sheave

.

Belt
Excessively
Stretched

- ,.

__Broken internal
cords and/or ex-
cessive tensioning

.

,

Replace belt, and
reduce tension if
necessary

Frayed or
Gouged Belt
Sides

(a)°Misalignment
(b) Rubbing
(c) Damaged sheaves

(a) Align sheaves
(,b) ,.Remove obstacle
(c) Replace, sheaves

Belt Rides Low
in Grooves

*

4

(a) Worn belt
'(1)) Worn grooves in

sheave(s) -'

"

(a) Replace belt
(b) Replace worn

sheave(s)
'NOTE: Top of belt
should ride- 1/16"
above top of sheave
at rest.

Shiny Groove
Bottoms

Worn Sheave
Sides (check'
with template)

-

(a) Worn sheave ' 0
(b) Worn belt

(4) Normal year
(6) Ld'ose belt
(c) Dustyconditions

% -

(a) Repl ce sheave
(b) Repla belt

(a) Replace sheave '

(b) Tighenebelt
(c) Eliminate dust

i

if possible

\
35
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1" ,

V, BELT DRIVE SELECTION., 7

V
e.

The selection of the proper belt drive for a particular

application cln be simplified by the use..of manufacturers'

tables. Whip it is possible to 'calculate requirements for a.
t

"non-standard V-belt" by using formulas and performing stress

analyses found' in engineering textbooks, ouch calculations °',

normally are-unne(essary. The use of such manufacturers'
%

..,-. tables will allow the technician ta.select a.system and to

compare costs Of alternative systems'imMtdia.01y. The process

of selection alsopermits, tht technician to.take advantage of
J

-The data manufacturers have cathered over the years.

c(fr-1121

--

The tables also provi e ick and easy way to perform

an energy-advantagelpiam..40existing systems. Using

them, the technician can select several systems to meet the

same need and compare their relative costs.

0.

.1
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EXERCISES

1. A 3" wide belt, 250" long, is used to drive a pump from

an electric motor. The motor and.pump sheaves are 9"

and 24" diameter. Calculate hoW far apart the shafts

mustbe to us,e fully'the belt length.

2. . A 3 inch diameter flit -belt pulley rotates at 1100 r/min.

What is the belt velocity?

3. A mechanical drive system has a driver pulley 9 1/2"

diameter and driven pulley 21" diameter. If the recom-

mended drive ratio is 3:1, calculate a new diaMeter for

the driver pulley. .What happens to the drive as the

drive ratio increa(es?

LABORATORY MATERIALS

1 = Belt drive, cbrIsiiing of ,a, motor,, sheaves-(prpferably"
.

with at least two grooves), and belts: The belt drive
. .

may be a special one constructed for the laboratOry, OD

may consist of an available piece of equipmen't..such as

an air compressor similar to that shown in Fig.tAte 12.

2 0,tO'48 bz spring scales.

2 Straightedges,

2 12" steel rules.

CAUTION! Do not adjust equipment while it is running.

Observe all safety rules. Replace guards after,

equipment is adjusted

,

N
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

1. Mofor and drive, are set up by instructor as illustrated

in Figufe 12. This belt drive8may.have one or more of

the following defettsta

2.

Figure 12. -Typical
Belt-drive Setup.

Instructor starts drive. Obs rve. drive in oper on, and

1.1anote all symptoms of possible' efecs. Complete items

1 4 of Data Table 1.

Instructor stops drive Inspect drive as follows-:
--

a. Complete Data Table 2.
.

.

b. Inspect belt- for igns,of abnormal' wear. *. Complete

tkms S 11 of Data Table 1.
/

,

- " 4
,.. ,

4.

c. Check belt tension. Use'procedures utlited below:

MeiSure belt Span (Figure 13)-;'recAd'in Data
, . .

Pulley misalignment.

Incoriect V-belt size:

Defective belt(s).

Incorrectly-tensioned

belt(s).

Improperly matched

belts (if the system

is a mul '-belt drive).

Defective she. 'es.

Table 2.

Use a spring scale, and apply a perpendicular

force to the belt at the midpoint of the span.

The force should be that required to deflect

. the belt 1/64 inch for every inch (4 span

q.ength.?/(A 32 inch belt,ifor exam0.e, should

Page 32/MS-01
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NEigure13. Belt Span.

be deflected 1/64 x 32 or 1/10 inch.) Record

belt deflection and deflection force in Data

Table 2.

If a "Belt Deflection Table" for these belts

is available, compare the 'measure4 reading

with that in the Table.

d. Chet)c pgrley alignment.

Position straightedge against pulley.

Rotate- p'ulleys, and_note whether or not

'contact of either pulley with Straightedge

is distdrbed.

Complete items 13 16 of Data Table 1.
t*'

e. Inspect pulleys. Complete Section E.

f. Review ,Sections A through E. Inspect drive for
° causes for all defects, and list possible causes

-in Data Ta,ble

g. List',the steps which shaUld be followed to correct

drive defects in Data Table.l.
41,
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1

DATA TABLES

a

DATA TABLE lf TROUBLESHOOTING BELT DRIVES
,

TROUBLE YES NO DESCRIBE CAUSE COgRECTION,

1. ExcessiveNoise?
4

2. 'Belt Squeak?
.

--

.

.

3.,
.

Belt Squeal?
. f ki

4. Belt Slippage? .

S.

,

Belt Fabric
Rupture?

.

i t

6. Worn Belt Sides?
)

7. Belt Base ,

CraCking? .

.

8. Belt Cover Tear? .
.

9.
,

Belt Burns?
. ,

.
.

I.O. Belt Gouges?
.

.

.

11: Correct Belt? . ,44 .

.

12.: Correct Belt
Tension?

.

13.-
4

Pulleys Aligned? .

.

.

. ,

1

lit. New Belt 1/16
Inch Above Top
Groove?

.

. J

'15; Shiny Groove
Bottoms? ,

.t..

.

.

.

.

16. Pulleys Chipped,
sent or Cracked?

"1,....

_

. -

Page 34/MS-01_
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DATA TABLE 2: SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS
w

Type Belt No. of Belts

Manufacturer

Nominal Length

Matching Number

Nominal Width

Nominal Thickness

Center Distance between Pulley Shafts (Belt Span)
%

Belt Deflection (measured),

Belt Deflection Force (measured)

REFERENCES

1- ,

Carmichael, C., ed.' Kent's Mechanical Engineers Handbook.

Design and Production. Mew York: 'John Wiley and~ Sons,

Inc.,.1975.
.

/

ve Design. Akron, OH: B. F. Goodrich, Engineered Systems

Division.

Fundamentals of Service: Belts and Chains. Moline, IL:,1
w

Deere & Company, 1'971-.

Jndustrial Drives Catalogue. Cleveland, OH: Eaton Corpora-

tion, Industrial -Drives Operations, 1978.

McDonald, William C., ed. Power Transmissions Handbook.

Julian.J. Jackson Publications, Inc., 1968.

Nelson, Carl A. Millwrights andNechanics Guide. 2nd ed.

Indianapolis:. Theodore Audel & Co., 1972. '
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TEST

1. What are the (three mechanical systems most often used

to transmit rotary mechanical power?

2. wive at least one'applica4on the following belts:

a. Round belt

b.. Flat belt

c. V-belt

d. Double Angle V-belt

e. Banded V-belt

f. Linked V-belt

g. Positive'Drive belt
4

h. V-ribbed belt

i; Variable-speed belt__

3. What are at least two advantages and disadvaritages of

these belts?

a. Flat belts.

b. ,V- belts.

d: Linked 14-belts.

Al. Positive Drive belts.

e. V-ribbed, belts.

f. Cog and notch belts.

O
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What are the design characteristics that distinguish'

the following pulleys?

a. Round-belt pulleys.

b. Flat-belt pulleys.

V-belt pulleys.

What is the width and length of a C105 bilt?

6. A flat-belt drive system consists of two pUlleys, with

diameters of 30" and 10"; the span between them is 61".

What is the proper belt length for efficient operation?

(Use Equation 1.)

0
43
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7. CalCulate the belt speed for a system in which a flat

belt-is riding upon' two pulleys, one of .which has a

diameter of three feet and is rotating at five revolu-

tions per second. ,(Use Equation 2.)

.1

B. A driye system is being mod nized. One pulley is

almost new and is retained; t has a diameter of 34".

What is the most energy-efficilt size for the second

pulley? (The second pulley is/atiached to the motor

shaft.)
S

A

44

4
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9. What are at least two ways through which an improperly-

maintained belt' drive can lose energy?

10. Give at least'one possible cause for these V-belt mal-

functions: )

a. Fabric rupture.

b. Cover tear.

c. (-Worn sides.

d. Cross cracking.

e. -Burns:

f. Gouges.,

11. What is the correct procedure for installing V-belts?

ti
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4
12. Discuss'how the belt drive examined in the laboratory

procedure might have been better maintaiged.

46
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INTRODUCTION

A chain drive is a positive power-transmission system

having zero slippage. The drive consists of a chain whose

links mesh with toothed wheels called "spreckets." Such

drives are utilized when (1) the distance between shafts is.

too great for economical gearing or when f2) no slippage,

such as that exhibited by most belt drives, can be tolerated.

The first practical chain drive originated in about

1873 as a kind of detachable metallic belt, first used on

agricultural,Achinery. Although the first bicycles operated

by direct drive with no chains (Figure la), the development

of the chain drive made possible the invention of they chain -

drive bicycle (Figure lb), which made use of a large driye

sprocket and a smaller driven one for greater wheel speed

and, thus, a smaller front wheel.

fa) Early High-Wheeled
Bicycle

(Direct Wheel Driver

---
CO) Rover Safety Bicycle

(Chain Wheel Drive)

Figure 1. Bicycle Designs.

48
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Since then, the chairi drive has been used in motorcycles,

automobiles, snoWmobiles, chain saws, and,in a variety of in-

dustial machines.

This modulediscusses the design, .1.1se, installation and

maintenance of drive chains and emphasizes the energy economics

of these systems.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed the following Unified

Technical Concepts Nodules: Concept Modules 1-0, "Force,"

2-0, "Work," 6-0, "Power," and 8-0, "Force TransformerS"; and

Application Module 8M3, "Drive Systems." One year of high

school algebra also must have been completed.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be
.

able to:

1. Given sketch of the following types of chains, identify.

each chain correctly; and cite at least one, specific

application,. of each:

a. Roller ch'ain7

b. Rollerlesi

Detach hie ink chain.

d. Silent chain. 1

e. Pintile chain.
*

-2. Given an unlabeled s of parts of a roller chain,

correctly label each part; and describe how the final

chain link is assembled.

Page 2/MS-02
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3. Given the number of'teeth possessed.by each sprocket of

a chain drive, the center distance latween them, and

applicable formula, calculate proper chain length for

that drive. a

4. "Given the diameter of a sprocket, r/min of the drive,

and-applicable formula, calculate sprocket. speed.

5.9 Describe how increasing sprocket size, increasing the
. .

number of teeth on a sprocket, and decreasing the speed.

of_a-sprocket Will affect energy bal nce and life, of a
b ..-:

.

chain-drive system. .
,

6. Explain how spl-ockets are aligned by (1) parallel-shaft

adjustment and by (2) axial adjustienf.

7. Describe two ways in which tension can be adjusted on

a chain 'drive.'

8. Given the center distance between two s ockets and-

applicable forMula., calculate chain 41ac .

Ai

; .

.

9. Describe how proper` lubrication of .a chain drive in-
.- ,

creases its energy efficiency.

S

e.
A.

r. I
NI-.02/Page 3



SUBJECT MATTER

CHARACTERISTICS OF CHAIN DRIVES

Like belts, chains are, used for power.transmission,

for conveyance, and'for timing. Chain drives transmit

power with higher efficiency and do not slicer creep,

like most belt drives. They are compact; easy to install;

do not.deteriorate due to oil, grease, or sunli0f; and

can operate at high temperatures. Since chain's- require

more operating time to stretch and elongate, they req4re"

less frequent adjustment than belts; however, they are

rather noisy and require frequent lubrication. Most chains

'will accept very little misalignment.
. ,

TYPES OF CHAINS

There are several_ different types of drive chains.

Each type has its own special features and is we]1'suited

to its particular applications. A few of the common types

of drive chains are

The rollerless

illustrated in Flgurg 2.

chain (Figure 2a) consists of a'series

of /inks and pins. This chain is

chain wear is ho'tritical.

well.

404

A

used

It does

51

at low speeds when

not absorb friction
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(a) Rollerless Chain
Low Speed

ay.

(c) Detachable Link Chain
Slow Speed - Light
Loads

Nor

(b) Silent Chain
Oulst_Operation.

(e) Roller Chain

(d) Pintile Chain
Slow Speed -

Abrasive Conditions

NOTE: Ariows Indicate
Direction Of Movement

Figure 2. Five Types of Chains.

The silent chain (Figure 2b) is a series of flat- links

with teeth. 'The sprockets for this chain resemble spur gears.

As the chain passes over the face of the sprocket, the teeth

engage the -gear-like surface; however, because the sprocket

teeth do not project through the chain, the links enter and

leave the sprocket smoothly and almost silently (Figure 3).

The links on the detachable link chain-(Figure 2c) are

replaced easily. This chain is inexpensi,ze an4 is used for

slow speeds and light loads.

Page 6/MS-02
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The pintile chain

(Figure 2d) is a series pf

iron lin11ks held together by

a pin. It iS used at low'

speeds --often outdoors,

where it is exposed to the

weather and to abrasive

conditions.

Roller chains are the

most commonly-encountered

chain drives. They can be

Figures,13. Silent Chain
and Sprocke

used for virtually any application, from precis n ins u-

ments to power transmission. 'These chains are constructe

of alternate roller and piri links. Roller chain parts are

illustrated in Figure 4; in assembly, the links are connected

alternately, as in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Roller
Chain Parts._

r

:"Figure Ro ler
Chain Assembly. .

In operation, the ins turn ±nside the bushings, while

the rollers turn outside the bushings. The roller contracts

the sprocket teeth, guides the link into place, and absorbs

most of the friction.

i
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The.e'nds of a 'roll ek chain usuall are joined with a

special link called aAister link" ( Figure 6). 4

Figure 6. Roller
ChAin Master Link.

Figure 7. %
Chain Pitch. -

The "pitch" of a roller chain is the distance between

the center of the rollers, or'the spaceThetween the links

(Figure 7). The pitch, the roller width, and the roller

diameter-have been standardized, and are part of the American

standard roller chain dimensions- available in most,mechanical

engineering, textbooks and handbooks. Roller chains are

manufactured td meet the standardi of the American National

4 t

Standards Institute (ANSI)..

-CHAIN LENGTH

( For chain to be preperly,tensioned, it must'be the

correct leng01. (Tensioning is explaine under Maintenance.).

Chain length can be calculated from Equation

N1 2+'N2 NI '4' N2
2-7-)L + /Q.

c 2 c

.0

Page .VMS-0;
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".

where

L
c

= chain length needed.

NI, = number of teethi11arge sprocket.

N2Nnumber of teeth in small sproCket.

= 3.14.

c
= sprocket center distance in inches.

Equation -1 used tosolve

a

EXAMPLE A: GALCULATION OF CHAIN LENGTH.,.

Given: Driving sprocket with 22 teeth. Driven sprocket

w4h 36 teeth and a sprocket center distance of

1' -: 0" = 12".

Find: 6 Length Lc of Chain.

Solution: Use Equation 1: .

Lc NI ; N2 + (i'T.17r,r1iL 1.....:

c
2i,

Substituting:

4

L
? (36 + Z21 (36 '+ 22)2

2 4/1.-4(3.14)2 X 12

= 58 3364
2 473.7,

+ 24

= 29+ 7.1 + 24

U = 60.1 "

The length then would have to be adjusted to,the closest

manufacturerS,standard chain length.

55
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SPROCKETS

The toothed wheel thropgh which power isitransmitted Is

termed the "sprocket." In operation, the links of the chain

mesh with the teeth of the sprocket tobaintain a fbsitive

speed ratio between the Driver and the Driven sprockets.

If the chain has( an even number of pitches, the sprockets

--have"an odd-number"of teeth, and 'vice versa. This feature

prevents.a single link from contacting the same sprocket tooth

each time the sprocket turns and prevents uneven wear and

excessive vibration.
c

Sprockets connected to the same side of a chain.revolve

in the same direction:, those connected to opposite sides

revolve inNopposite directions..

N

TYPES OF SPROCKE

Sprockets.are manufactured to standard dimensions for

each type of chain. There are-four basic types of sprockets,

the chOice of which depends upon cost, 'location, ease or

-----------access-,--andremoal for mainten,ance (Figure 8) . it

Sprockets should hhve no fewer than 12 tees because a,

small number of teeth increases the amount of impact of the

chain seating on the sprocket. Impact will be reduced. if the

numbei of teeth of the'sprocket is increased or if the speed

is decreased. Chain pull also will be,reduced as the sprocket

- size is increased.. A larger sprocket allows the use of a

lighter chain.

Page-10/MS-02.
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(b) Hub - One

,
AN

Side

or ,Iimv AD
.

(a) Plane Plate

Ise \
NI..

AIMF
ess
\lb
gir MI

v
IV /

re

Al
WI

.
(c) Hub - Bpth Sides

t

(d) Hub - Detachable

Figure 8. The Four Basic Types of Sprockets.

SPRbCKET SPEED

When performing an ellt-rgy- or economy- advantage analysis

on a chain drive, the energy technician/should determine the

speed of the sprockets. Whenthe diameter of the sprockets.

and the speed of the drive sprocket are known, the speed of

the Driven sprocket can. be calculated' from Equation 2.

r/min Driver. Diameters Driver
r/min Drive Diameter Driven

Equation 2

'Equation 2 is used to solve atypical problem in

Example B.

57
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EXAMPLE B: CALCULATION OF SPROCKET SPEED.

Given:

Find:

Driver sprocket diameter = 12".

Driven sprocket diameter = 24".

r/min of drive = 1000 r/min.

r/min of Driven sprocket.

Solution: Use Equation 2.

r/min Driver Diameter Driver
r4min Driven Diameter Driven

T /min Driven = r/min Drive x
Diamete Driven

= 1000 x
24

1000 x r/min

r/min Driven = 500 r/min.

Diamete Drive

12

Once the speed of the driven sprocket is known, the

technician can determine if the speed of the drive can be

reduced without loss'of performance. The cost of increasing

the sprocket size compared with the savings that could be

realized by using a lighter chain should be examined. If

a larger sprocket, with more teeth, and a lighter chain,

operating at, lower speeds, can be substituted for the old

drive, considerable energy and monetary savings can be realized.

Using different types of sprockets and'chains also can

help'save energy and materials; for example, the "huntihg tooth"

sprocket is designed for just this purpose (Figure 9). The

arrangement of the teeth allows each tooth to contact the chain

only once every second revolution; thus, chain and sprocket

Wear are reduced. This sprocket must be used with double-pitch

chains.

Page-12/MS-02 58



Each tooth rests

every other revolution.

The double-pitch chain

provides the required

space for the extra-set

of teeth:

SPROCKET POSITION

The position of the

sprockets in the drive

should be considered care-
(

fully because if arranged

improperly, their life,

,,and that of the chain will

,Figure*9. Hunting Tooth
Sprocket.

be shortened: Figure 10 displays some of the acceptable,

arrangements; however, a and particularly c should turn

in the'opposite direction indicated by the arrows if the

sprockets were moved very close together.

Figure 10. Sprocket Arrangements.

MS-0i/Page 13
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IDLER SPROCKETS

The small sprocket of a chain drive usually is the,'

`Driver sprocket, and the large sprocket is the Driven one.,

The chain Should 'wrap around,the small sprocket by at least

120°. The length of the chain is determined by the center

distance between theAusprockets.

As a minimum, the center distance must be greater than

one-half the sum of the sprocket diameters, to prevent the

teeth of the sprockets from interfering wits one another.

Long center distances between sprockets should be avoided,

or the chain will whip.

Some chain drives have adjustable centers, which allow

center distances to be adjusted by movement of the sprockets.

If a drive has a fixed center, it-may'be equipped with an

idler sprocket.

Idler sprockets

should be no,smaller

than the Driver and

should engage chains

in the slack span

(Figure 11).

Whendrives

have. fixed centers

and when no idler

sprockets are used,

the exact center

distance and chain

length must be Com-

puted carefully.

B

......_

(a) Horizontal, Drives
k

i

0

(b) Vertical Drives

, ,
.

P

0 0

%........4?

---.
0 , 0

. ,... \

....- .
td) Three - Sprocket

RevereIng Drives
(c ) Three-Sprocket Drives

Figure 11. Proper Location
of Idler Sprockets.

%
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. SELECTION OF CHAIN DRIVES

The easiest way to select the proper chain drive for

a. particular application is to_use manufacturers' tables.

Several systems can be designed quickly and their relative

cost and energy benefits compared. As with belt drives,

the technician simply follows an easily-underStood step-bx-4.

step procedure.

MAINTENANCE

Propef maintenance of chain drives will result in

considerable energy and monetary savings. The lreas covered

in this section include sprocket alignment, chain installa-

tion, chain tension, lubrication,lioubleshooting, ,and storage.

ALIGNMENT

Alignment is important in belt-drive systems is

critical in chain-drive ones because metal chains are in

direct contact with metal sprockets. Correct alignment is

achieved when (1) the sprocket shafts are parallel and (2)

when thd sprockets themselves. are positioned axially in such

a manner that the rows of teeth on both sprockets are in the,

Same plane.

To ensure that the shafts are parallel, align them

horizontally with a machinist's level,' and adjust them for'

parallel alignment with a feeler\bar or measuring stick

(Figure 12a). The distance between shafts on both sides

of the sprockets must be "equal. Once the shafts have been

aligned properly, they must be bolted in placp to maintain

alignment during operation.

61
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SHAFTS PARALLEL' SHAFTS NOT PARALLEL

Ca) Shaft Alignment _

STRAIGHTEDGEt 14d

(b) Sprocket Afignment.

Figure 12. Shaft and Sprocket AlignMent.

Sprockets are aligned axially with a straight edge pressed

against them (Figure 12b). For long center distances, a wire

,stretched taut can be psed instead.

When a shaft is subject to."end float" the in-and-out
416.

movement exhibited, for_example, by shafts of electric motors),

the sprocket should be.aligned for the normal running position.

The running position nil be determined by chalking the shaft

and by thensscribing a line in the challeoppoS'ite a convenient

fixed point. T -he shaft is stopped, and is blocked into its

running position- while the sprockets are being aligned.

CHAIN INSTALLATION

Chain' installation is, simplified when the following

, procedures are observed:



.

(1) Remove the chain pin or connecting link.

(2) Wrap middle of chain around one sprocket, and

/ bring the two free ends .together on' the other

sprocket.

(3) Insert the pin through the links of the Chain ends.

(4) Install the Prep plate ofthe connecting lirik.

(5) Fasten the plate with the cotters or spring,clip.

('6) Lightly tap the-en& of the catawcting rinkopposIte

the free plate_to bring the outside of the plate.

snug against the fastner. This procedure wills

ensure that the link is flexible arid that the

connecting link does not squeeze the sprocket teeth.

CHAIN TENSION AND SAG

Once the shafts and sprockets are aligned properly and

a chain of the proper length has, been installed, the chain

tension must be adjusted to prevent equipment failure. Unlike

belts, chains mist not beT,tightened around the sprodkets, but

should have enough "mid-span movement," or "flex dimension"

ih the stack-span to equal 21 to 51the distance between

sprocket centers for

vertical drives. For

horizwital drives, the

movement should be,be-

tween .4% and 6%.
,-..;-1 ,

The Mid-span-move-

meat is measured between

points A and C of Figure

13: When the measured

value is obained, i. is

AC 7 Total Possible Mid-Span Movement
Depth df Free Sag . .886 AB, approximately

63

Figure 13. Slack Span.
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compared to a table puch-as Table 1 to determine the proper

mid-span movement.

TABLE 1.. RECOMMENDED POSSIBLE-MID-SPAN MOVEMENT AC.

Drive
-Cert-er---Line---

Tangent Length Between Sprockets.

-61:1"
(-13-v---Ito"

5"'TO"-'-'---rstt---'287-1--so,

Horizontal to 4S°

Vertical to 4S°

-.25"

.12

.S"

.2S

'.7S"

.38

1"

..S

1.5"

.7S

2"

1

3"

1.5

4"

Z.

S"

2.5

The most contrenient me hod of measuring mid-point movement

involves the measurement of sag, as illustrated in Figure 14.

The chain is pulled taut on,one side

and a straightedge is placed on top

of the chain at both sprockets and

over the slack portion of the chain..

A measuring' stick is_pressed against

the chain at the mid-point to deter-
..

mine'the sag distance from the chain

it'tihat point to the bottom of the

straight-edge. The measured sag

distance is multiplied by'two to

obtain the mid--poinmovement (since

mid-point movement is the, total

deflection on both the bottom and

the top of the straightedge).

Equation 3 can be used to determine the flex dimension.

Figure 14.

Page 18/MS.:02
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r
where .

f = flexing dimensions.

0.0 = percent of centen distance desired (in this
4

case 2%).

c
= center distance (tangent length) between,

sprockets.

Equation 3 is employed to solve a'problem in Example C.

ro

EXAMPLE C: CHAIN TENSION.

Given: Chain/ocket system center distance'= 20".

Find: Flexing dimension.

Solution: From Equation 3:

f =.0.02
c

= 0.02 x 20

= 2.0 x,10ZI x 2 x 10

f ="0.4", or approximately 471.

Many manufactures provide tables that can be

used when checking tension.' If these tables

are used, proceed as follows:

Measure total possible mid-span moveme

of chain.

Measure distance between shaf ("tangent

length," 'Figure 13), and ocate flexing

.didension in a table such ss Table 1.

,
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Chain driV-e-tension should be checked after the initial

100 hours of operation due to chain stretch. Thereait r, it

1
should be checked at 500-hour intervals. , As chains we r and

stroitch, they do not mate properly with sprocket teeth. A

badly-worn roller chain Prides far out'of the tootftockets.

LUBRICATION

Although chain drives transmit energy more efficiently
-

than most belt drives, theY10 possess one disadvantage:

, They require adequate lubiciition. The rollersand bushings

of roller chains are in co9stantmovement as the rollers

engage the sprocket teeth.' Although both parts are made of
/

hardened steel,.We , ccur, and the chain will elongate.

This elqngation is normal but

lubrication. Lubricationials6 reduces friction, thereby

saving energy and reduci excessive chain and sprocket wear

'-Some chains n te ubr,i'6&ted manually; others require-

semi:automatic or au tilabricatio.n, as illustrated'in

Figure 15.

be slowed down by proper-

I N

METHOD OF
LUBRICATION.

SEMI t

AUTOMATIC "I

AUTOMATIC -,

.

e

APPLICATION
OF --

LUBRICANT

.

.

Drip Cup Oil Bad,

e

Oil Disk Oil %vomit

Contact brush:
direct dip

,

,.. Chain dips .
into oil -

Oil disk throws
pub up on chain

Pump sprays
oil on chain

A
ON
T ...,;0.9
..__ ....0

"i"'

- '
. . ...,

, I. _ i
r (-N.
-....h..../

, "ir:-", 1
( ,,, 1;)
- ......., i ....

.

KIND OF
EQUIPMENT

Conveyors and
Elevators.
Drives in low
horsepower and
speed range

.....

*Driveslow to
moderate horse.
power and speed ,

e

prives...n'odrerate
to high hgrsepower
and speed

Drives
high horsepower
and speed

. .

',Figure 15. Chain Lubrication
Semi7automatic and Automatic.
\ -
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rs
Table 2 illustrates the relationship of(chiin speed

to the method of lubrication.
4

(1.

TABLE 2'. CHAIN SPEED AND LUBRICATION METHOD.

Chain Speed
Ft/Min

Lubrbcation-,'
Method* 1

Less ,than 600 ft/min A ,

fi00 to 1500 ft/min

Over 1500 ft/min

*Method A 5-12 drops/min, shallow pan,or manual

application brush or oil can.,

Method B 20 drops/min or greater, immersion oil pan.

Method C Continuous oil supply using pump.

Consult manufacturers manuals far correct type of

lubricant to use.

SPROCKET INSPECTION

Sprockets should be replaced When wear causes the teeth

to havea hooked appearance (Figure 16).. A special gauge

can be useeto check wear on a roller chain. Another, less-

convenient, method is to measure the length of the chain and

to compare that measurement to the specified wear limit.

Chain manufacturers have established tables of maximum- Length.

When a.chain'stretches to its limit,., it should be replaced.

4
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*Figure 16. Worn Sprocket.

A new chain will be

ruined if operated with

badly-worn sproCket; there-

fore, bOth the spiocket and

the chain should be replaced

at same times By the

same token, a stretched or

wee- chain will ruinneki

sprockets.,

TROUBLESHOOTING OF CHAIN DRIVES /

A ,

01, Table 3.provides extensive roller chain and sprockat

troubleshooting procedures that should be studied and dis-
c:

cussed thordughly.

1* TABLE 3. ROLLER CHAIN TROUBLESHOOTING.

TROUBLE C/WSE CORREcTII

Excessive
Noise

*

.

. , , ,

(a) Sprockets not aligned
.

(b) Improper slack
(c) Inadequate-lubrica-

ton
(d) Loo'se casings or

bearings
(e) Chain or sprocket

badly worm ..i

(f) Chain pitchtOd'iarge

(a) Align sprockets
(b) Adjust ension_ '

( 'c) Lubricate properly

(d) Tigtten bolts;
brace casings

(e)'Replace
. .

(f) Replace chain

Wear on
Chain ,

Sides And
Sides of
Sprocket
Teeth

, .

Sprockets not aligneld,,,.
,pr shafts not parallel

, -

..

Remove chain, and
align sprockets
and shafts

.

. .

Page 22/MS-02
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Table 3.. Continued.

TROUBLE ,CAUSE . .CORRECTION
.

.

-

Chain
Climbs
Sprockets

,

. .

.

1
.

(a) Chain ddes not fit
sprodicet

(b) Worn chain
0-

, .
,

.

(c) Not 'enough chain
- wrap.

.

(d) EXcessive chain
, wrap :

s

.
(e)- Material bUild-up

on sprocket feeth.

t
(a) Ensure the sprodkei

,b9ttoms'are small .

enough , ,

(b) :Replace chain (and
usually the sprOck-
ets) .

(c) Increase wrap: re-
--place withoneW sys-
tem or use'idlers to
give more wrap

(d) Adjust centers,.-take-
, up, oar idlers.
(e) Remove build-up °'

,

Broken ,

Ping,
Bushings,,
or Rollers

'

*

,

,

_

. ,

(a) Chain speed too
,', high for sprocket

and pit'dh size
(b) Heavyshock or sud-

.den loads
(GI Material bUild-.up

in sprocket teeth
(d) Inadequate,lubrica-

-tion
(e) .Corrosion of chain

. or, sprockets
'(f)-Sprockets poorly

fitted

(a) Use sprocket with
more teeth and chain
with shorter pitch

(b) Redue shodload

(c) Clean sproskets

(d) Lubricate properly
,

(e) Protect from sub-
''. -stances causing it
'(f) Check for wear

.,

Chain
Sticks to
Sprockets

(a) Worn sprockets
(b). Lubricants too
, heavy --

(c) Mat6tial bUild-up
.on sprocket ,teeth ,

(a) Replacel
(b) Lubricatelproperly

(c) Clean sprockets
-

_.

,Chain J,
Whips

.

.

.

(a)-Excessive slack

'(b) Pulsating-load

.

. -
.

.

(0 Stiff links,
.

,

(d)- Chain' wear

(a)-Adjust idlerS, take-
up, or centers f.

(h) Reduce. load or in-
crease chain drive
with stronger one

(c) Remove .stiff links.
. or lubricate thei
(d) Replace chain

LS -02, Page 23
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Table 3. Continued.

TROUBLE. CAUSE' CORRECTION

Stiff
Chain

.

(a) Improper ltbrication
(b) Chain corroded

(c) Excessive loads
(d) Material build-up on

joints
(e) Side plates peel

(f) Misalignment

(a) Clean and lubricate
(b) Protect from corro-

sion
(c) Reduce,loads
(d) Enclose chain; lu-

bricate often
.

(e) Preventciyain from
rubbing

(f) Align properly

Broken
Sprocket
Teeth

(a) Foreign material ,

(b) Chain or sprocket
rubbing

(c) High shock loads

(d) Chain climbing
sprocket teeth

(a) Remove material
(b) Check clearances

(c) Reduce loads or use
'sprockets -

(d) (See under "Chain
Climbs Sprockets.")

Cotters
Fall Out

.

(a) Excessive vibration
(b) Cotters striking

obstructions
,

(c) Cotters improperly
installed

(a) Reduce vibration
(b.) Eliminate obstruc--

tion of use riveted '
chain

(c) Install cot ers'prop-
erly .

Chain
Drive
Becomes
Overheated

_

(a)tExcessive speed
.(b) Improper lubricant
(c) Insufficient lubri-

cation
(d) Chain too deep in_

oil bath (of bath --
lubricated drive)

(e) Chain too fast for
bath system 4

(f) Chains, sprockets,
or shafts rubbing
against obstruction

,

(a) Reduce speed
(b) Use proper lubricant
(c) Increase frequency

of lubrication
(d) Set oil le'veltO

recommended height

(e) Use -oil stream system

U) Remove obstruction

r.
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CHAIN STORAGE

f

.Chains should be stared indoors and'away from heat and

moisture. If they must be stored on equipment, observe the

folldwing.pocedure:

Remove chain from equipment'.

Wash chain in diesel fuel.

Drain diesel fuel from chain.

Mount chain on equipmOnt, and apply a coating of heavy

grease to chain and-sprockets.

Remove storage grease and dust; relubricate, and reset

chain before returning equipment to operation.

0

4
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EXERCISES

1. A 4-inch diameter sprocket is driven by a motor rotating

at 1100 r/min. What is the speed of the sprocket?

.2:' A charh,dtivehas two sprockets with diameters of 2 1/2

and 4 inches respectively. What is the minimum center

distance for the sprockets in this drive?

3. The two sprockets of a chain drive hav,e 20 and 60 teeth

respectively. Centeldistance is 3 feet. What is the

proper chain length fdr the drive?

v.

4. Two drive shafts are connected' by a chain drive system,

67" apart. Calculate the permissible chain-slack:

41
5. Describe at least 3 methods of lubricating a chain -drive

system, and list their specific applications.

NIL

1

ti
S
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LABORATORY MATERIALS

110V a.c. motor.

Sprockets and chain.

2 gtraightedge's.

2 12" steel rules.

1 level.

e, 1 Tyardstick.'

CAUTION! Do not adjust equipment while it is running.

Observe all safety rules.4 'Replacd guards after

equipment is adjusted..

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

1. *.Motor and drive are set

up by instructor as

illustrated in,Figure

17. Chain drive may

have-one or more of

the following defects:

a. . Defective pins,

'%bushings, or rolL

lers.

b. Defective chain.

c. Defective sprocket.

d. Incorrect chain

tension.

e. Inadequate lubri-

cation. '

2, Instructor starts drive.

Observe the drive in

4

Figure 17. Typical Chain-
Drive Setup for

Laboratory.

'73
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operation, and note all'symptomS of possible defects.

Complete items 1-4 of Data Table 1.

3. 'Instructor stops drive. .Inspect drive.

a. Complete items 1-9 of'Data 'Table 2.

b. Inspect chain, chain parts, and sprockets for signs

t of abnormal wear or breakage. Use Data Table 1,

items 5-12, as a checklist.

c. , Check chain tension.

Measure total possible mid-span movement.of

'chain (Figur48). Record in Data Table 2, item

10.

AC Total Possible Mki-Span Movement
Depth of Free Sag vs .$66 AB, approximately

Figurej8. Total Possible Mid-span.
Movement.

4

Measure tangent length between sprockets; re-

cord in Data Table 2, item 11.

Compare reading to recommended mid-spah move-

ment:

Drive
Tangent Length Between Sprockets

Center-Line , 5" 10" 15" 20" 30" 40" 60" 80" 100"

Horizontal to 45° .25" .5" .75" 1" 1.5" 2" 3" 4" 5"

1

Vertical to 45° .12 .25 .38 .5 .73 1 1.5 2 2.5
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Complete item 13 of Data Table 1.

d. Check sprocket alignment.

Measure distance between shafts on both sides

of sprockets to check pardllel alignment. En-

sure that both shafts are level.

Place straightedge adjacentito the sprocket

hubs-and touching the sprocket; rotate sprock-

ets and check whether contact of either sprock-

et with straightedge is disturbed.

Complete item 14 of Data Table "1.

DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1: TROUBLESHOOTING CHAIN DRIVES

TROUBLESHOOTING SYMPTOMS AND DIAGNOSIS CHAIN DRIVES

1. . Excessive Noise?

YES NO DESCRIBE CAUSE CORRECTION

.

2. Chain Whipping? ,

3.

.

Chain Climbing
Sprocket-1r

.
.

4. Chain Clinging
to Sprocket? ,

1

,,.
t .

1

S. Worn or Broken
Pins?

6. 'Worn or Broken .

$ushings? 0.

7, 'Chain Worn.? , .

,

: 8. Chain Stiff?
.

9. Chain' Corroded?
Ir

, .

10.' Foreign Material
on Chain Parts? .,

,

r'

75
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. DATA TABLE 1. Continued.

11'. Chain Adequately,
Lubricated?

12. Chain Sticking?

U13. Correct Chain, ,
Tension?

.

14. Sprockets Aligned? .

,

15., Sprocket Teeth
Broken or Worn?

,

16. Sprockets Have
Correct Number of
Teeth for Drive?

,."

.

,

1

DATA TABLE 2: SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS

1 Type Chain (no of chains)

Manufacturer

2. Nominal Length (obtain from mfg. table)

3, Nominal Width

4, Driver Sprocket Size

5. 'Driven Sprocket Size

6. Driven Shaft Diameter

7. 'Lubrication Method

8. Chain Tensioning Method

9. Idlers Provided Pulley
Rdtation facing end of
Motor Shaft

10. Mid-Span Movement
of Chain (measured)

11. Tangent Length
Between Sprbcket's

12. Recommended Mid-Span
Movement (from table)

Page 32/MS-02
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TEST

1. t Identify each type of chain sketched below and label'

them in the appropriate spaces. List at least one

specific application for each type.

cie

Chain type Chain /type

Specific application SpecificapplicAion

Chain type

Specific application

Chain type 4

SpecifdCapplication

Chain type

Specific application

es.

78
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2. Label the parts of the roller chains sketched bel6 and

describe how the final link will be assembled.

3. Given: Driver sprocket with 24 teeth, Driven sprocket'

with 48 teeth, and a sprocket center distance of

2':

Find: Length of chain Lc.

Use: Lc = N1 + N2
2 (41T2

NI + N2
)

2

2 z'c'

4. Given: Driver sprocket diameter = 15".

Driven sprocket diameter = 24".

r/min of dtife = 1200.

Find: r/min of Dr veri.-

,

4.

Use: r/min of Dri en:= r/min Drive x
Diameter Driven
Diameter Drive

Page 36/MS -02
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5. How will increasing sprocket size, increasing the number

Of teeth do the sprocket, and decreasing the speed of

the sprocket affect the energy balance and life of a

chain drive system?

6. Explain how.sprockets,are aligned by (1) parallel-shaft

adjustment and by (2):axial adjustment.

40

7. Describe two ways in which tension can be adjusted on a

chain-drivexsystem.

4,
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r

8. Given: Chain/sprocket/ s tem center distance = 40".
4

Find: Permissible chain slack.

Use: f = 0,02 Z.

9. How will proper lubrication increase the energy 'efficiency

of a chain drive?

Page 8/MS-02
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INTRODUCTION

'In this, module-, gearing terminalogylis discussed, and

'actual physical characteristics and everyday applications

are detailed. Only these, calculations necessary to ad

understanding of why gears actually work the wa* they do

are introduced.. A.limfted description of geai maintenance

and lubrication is included. Energy economics is e.mphasized

wherever pOssi6le4 -Most'importantly, the technician is

introduced to gear-drive ch'aracteristics.

PREREQUISITES

Vig student should have completed the following Unified

. 'Technical Colicepts Modules: Concept'Moduld 8-0, "Force

Transformers7;,and Application Modules 8M3, "Drive Systems,"

and 8M41:.- "Gear Trains.".03

OBJECTIVES. .

. %
,., .. . .

,

Upon completion of
.

this module, the student shou/d be
.11 . A

4ble to: -

Q1: Define"the berow vrms:
. .

. .. a. .Force: .'

.. . bl Ark,-

S. Power....
.

.

d. . Horsepower.

e.. 'Mechanical advantage.

f. Torque.

Pitch-cizcie,

hZ Pitch diameter..

c, Addendum.,

8

f

q
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c

j. . Clearance.

k. Diametral pitch.

1. Pinion.

m. Face of gear.

n. Face of tooth.

o. Flank Of tooth.

p. Involute curve.

q. Pressure angle.

r. Backlash.

s. Gear ratio.

t. Excessive backlash.

u. Helix angle.

2. Given ald'variables, use applicable formulas to calculate

any or all of'the following 4quantities:

a,. Work..

b. Power.

c. Horsepower.,

I d. Torque.

e. Mechanical advantage,.

f. Gear ratio.

3. List five conditions in which gear drives should be used

ipstead of belt or chain drives.

4. List three uses for gear'drives.

S. Given .unlabeled sketches of any or all of the following

gear types, identify each; briefly describe its distin-
.

.guishing characteristics; andlive at least one application,

advantage, or disadvantage:

a.' Straight 'spur..

b. Helical spur:,

c: Herringbone.

a. ,Pelain. bevel.

e, 'Spiral bevel.

v
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U I \

ei

g: Crossed axi's helical. I"
, .

h. Hypoid.

i. Worm.

j. .Rack and pinion.

6. Cite distinguisbing characteristics of (1) sample,

(2) compound, (3) reverted, and (4) planetary gear

trains: ,

7. Describe how a Alanetarygdaritrain can be usedto give

different speeds to a sh;lt.

8. Describe operation of a-mbchanicai,differel.

9. Cite two general reasons for failure of a gear systeM.

10. Describe gear lubrication, and state why-it is necessary.
f

0

le.

Y
.

t?

os

8 5-

C
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SUBJECT MATTER

The gear prikriple is, simple; probably this 'Simplicity

lead, to its early invention and use. A
.,
gear,is merely a

wheel with teeth !tUt into its circumference. These teeth

maintain a precise anggar relationshiri,:betyeen two Shafts

while transmitting .motion from- one shaft to another..

- The gear is a definitetimproveineneover'the simple

friction drive Created wheritwo-Wheels are placed on parallel

shaft's touching-each other and,wheh the wheels touch each

other in the'danner illustrated in Figure- 1.

f5RESSURE TO

FORCE WHEELS

TOGETHER -

Figure 1. 5riction Drive.
r-

?

In this friction-drive system, the -shtfts turn at

different speeded unless the ratio of the .ngular

velocity between themlremains the same, energy losses and

slippage occurs. The problegis of energy lo and slippage

Can be solved ifeach cylinder is provided with gear teeth

that ensure a more positive ratio between the gears.than, .1 'e

possible by friction alone.' Gears can maintain both the

ratio of the angular velocity and a constant spged-ratio

between shafts. These abilities give them their reputatidh

as being the most efficient, Mechanical drive. t'

'
MS-03/Page 5.



Figure 2 illustrates a simple gear drive that consists

of two gears.

Figure 2 Gear Drive.
k k

MECHANICAL BASICS.

Before gears and-gear drives can be discussed in depth,

certain mechanical concepts. must be presented, especially the .

concepts of force, work,'power, horsepower, mechanical advan-

tage, and torque:

force causes a change in the motion of an object.

WOrk is the measure of change that force produtes when",

it'acts upon something:,,this changesometimes is referred

to as "displacement." Work is the product of force and

44 displacement. . .

Power, the rate at which work: is done, is equal to work

.divided by time.
.

"Horsepower6is the' term' used inn mechanical systems to

measure poweiand one horsepower is equal to T.

Page 6 /MS -03
,
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550 ftpound4 3.3_,000 ftOounds
sec .

or
min .

Ie
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In most mechanical systems the smaller force is used

to move the larger force. The use of a crowbar as a

.lever, for example, enables a man to "overcome" the

force.of gravity and to lift an automobile. The crow-

bar is said to have a "mechanical advantage."

Torque is a force applied in a way that produces rotary

movement; for instance, a hand twistink a screwdriver

appliesAa rotary force, or a torque, to the screwdriver.

Force can be expressed in pounds; displacement, in feet.

Because workds the product of force and displacement, it can

be eXpiessed in footpounds. Power and horsepower, measure-

mentz of the rate. at'which work is done, can be expressed in

so many-lootpounds per unit of time. The following equations

depict these relationships:

Work = Force k Displacement

Power
Work
Time

. -

Horsepower
Work (Time in

Time x 33,000. minutes)

Or

Horsepower
Work . ° (Time in

, Time x 350 seconds)

;.
.

- Torque = Force x Rotational Distance

Horsepower.-
Torque x r4in (When torque

5252* is expressed
in ftlbs)

Torque 1
Horsepower x-5252*

Mechanical Larger Force =

Advantage Smaller Force '

* The quantity 525., is merely a constant used to convert
torque to horsepower...

Equation 1,

Equatibn 2

Equation 3

Equation 4 $

Equation 5

Equation 6'

Equation '7

4'

Equation 8

O

88_
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Examples A and B demonstrate how these concepts are used

in'typicai problems.

4

EXAMPLE A: FORCE, WORK, POWER, AND HORSEPOWER.

Given; Aman who weighs 195 pounds uses a lever in a

mechanical system to raise his automobile 36

inchet off the ground in 10 seconds.

Find: Force, work done in ftlbs (foot pounds), power

used, horsepower (hp) exerted, and torque used.

olution: Force = 195 lbs.

Work = 195 x 2-4.F:- 2925 ft-lbs.

195 x 180
Power 292.5 ft-lbs/sec.-

10 x 12

1915 x
Hottepower = 10 k 550

L0
O. 53-hp;C

x 12 :

Torque = 195 x 6 =' 1170 ftlbs.

If the car weighs1170 pounds, the mechanical
1170

advantage of this
$

system is
195

6.0.-

9 .
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EXAMPLE B: HORSEPOWER.

7..

Given:

Find:

Solution:.

,

A gear drive 16 inches in diameter, rotates at

275 r/min because of a, force of 1'200 pounds.

Horsepower of the system.

11---- 1200 lb.
275 r/mi

Work per
revolution,

F

18" DIAM .

rce x'distance.

= 1200x7rxpxr/min
= 1200 X Tr x (ice) 275

Work per = 1,382,300 ftlbs
,revolution

Torque x r/min
Horsepower 33',000

r/min = 275

Torque = F x d

= 1200 x
16 x.11

Torque = 800 ft.16s.. a4

Substituting:

800 x 275
33,000

8.0 x 102 x 2.75'x 102
3.3 x 10'-

hp = 6.6.

1 ,1

90
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GEAR BASICS

Gears normally are used to transmit torque from one shaft

to another. These..shafts may operate in line, parallel, or at

an angle to each other.

Gears 'pho ld be used wheftir

Cent r distances between shafts are relatively small.

Cons ant, accurate speed ratios between shafts must'

be aintained.

Shaft'speeds are not appropriate for belt drives.

Relatively high torque must be transmitted.

The direction of motion from one shaft to another

must be-Changed.

When an even number of geats rotate, direction is reversed

(rivare 3a)-7 Rotation in the same direction results when an

odd number of gears are used (Figure 3b).

4.

. FigurE 3. Gear Rotation.

TERMINOLOGY

1

Gearing terminology (Figure 4)_is highly specialized) and

a basic knowledge of terms. is required of tge technician.

Several of these terms are important, as are those terms in j

figure 5: .

td*,

P'ge 10/M-03
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1.

Focli of gear- )
Face of tooth

. Flank tooth

Tooth spaci

Circular
pitch

Addendum
circle

Addendum

Pitch rale

rod.q.ss\ oeciencium

Cm---1edendum

Figure 4. Gear Terminology.:,

.

Between the "addendum circle" and the,"dedendum circle"

is the '"pitch circle, which is important because 2.t is

the effective size of the gear. To understand better'

the significance' of this circle, consiAr two 'meshed

gears (Figure' 5). When the teeth of the &cp gears ,mesh,
_-

they overlap each other; consequently, eac'hlear has,an,

effective diameter of a little less than' its ottiide-

hameter. **This lesser diameter is ,the- "pitch diameter,"v
which may have to, be'determined when a replacetent 'is

ordered.

"Addendum": Radial distance froM the,pitch'circle ,to

outside circle of gear.

1

NS.,,103/Page. 11.;
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PITCH DIAMETER
OF PINION d

II

141410

r
.PIT PITCH
CI LE

RADIUS
OF
PINION

PITCH DIAMETER
OF GEAR 0

01*

4

R

GEAR

PITCH RADIUS
OF GEAR

CE,N3WISTANCE

PITCH
Cl RCLE I

S

Figure 5." Meshed-Gears.

"Dedendum": Radial distance from pitch circle to bottom

of space between teeth. When two gears are meshed, the

attendum of One protrudes into the dedendum of the other.

"Clearance": The difference 'between the addendum and

dedendum: Clearance lhould be computed carefully 6

ensure that gear rides on pitch circle llid does not tA,

"bottom out."

"Diametral pitch":, Number of teeth on a gear, divided

pi*.h diameter. The diametral pitch of a gear is

used to indicate the:Te/stive size of its teeth. .It is

a convenient number in sear calculations but is-not an

actual. dimension. Diametral pitch.can_be calCulated-from

J'
. ,e'

2
Page. 121MS-03
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Equation 9; pitch diameter from Equation 10; and.

number of gearteeth froM Equation 11:

D=

N Equation

Equation 10

Equation 11N = DP

where

P = diametral pitch.

N =inumber of teeth.

= pitch diameter.,

"Pinion": When'two gears mesh, the smaller gear is
.:0110

.called the "pinion."

"FaCe of gear": Thickness of gear measured patallel

to the axis of rotation.

"Face of tooth": Contacting surface of tooth from

pitch circle'to addendum circle.

"Flank of tooth"; Contacting surface of tooth from

pitch circle to dedendum circle."

. 'The teeth of nearly all standard gears are "involute"

(Figure 6) in shgpe. An

'involute-shaped tooth

results in'a contact point

.that rolls with little

Slippage. The. involute is

a geometrical curve forme4

.by'the unwinding of.a string

around ,a cylinder. Ealph

toothgear wheel is
-inVoldte on each-of its

two faces.' The point of
Figure6. Typical Involute

Tooth Form.

-94 '
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the involute is_cut off to provide clearance for the meshing

gear teeth. The involute tooth-has the fallowing advantages;

Contacting tooth surfaces are always'at constant speed

ratios. (

The tooth is strong and rigid.

The shape of the tooth-permits easy entry and exit of

mating tooth.

Tooth-cutting methpds are economical and universally
ft

available.

PerMits gears to mesh in both forwarkandreverse

directions.
;

The :pressure angle" of a tooth "is the angle'betw eA a

.tooth proft,l'e and'the line normal to a pitch surfac (Figure

7a). The pressure angles most often used ar8 14.5 and 210a

degrees. Gears with:diffeient-pressure angles (Figure 7b)

will not ,mesh.

Figure . *Pressure Figure 8. Backlash 41e,arance.
Angled.

,- .

When two properly-cut,gear teeth are meshed there,should-
-. .

,. be a space. betweeft the non -drivin side of the tooth of the

.Page, 14/MS,-03
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. . ),
.

/

/

,.---

Driver gel'T and ,the Driven gear tooth behind it's' "re 8)
.,,

4, ,....

This space is called the "backlash" of the ear. ..4

*// Backlash is cut into a set of gears to ensure pro ,ix

'meshing clearance and to provide adequate lubrication space
,

between the gear teeth.r,B4cklash should' be kept to a minimum

/in order that iiears'properly mesh and transmit power with
F

maximumaximumefficiency.

"Gea'r ratio" isithe:relationship of the -number of teeth

ofone gear to the number,of teeth-of the other meshing gears.

As there is a definite /relationship between the number of

teeth, on a gear and its pitch diameter, the gear ratio also

can expressed as the ratio of'the pitch diameter-of t

ge rs (Equation 12).

Number of
-D

Gear Ratio
iven Teeth

Wilber of
Driver Treth

Equation 12 is usato calculate gear ratio in Example C.

, .

quationj.2

;

MOLATING GEAR RATiO.

Given: Adrivenear having 60 teethmeshes witha

-driver gear having 30. t'eeth.,

Gealf!'ratio of the 'system.

S6lut*1 Use Equation-la.

Numbr

Ratio"
Driven :Teeth'
Number of.. .

Drive Teeth ,.

60 `g
.:

... 30
;

# :!ciiii

io = 2:1. .4 , .

c

r

M5=2-'0 3fra'gb
.

.
ir;
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TYPES OF GEARS

PARALLEL-AXE$\GEARS---

There art three types of.parallel-axes gears (Figure 9):

Spur.

Helical: .

,Herringbone.

FigUre 9., Parallel-Axes Gears.

?

In all-these systems,,the shafts\are parallel to one another.

Parallel-axes.gears freqpently are used,to change the speed/

torque ratio of a turning'stha'fl.
,

'Spur gears_,:cOntain straight teeth, cut parallel to the

- gear's axis of rotation (Figu re 9a). Since oily one or two

--teeth of mating gears mesh 'at a time, these gears are rather

noisy, haveehigh vibration revels, and oftenare used in slow-

speed operations. Spur gears, especially those with high

pr sure 4ngles (20° or higher), can'be Led to transmit heavy

loads.)
\.

Page 16MS-03.
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The helical gear (Figure9b) is a Spur gear having its

teeth set on a helical curve. Because, at any given-time,

the teeth of two meshed.helical gears are in various stages

of-load bearing (rather than being suddenly loaded and

unloaded, as are straight -cut gears), they operate more,

quietly and smoothly. The helical, cut also makes'the'gear

less subject to stress damage: Helical gears often are

used in
.

high-speed applications and in many Machine trans-

missions.

The herringbone gear (Figure 9c) is easily identifiable

because the pattern of its teeth looks like the spine of a

fish. These gears really are double helical gears having

teeth angles reversed on opposite sides. This arrangement

causes the thrust produced on one side to be.counterbalanced

by the thrust produced on the other side. Herringbone gears

are used for quiet, high-speed, heavy-load applications,

such as turbines, generators, and ship and submarine trans-

missions

INTEISECTING-AXES GEAR

An intersectinvaxes\gear can be_used to hange the

direction of rotation,of a shaft or to perm 't power to be

transmitted. "around a corner" (Figure 10) Shafts on which ,

these gears_ are mounted intersectlhat ri ht angles.

Plain beirel teeth are cut parallel to the axis (Figure

10a). The two gears are called the "ring gear" (larger,

driven,gear) and pinion gear (smaller, driving gear). The

plain bevel is used in low-speed applications not subject

to kigh loads.

ti 98
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:./X

fY

7

Figure 1 . Intersecting-ixes Gears.

'curved
7

Spiral bevel gear teeth-are t, and have more engage-

ment overlap'than plain bevel gears when they'mesh (Figure 10b).

They run, more smoothly thail plain- bevel gears and can bear

higher loads. Unfortunately, they impart more axial thrust

than plain beve

Zerol

spiral be

counte

los

gears.,

gears (Figure 10c) possess,all the advantages of

el gears but none of their disadvantages: '-They are

alanced, run quietly, and, can -carry somewhat larger

than plain bevel gears.

NON-INTERS CTING, NONPARALLEL-AXES GEARS

This fami1 of gears is used to transmit power between

shafts whose axes db not meet and are not' parallel to each

other (Figure 11).

Crossed-axes, helical gears (Figt.,Ire 11a) arEThessimplest

of this -fgmilr:and the, easiest 'to manufacture. They also can

be mounted easily because small misalignments of shaft angle

or of center distance are not critical. The load-carrying

Page 18/ MS-03*
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Figure 11. Non-Inteisecting, Nonparallel-Axes Gears.

capacity, of these gears is limited because of the small

meshing area of their teeth.

The hypoid gear is similar to the.spiril bevel gear,

except that its piniomaxis is offset above or below the

ring-gear axis (Figuri4 11b). These gears are smoother and

quieter than bevel dears, but are not, as efficient, due to

the sliding action of the teeth.

The worm geat actually is a screw, in 'which the power

source normally operates at a high speed'and the output at

a slow speed with high orcige (Figure 12), 'Because of its

des ,'a worm gear reduces speed ana increases torque

12), Since the driven gear; 'cal1ed.,the "wheel,

t turn the worm gear, the ,worm can be USetd. tO prevent

he wheel from reversing. q1Voimgpats are employed in a

va ety of innstrial "speed fedlicers."

1/4

1 0 4

.
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Figure 12. A Worm -
Gear Dricre.

MOVING-AXES GEARS

ot

Stand wormgears may

have I, , or 4 threads.

The number of threads on a

worm can btained by

.dountin he number of starts
A

at the d of the worm. They

are a ilable with left- or

;igh hand threads.

IThespeed ratio of a

worgear system is the ratio

of he,number of gear teeth

tp4he number of worm threads.

/
6

Many, practical applications of mechanics require that

rotary motion be converted. to linear motion. One of the

mechanisms used to make this conversion is the rack-and--pinion

gear arrangement (igure ?3). A rack consists of a straierts.

Figure 13. A Rack-and-Pinion
iGear Arrangement.

n/ms-p
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bar having involute

gear teeth cut intb

one surface. It

normally is meshed

with a piniOn, as

depicted in Figure 13.

The-rotary motion

of the pinio causes

the Tack to Move on

the "slide." Fric-

tionai losses between

the rack and the slide



.
a.

can bata veryuserious problem. Consequently, rack slides

require careful'lubrication. 1

.4 '.

. GEAR TRAINS

An arrangement of two or more gears in a series is

called a "gear train." The simplest gear train is the

famil.dar pinion and gear arrangement (previously illustrated.

in Figure 5). The simple gear train always has fixed centers

'and only one gear per shaft.

A compound gear train (Figure 14) has a fixed center,

but more\than one gear per shaft.

A "reverted" gear

trainis used when in-

'put and output shafts

must have the same

axis (Figure.15).

, In a planetary gear

train, which has at

'least one unfixed center

of rotation, the outer

ring has internal teeth

that mesh with taeth on

the smaller, planet gears.

'The planet gears mesh

with a "center," or

"-sun," gear (Figure 16)..

When power is applied

to. one member of the planetary: system, and a "brake" is

\appfied to restrain a second member from turning, the third

ember will become a power output 'source, or, for example,

n the following cases:

4

(Too INPUT GEAR (13 COMPOUND (23

n n

dat

LJ COMPOUND
SHAFT

smAFr
COMPOUND
(3)

UTPUT SHAFT

Oul'PUT
GEAR (

Figure 14. A Compound
= Gear Train.
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Figure 15. A Reverted Gear Train.

If the sun gear

is .driven, and if

a brake;.appliedto

the ring gear, the

planet gears rotate

around the ring

gear, forCing the

planet crier to,

rotate in the same

direction as the

sun ge4tr, but at a

slower speed.

If the planet gedr

Carrier is driven,

gea'r, the planet .and if a brake is applied to the ring

gears rotate around the_ring gear, forcing the sun gear

to rotate in the same direction, but at a faster. speed.

PLANET WHEELS
ROTATING ABOUT
OWN SPINDLE

Page 22/MS-0,3
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Figure 16. A Planetary Gear Train.
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Depending ,upon which
.

member is the driver and which

is the-braked, the planetary rotates at different speeds. (1-

This characteristic makes it especially useful in automobile

transmissi ns.

The differential (Figure 17)1 is a gear train that

produces an output proportional to the difference between
.1

two inputs. In automobiles, it is used'to transmitLpower

around a corner to-the drive axleS and to allow each wheel

to rotate at different speeds and still propel its own load.

There are dozens of various differential arrangements.

..

BEVEL RING GEAR

MOUNTED ON

DIFFERENTIAL CAGE

AXLE

DIFFERENTIAL GEAR
(SIDE , GEAR)

DIFFERENTIAL PINION

elm. PINION)V-
,

DIFFERENT!! PINION

. DIFFERENTIAL CAGE

s-mo DRIVE SHAFT

DIFFERENTIAL GEAR
.(SIDE GEAR)

AXLE

A
.

1

Figure 17. An'Automobile Differential.

if .'t
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MAINTENANCE

1 -

LUBRICATION

Gear dtives require careful,and frequent lubrication

to reduce gear wear and to keep the drive operating at peak-

efficiency.

Gear 'lubricants range from mineral oils to complicated

formulas containing many ingredients. In small, simple gear

units, simpleoils are used. Special gear arrangements, or

. gears operating under special or unusual conditions, require

special lubricants. These' special oils usually contain anti

friction and "extreme-pressure" additives.

Oils in fiddern power transmissions must have special

as:; ,for example, the ones below:

Must)e free of sediment and water, to prevent

51 dge and rust.

Must be foam-resistant, to preventoil from

foaming when it is agitated.

Must be chemically stable, to ivithstand heat

and agitation.

Must act as a coolant.

Must provide a protective film.
-.k,

Must have enough fluidity to coat surfaces of
.41

all load.- bearing parts.

Both-the Society,of Automotive Engiheers (SAE) and the

Amexican Petroleum Institute (API) have established standards

and classification sysitems-for gear pils. Selection of the

proper gear lubricant is important, and manufacturers speCifi-

cation always should be followed-:'

ve

Page 24/MS-03
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The consequences of improper lubrication are serious:

Ge4-todbh pitting,(Figure -
-1

4 18), usually is caused -by

contaminated oil or the

incorrect type'of oil, but

also can be caused by the

4.

running 6f gear trains

under excessive loads for

long periods o time.

Gear-tooth scoring and

galling is 'caused by

..Metal.-to-me_tai contact

of Mating gear teeth

-Figure 18..1 Geaf
, Tooth Pitting.

(Figure 19)-. High temperature produced by friction

softens the metal, causing the teeth ofone. mating

.gear to tear particles of metal from the teeth of

the other gear: .

I
Figure 19. _Scoring and Gallin-

,

A

Abrasive wear is caused by contaminants such as

abrasive dust.

A

106
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generally, most.gdar drives fail because they are

lubricated improperly. Occasionlly., -incorrect installation

and excessiv0-"loa4 cause the problen0

,ADJUSTMENT
,

er

Gear trains must'be,,adjuste'd when installed. Three kinds

of adjustments are required:

Clearahce, ar plaj, betWeen'gears",(backlash).,

End'-to-sdnd movement in a gear shaft.

Gear aligriment.

ExcessiVe load aso causes gear-tooth wear and breakage:,

Also, sudden shock load may break gear'teeth._

_

INSPECTION AND TROUBLESHOOTING

Manufacturers usuall54supply specific troubleshooting ,
. _

. n'structions for the equipment they maniiiiaCture. There are,

however, a few general procedures that should be followed ,in

the inspection aild troubleshooting of gears,

Inspeetion.
Check for groper lubricatioh'and for .impurities'

-

Inspect gears for signs .ot wear'or breakige.

4.
%

Page 26/MS -03

Gear-tooth pitting, caused by contaminated

oil, too little oil; or excessive loads.

Gear- .tooth, scoring and galling,'caused by .

poor-quality oil or lack of 'lubrication.
/

Abrasion's or fine tOth scrdtches, caused by

dirt, grit, or'metal particles-in.geavrs.

de

10'?
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4Broken,or cracked gear teeth, usually caused
..

by too much backlash or-by excessive

overloading. .

. .

If inspection reVeals-tooth\damage of wear,4foilow2%-

t the trObleshootini procedures listed below.

Troubleshooting. .

.

1
t..

'

.

Gather Information on history of operation of unit' 1f
I

by queS ioning,the operator; obtain information on

mainte ance and lubrication procedures, past fail- _

uresaid hours' of use.

Disassemble unit.

Keep oil sample in order that it can be checked

for impdrities.

bring disassembly, check for incorrectli-

lins.talled or aligned .parts.and,missing

parts.-

Clean and ihspect each part closely; determine

type of failuie.

Consul rilanufacturer's troubfsh-ooting guideline
,

to determine causes and correttions.

Gear and ge

the teanician n

'economical drive

-manuals arid foil

procedures, usua

the most basic

, mebt the need;,t

-these. systems sh

carefully, made.

SEI1CTI6N OF GEAR DRIVES

r train maker provide all'the information

eds:toselect n energy-efficient and

The te8linici n would consult'manufacturers'

w the procedur s_ there outlined. These

ly simple and straigilforwafa, involve'only

calculations. Several different systems

erefore, cons and ,energy- efficiencies of

uld be comp red'and the final selection 4

108
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EXERCISES

1. The Driver gear'of a simple gear train has 60 teeth;

the Driven gear h s..20 teeth. What is,the system's

ratio?

. 2. A gear 16 -inch. in diameter rotates at 315 r/min Decause .

of a force of 900 lbs. What is the 's'ystem's horsepower?
4

LABORATORY MATERIALS
S

Miscellaneous gears: Spur; Helical; Spiral Bevel; Herring-

bone; Worm; Sack-and-Pinion.

50r gear large enough to allow instructor to label its'

parts. (Refer to Step 3)

Spur and worm -gear set.

Auto, truck, or tractor gear box having cutaway sections;

with ManufactUrei' manual; (Refer to Step 5.)

Miscellanesous gears with evidence of excessive wear, tooth

breakage, rubbing, etc.

Rules, vernier gages, and calipers.

LABORATORY PROCEDURES
f

S

1. From a set of gears provided by the instructor; identify

the f6llowing gears, and list them in Data Table 1.

a. Straight spur:

b. Hen 1 spur.,

c. Herringbone.

d. Plain bevel.

e. Spiral bevel:

4

-109
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vs,

2
f:. Zerol6D.

g. Crossed -axes .helical.

h. Hypoid.-

j. Rack-arld-pindOn.'

After all gears have been identified, list (inappropriate

spaces in Data Tableil) distinguishinglOaracteristics olf

each geal and as many specificapplicatiOns, advantages:

,end disadvantages of each as possible.

3:0 Each of the following parts of a spur gear have a number

labeled on it; use Data Table 2 to match number with

proper terms:

a.- Addendum.

b. Dedendum.

c. Face of gear.

d. Face of Moth.

e. Flank oftooth.

f., Pitch circle.

4. Measure pitch diametei., and count number of,teeth in spur

gear; Calculate diametral pitch from Equation 9; enter

results in, Data Table 2.

5.11' Perfprm the following' procedures, using,a truck, tractor,

or auto transmission box having sections cut out of.ront,

middle, and'rear casIngo expoge internal gea'rs: -

a.' Identify gears in gear box; list them in 'Data Table 3.

lb. Inspect gears, using lower portion of Data Table 3

as a checklist.

c. Detelimine from .manufacturer's manuaf'which lUbricant

is recommended for this transmission. .

d.° Trace power flow from. input shaft to output shaft for

. all fo(Kward gears.

Page 307MS03
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1
.

Gear

.

.

.

-

Distinguishing
Characteristic's

. N

Specific Applications,
Advantages, and Das-

'advantages

1.
. .

.

. *i

2_
.

,.
.

. ,

.
.

.

3.
,4

-

..

.

.

.
.

.,

(
.

.

44.
,

5.

6. .

7.
,

.

.

.

,.

,

,

.

,

.

8.

.
,

.

,

9.

.

.

, .

.

10.
.

.
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DATA TABLE 2

Part dumber , Part .

1.
\

2.

3. . .

/4:

5: - ,
.

Pitch biameter \,
'\

Number of teeth

Diametral pitch

DATA TABLE 3
/

Types of Gears in Transmission:

1:-

.

\

2. _

3. 1.
.

,
.

4.. ,

-

i

5. .
. .

.

6. . .

Yes No Possible Cause__

Gear tooth sitting ? , .
.

Gear tooth Scoring or
galling? .

.

Abrasive wear?

Tooth breakage or'
cracking.? _.,_--,

.

Za 6

6
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TEST

1. Define,the following terms:

a. Force.

b. Work.

c. Power.

d. Hdrsepowei-:

e. Mechanical advantage.

f. Torq

a Pitch citclet.

O

h. Pitch di'aMeter.

i. Addendum.
d

j. Clearance.

1

lc. Diametral pitch.

1. Pinion.

m. , Face of gear.

n. Face of tooth.

o. Flank of tooth.°

12
Involute curve.

%.*
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#

A

q Pressure angle.

r. Backlash.

/

s. Gear ratio.

rJ
t. Excessive backlash.

4. Helix angle.

s
2. Given: A gear drive 18 inches in diameter that rotates

N_
A,\360 r/min due to a .force ,of 800 lbs.

Find: Horsepower of system.

'I

ss

3. List five conditions in which gear drives should be'used

instead of belts or chain drives:

d.

e.

T.

I
Page. 36/MS-03
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4. List three uses for gear drives:

b.

c.

5. Identify parts on each of the unlabeled sketches;

briefly describe each gear's distinguishing character-

istics; and list at least one applicatiorkan one

advantage or one disadvantage of each:

a.

b. .

a
116

Type

Characteristics

Applications,

Advantages

Dis4dvantages

Type
4

Characteristics

ApplicatLioris

Advantages

Disadvantages

MS-03/Page 37
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4
Type

Characteristics

Applications

Advantages

Disadvantages

c

6. Cite the disting "uishing characteristics.of the simple,

'compound; reverted, and planetary gear trains.

Describe how.a planetary- gear train. can be usqd to give

different speeds toioa shaft.
*.

)/
'o

4

/
8. Desc;ibe the operation, of, a mechanical differential.

_

, u
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9. Cite two general reasons for failure of a gear system.
e ^ '

eo

$

, .44>

O

e

10. Describe gear' lubricationlvd why it is necessary.

a

'
o

4

I

4

*

0
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INTRODUCTION

The.t.hree bassic drive systems 'which, remember, are

the belt drive thelchAin drive, and the gear drive depdAd

upon' drive' trait components for the'ir -operation. Two of the

more important componen-t are shafts-and bearings, both sof

which are the subjects of this'manual.

This manual also discusses shaft keys, key seats in

shafts, and keyways in pulleys and other components. The

different
types of bearing housings are. described and their,'

importance explained.-

Proper maintenance of shafts and bearings can result in

very substantial energy and monetary savings. A knowledge

of the necessary maintenance,procedues is a requirement for

the energy technician because of the frequency Jof attention

demanded by these components.

PAEREQUISITiS

The student should have completed one year of/high

schoof algebra.

OBJECTIVES

1. Match the following terms and definitions:
tf

.Shaft. A. A shaft.enlarged under

Metalizin the pulley.

Bossed shaft. B. Axial and parallel.

Shaft expansion. C.' Piece of metal that

! Shaft alignment. locks shaft and pulley

thether.

120.
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.

Keyway and 'keyseat. D. Key groove in7pulley

Shaft key. key. grOeve in shaft.

E. Process for, adding

Meta to shaft.

F. Effect, of temperature,

change.

G. Transmits power.

2. Explain the uses of these plain bearings:

a. Journal. - 1

b. Stave.

c. Split (used with shim).

d. Solid.

e. Thrust.

,f. Flanged thfust.

g. Grooved split.

h. Spherical plain.
- .

3, Identify and describe the two types of friction and which

type is experienced by plain andantifriction bearings.

4. 54,412e these terms for antifriction bearings: p

a. Radial. A

b. Thrust.

c. Combination.

.d. Expansion.

e.. Roller:'

f. Self-aligning

S. Given unlabeled sketches of Various bearing-mounts

identify each type and discuss the use of each.

6. Describe three ways in which bearings can be damaged

and howsuch.damage can be prevented.

7. List the advantages of oil'lubrication and of grease

lubrication.

8. Identify where pulleys or. couplings should'be located

On a Shat relative to the bearings.
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t SHAFTS
cs,

The, shaft farms an intrical part

transmission equipment. as basic fun

pO4er from the p8wer.%durce to driven

pulleys, sprockets, gears, and couplin

s4laftsHarg

the components o-fmoi6irs

and are called "motor

shafts." Others are. .

c..onnect'edtomoors by

other drive,:comPpnents.,

and range in len4th

,from very short to many

feet in length. )Figure

1 depicts such

shaft."

i

SHAFT SPACING,

Line shaftilig

normally is spaId

SUBJECT MATTER

f almost all ower

tion to tra smit

omponentS such as

s.(Figure 1).

PILLOW BLOCK
BEARINGS

Figure 1. Shaft. in Belt Drive.

on centers of abut'at 8 feet. Pulleys, sprockets,. clutOes,

or. rigid couplings Should be positioned near earingsto,

prevent shaft bending,,deflection, aid vibr tion, High-

speed shafts require shorter centers.

MS-Q47Page
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BOSSED AND TURNED -DOWN SHAFTING

Heavily-loaded pulleys often are 'fitted to tossed shafts -

those hiving an enlarged section under the pulleys but turned :

to a smaller diameteratthe bearings to allow far smaller,

more economical bearings.

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS

Some power drivk and remote control operationi are 1e'll

suited for use with flexible shafts, which exhibit the follow-

ing advantages: freedom of locating power source and driven °

components; replaces universal joints, couplings, and shields;

saccdracy of alignment; and low cost.

SHAFT EXPANSION
77

- Heat often transfers through a high:tertirev:ture process

to',the shafting, which expands.. The loriger the shaft, the

greater the expansion. Unless "expansion,0.1 or "float4g,"

bearing units are utilized, some of the bearings will be

damaged by the end pressure exerted by-the expinding shaft.'

Except for the anchor bearing, all bearings on a shaft subjpct

to expansion should be of the expansion,type (discussed under

bearings).*

ALIGNMENT

lVtr-crroTr-r-shafts transmitting power from-Dne to thgc-

other must be aligned as follows:

Page 4/MS-04
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They must be parallel. Ensure'that the distance

is the same between the sha is at the ends.

They must be.on the same a is if end-to-end.

Shafts often must be rea igned b'c se of settling

efundations, the effects of eat, brati n, worn bearings,

etc. Although some bearings ;.. couplin: will handle lim-

ited misalignment, precise alignment reduces wear,

METALIZING OF SHAFTS

Shafts often develop irregular areas at the points at

which they contact the bearings. These irregularities- are

caused by wear, misalignment with bearings, and other rea-

, sons. They can be removed if the worn area is metalized

and refinished on a lathe or other means. The process of

metalizing is the technique of spraying a metal coating on

a metal object. Aluminum or zinc in the form of wire is fed

into a spray gun, where it is'melted by a flame and sprayed

or deposited on the surface. 'Another proce'ss is Called

"vacuum evaporation." (Some_Aulleys can be repairect,by

metalizationel--

BENT SHAFTS

Bent shafts wear out bearings and'cause-excessive

vibration. They should be replaced, although some of them

can be straightened in an emergency. They should be removed
.

for straightening, as bearings will be damaged if they are

hammered on the equipment.

4.

124
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SHAFT SELECTION

otbi

Shaft size normally is selected when the equipment is .

designed, althoughmodifications sometimes are necessary,

esp.e.qally to accommodate thrust loads (loads at the ends

of a slift-Or at the sides.of pulleys and other components

connected to it). Should 41.arger'shaft be required, the

technician can-extract adequate information on proper size
.

from mantfacturers'' catalogs and,,manuals. Some of the fac-

tors in selection are'the distance between shaft supports,

the torsional moment (twisting action) in the drive, and the
? degree of shock load upon equipment startup.

SHAFT KEYS AND KEYSEATS

Shaft keys fit into grooved "keyseats" in the shaft and

into grooved "keyways" in the component attached to the shaft

(figure 2).'

Figuie . Square Shaft Key.

-

The purpose of the key

is to lock the shaft and -its

drive Member firmly together

(Figure 2) in such a manner'

as to prevent slippage between

the two.

irhe square key (Figure 2

and Figure 3a) is, perhaps,

the most widely-used type.

,,The flat key. (Figure 3b) .is

a pOpular type, as well. The

set screws in the.hub should

be tightened oh the key to

prevent it from tipping tiridel.."'

load.

Page 6/14,S-04
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(a)

II

Sousie

II,
i

(b) Flat

WI

(c) Saddle

RE

- :.
/

(d) Ftat
,

.,. ,

,ar

Side

/
A

(e) Round

,/

Taper

.

0 le RIP 11.*.V OR 44,
(f) Offset

111//AY : T

;

(g1 Feather.

.

(h) Woodruff

,

Figure 3. Shaft Keys and Keyseats.

c

t .

When shaft grooves are not used with 'a hub, the saddle

key (Figure:3c) is acceptable for light duty.

The flat key illustrated in N.gure 3a is' not used th

a keyseat, but with'a shaft end flattened on one de.. i.This

key usually is tapered for a close fit. Similar o this key

is the r4l14 taper key (Figure 3e); both types are for light

duty.

Figure 3f depicts the offset key,4hich adjusts for a

shaft groovg of diffe;-ent width than the hub groove.

126
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When a hub must be moved often for a very short distance

a/iong the shaft axis, the long Feather ,key is attached by
. ..-z/ott.--

screws into the shaft keysealt (Figure 3g).

Figure' 3h illustrates the Woodruff key, which is both

flat and circular to adjust for tapered shafts. This design

minimizes the tendericyufkeys to-tip when load is applied.

1"..1-e\

These features are sponsible for its wide use in light duty

applications, such as machine-tool construction.

Some key, material, especially the flat type, is Manufac-

tured in blanks several inches in length.--This materialis

termed "key stock"; it'can be cut to the desired length.

BEARINGS

'The proper maintenance of bearings Can result in substan-

tial savings of equipment and down time. The two principal

types of bearings are plain and antifriction. A bearing is

a device that supports in or on,it a part that rotates, slides,

or oscillates. Shafts are the most common devices that rotate

within a bearing. (Sometimesthe shaft is stationary and a

housing rotates around, it, as with a front automobile wheel.)'

PLAIN BEARINGS
O

Plain bearings (Figure 4) contain no rolling elements;

that is, the solid bearing surfaces contact the shafts di:

rectly, separated only by a thin film of lubricant. Plain

bearings are constructed of materials softer than the shaft

material. These softer materials often are impregnated with

oil 'or dry lubricant..

Page 8/MS-04
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a

AV

SHAFT JOURNAL
AREA .

BEARING

(a) Journal DeitrIng

.(b)' Stays Suring

(c) Solid Bearing

(d) Spilt oaring

THRUST
SURFAcE

(I) Thrust Washars
and Shaft Surface

(f) Flanged Thrust
Bearing

Figure 4. Plain Bearings.

The journal bearing supports radial loads, or loads

exerted radially from the shaft. It is positioned' on the

shaft as illustrated in Figure 4a. The journal bearing may

be Only half a bearing (Figure 4b), used when the load is

only upon that part of the bearing. This "part bearing" is

not to be confused with the split bearing (Figure 4d) that

`is split in txp for ease of installation on continuous shafts

and easy shaft removal.

Split'bearings have ,the added advantage of being easily

repaired. High spots on the inner surface can be scraped

off with a half-round scraper or a three-cornered one. The .

high spots are identified by use of Prussian blue or Red lead,

which is placed on the shaft surface in the bearing area and

which transfers to the high spots of the bearing when the

bearing i placed on the shaft.
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Split bearings (Figure 5) must be tightened to'achieve

a proper "running fit." (This expression is not to be taken

in the sense, "He had a running fit.") A running fit is a

snug, but not tight, grip

SEAM

OIL CUP

SHIM

SEARING
SHAFT

Figure 5. 'Shaft Running in
. a Split Bearing.

Figure 64.
: Spherical Plain

Bearing.

of the bearing halvesn

the shaft. Metal shims

often must be used, -as

illustrated in Figure 5.

The. Shims must not touch

the shaft because they

would interfere with proper

lubrication and cause shaft

wear.

The thrust washers

illustrated in Figure. 4e

accept force applied at

their side's. The flanged

thrust bearing supports

B,5 thrust loader at the end

of a journal bearing that also supports

radial loads.

The spherical plain bearing (Figure. 6)

performs like a ball joint. Its primary

I; . valliie lies in its capatity to accommodate

'large degrees of misalignment. ,Other fea-

tures include high capacity-, ability to

handle low-frequency shaft oscillations,

and easy installationA

4
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Mounted Frain Bearings

Plain bearings often, are mounted in pillow blocks,

flanges, and other housings similar to those in which anti-

friction units are 'Ilitounted. (Antifriction mounts are dis-

cussed later and are Illustrated in Figure 10:)

Luiwication

Most plain bearings are lubricated througlj. an oil inlets

at the top or, 'sometimes, t!r side (Figure 7). The groove

allows the lubricant to spred along the entire journal.sur-

"face. Circled or'crossed grooves

do not seem to be as effective

in movst instances as straight

grooves. Bearings over seven

or' eight inches in length should

be equipped with more than one ,

oil inlet.

Split bearings must be

chamfered, or beveled, at the ,

inside joints (on both halves)

to allow proper distribution of iubrieants (Figure 7).

'Bearings manufactured to exacting specifications normally

perform well if the shafts upon which they ride are in good

0 condition. Those bearings prepared in the plant of Babbot's

rial (an alloy of copper, tin, ant altimony) mar have

egular surfaces that cause overheating and other problems,

if not carefully prepared.

Table 1 lists the major troubleshooting-procedures for

plain bearings:

Figure .7. .0i1 Groove
in Split Bearing..

130
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TABLE 1. TROUBLESHOOTING OF PLAIN BEARINGS.

TROUBLE CAUSE-- ' CORRECTION

searing Over-
heated and/or
Wears out too .

Quickly

, -

za,
_

,

.

,

.

.

.

*

,.

,

.

.

(a) OutOf oil'or.wrong
grade

. .

,

(b) Dirt in oil , .

(c) Bearing not aligned
with shaft

.

03) Uneven bearing sur-
face-'

_. ,

ke) Bearing too tight
.

.

(f) Wrong grooving
(g) Excess-iVe operating
. temperatures

__ _

a(h) Wrong bearing mate- .0
rial

(i) Uneven _shaft sur-
face

(a)
\
Increase oiUlow

.
and use correCt'
grade

.()) Replace oil
(c). Align -

.

(d) Replace bearing -.,

or scrape inner
surface

(e)
use thicker shim
Loosen bearing;

(O. Replacp bearing
(g) Incredse'water

flow if water-
cooled unit is
used; if not;
consider the se

v. of one 4

(h)'Trr.other material
.

(i) Metalize shaft .

(j) Use heat scs on
shaft to, assipate
heat

/

(j) Hot shaft .from
process

CAUTION: 'Never pour cold water on a hot bearing or shaft; this
procedure may break a-housing or-Warp compo ents.

ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS

Antifriction bearings experience less friction and main-

tain closer tolerances than plain beapirigs, which must with-

stand sliding friction.''The "rolling friction" exhibited by

antifriction bearingcs is comparatively small because there is-

little relative motion betw&en the bearing surfacegland the
41.
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ring surfaces." Themore importalf ierms used with ball

bearings are-given in Figure 8a'iand the terms used with

rollei bearings, in:Fixure 8b.

1OUTER RING BALL
: v OUTER.RING 41=1121
SHOULDERS A 1 - ROLLER

INNER RING INNER RING ,tem,,..

BORE
INNER 'RING
BALL RACE

FACE

SEPARATOR

OUTER RING
, BALL RACE

(a) Sal Bearing.

BORE.

FACE

([11/;11.11)

SHOULDERS

(b) Roller Bearing

SEPARATOR

Figure 8. Bearing Terminology.
s,

All antifriction bearings can be categorized according

to t eir functions:* 'radial, thrust, or combination.

Radial bearings (Figures 8 -and.9) radiate out from a
.

common center and bear loads applied '-radially, or perpendic-

ular to the axis. Thrust bearings take axial loads, or those

applied to the bearing sidesjEigure 10a). Combination bear-

ings bear a combination of radia1..and thrust loads.

Radial Bearings

.
'Figure, 9a displays the most popular` radial bearing

the double-groove type which exhi its excellent contact

between the balls and ,the deep grooves in which they ride.

13'2
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(a) (b) Self-Aligning Ball

,... .

7. .13r
tot
.

Double Groove

.

'
,

(c) '

..

(d) CillndrIcal Roller

"1-40-11
)

Filling Slot

.

1 110011.0141m.

1 opipPONIPM1111111111M!
%% algiNEWIPWW..,,,$p

p

.

,

LIOUSING

'

4 D

( f)Clutch

...431"

,
\a-

- Ai'
-1,1.1.-

0
dw

SHA T

RIVEN)

(e) Journal

es.

This bearing can accept .

considerable thrust

load, but ,must be pre-
-.

cisely aligned between

shaft and holising.,

Such precise align-
.

ment is not required

with'the self-aligning

ball bearing (Figure 9b),

which has two rows of

baIlg that ride on a

spherical' surface, over

which the balls can ro-

tate side-to-side. This

-free action allows for

slight angular misalign-

ment.

, bearing(F.igure 9c) Con,

tains rather large balls for maximum radial load but will handle

Figure 9. -Radial Beal.inas:
--

.light thrust forces, as well.

The cylindric'al roller bearing (Figure 9d) corita'inS cylin-.
-r

der-shaped rollers capable of bearing-much greater loads than

balli6barings. (Balls make contact at small points; whereas:

rolling cylinders make contact along their entire length.)

Sold designs contain two /ows of rollers,foryery.close toler-

ances

The journal bearing, as illustrated in Figure 9e, is

nstructed ?4ng rollers of small diameter, which often

de directlyln, ashaft. jhb journal bearing is used when

; space is limited, and when a moderate load is.appliedrt a

40w-to-medium speed. This bearin.Awill,overheat at high speeds.

4.1
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One of the most interest ing bearings is the clutch

type (Figure 9f), which allows rotation in only one direc-

tion and allows free.°overrun" in that direction. When

the housing°or shaft move in an opposite direction from the

overrun positions, the bearings are wedged between tapered

slots in the outside race to 1 ck the houSing and\shaft.

Thestearings are used in , conveyor roll:vs:motors

(-as backstops), rack indexing drives, etc!

Needle bearings contain long, - small-diameter rollers:

These units can be used when there are close tolerances

between small shafts and housings.
,

Antifriction ball 'screws ride upon specially-threaded

shafts to provide linear motion. The balls ride in the -

grooves to provide freN'motion. Antifriction "way bearings"

also provide fordinear motion and'friction-free positioning

of machine Tarts or of'objects being handled by maChinery,,,

The ball thrust bearing depicted in Figure 10a rides

'in the grooves of two rates:, or "washers." This bearing

suppdfts force applied to its sides, but must be run only

at slow and medium speeds because high speed causes excessive

In ailing,

A 01

by_centrifugal force, at the outer portions of the

washers.
e

The cylindacal'rol1er bearing thgure.1.40b) is Capable

of bearing even greater thrust loads, buf not at high speeds.

When high speeds must be accommodated, the spherical roller

..thrust bearing (Figure 10c) is an excellent choice. ItS

lower, friction (than the straight roller) and steep angular

position allow it to operate at high speeds; to aommodate

134
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FORCE

f .

.

NAk

4
(a) Ball

.

FORCE

.

.

.

Alb

...

.

..
.

I /

(b), Cylindrical
Roller

(c)

.

i

41,
11

Spherical
Roller

AIL

(d)', V-Fiat
Roller

i,gure 10. Thrust Bearings.

,(a) Tapered Roller

(b) Spherical Roller

Figure 11.
Combination Bearings.

high'thrus loadi and even

moderate, radial lOads; and

to maintain alignment (or to

adjust for some misalignment).

For extreme load condi

tions, the ILailat,thruat_levax-

ing-(Figure 10dj is the ideal,

choice, either for new instal-

lations or, for replacement.

This design achieves 'true

Folling'motion between the

tapered rollers and boA
races;'there is no sliding

at any point. The one flat

race permits some radial dis-N

placement.

Combination Bearings

Although some of the radial

'and thrust bearings will accommodate

a combination load, there aretwo

:prihcipal types of basic combination

bearings: These types are thi tapered

roller (Figure 11a) and the spherical

roller'(Figure 11b).

The tapered roller bearing con-

sists of slightly tapered, sliglitly

cone-shaped rollers that-rotate be-

tween ti.pered raceways. This bearing

.
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is widely used to carry,rhdial and axial loads that act

simultaneously. The radial load normally is greater than

the axial,. One of the more desirable featdres of this

bearing is its capacity to be adjusted for close or locise

tolerance. -(The. front' wheel bearing of the automobile is

a goodex'ample.)

The spherical-roller-bearing (Figure 11b)-contains arc-

shaped outside surfaces that ride in race grooveg'ithat match.

.
This design)-ellows the bearing to pivbt and, therefore, to

operate when the shaft is displaced angularly. This capacity

to accept misalignment is the reason the bei?.ring is termed

"self-aligning." It is a heavy-duty unit designed for large

radial loads and small thrust loads. As'the thrust load

-increases°, ,the speed must be decreased if this bearing is to

;be used. Another deip.able feature of this bearing is its

`capacity to operate well under greater vibration ,than most

other bearings.

Mounted Bearings

Mounted bearings (Figure 12) are those mounted in

housings that'-can be attached to support surfaceS. Housings

often are fitted with "expansion" bearings those bearings

'4which can move 'axially a certain distance to,avoid the

thrusting of bearings on opposite end's of a shaft that floats

OP expands when heated. Most mounted bearings-are of the

.self-aligning type teaccommodate some misalignment.

The pillow block (Fware 12a) is the most popular

'bearinemount because of'its adaptability. It may be mounted

in the thiddle of ,a- Shaft or At the end; if at the -end, the-

end clbsure unit (Figure 12b) often is used becagIe t\he shaft

MS-044Page 17
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A

O

(

^.4'

,
,..

(a) Pillow Block

.
,,,

,,,,.,

,(d) Hanger

B.

.

.

. .

..#----,,,..-t..,
.9. -74 :;._.

?,(."-',
.,-,,rs.zi

,./..;
,-...

----7--- A-1a)- En d-,Closuiii- -

!tai

.

il'44

.k,;.*.

-
Ittl 0

,-1. ...IL

(el Take-Up

.

.

440'7,

( C 1 Flanged

4

i

.

7.--,---,

.1**-7.`t.'',

.,
it ---";*

(1) Cylindrical

.o

Figure 12. Mounted BeArilis.

end is covered for safety reasons or to prevent foreign matter

from contacting .thei,shaft end,or bearing. The pillow block

is designed to be bolted to surfaces parallel to -the shaft.

The flange bearingL(Figure 12c) mounts to surfaces per-
,

pendicular to the shaft. .
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Although most housed bearings are mounted by bolts,

the hanger unit (Figura 12d) is suspended at the end of

a vertical pipe or rod. It, is utilized in some conveyors

and in other equipment in which shaft movement is permissable

or desired.

Take-up units such as the one illustrated in Figure 12e

are employed ,as, belt-tightening and's t-adjustment devices,

The housing slides in a metal frame w e an adjusting screw,

to which the ho ing 4s attached, is turned.

The cylindric bearing 'Figure 12f) is used when suit-

able holes for it can be provided within the fraine of the

machine.

Bearings also are,mounted in idler pulleys and sprockets.

-I 4

Shaft Alignment

Linear shaft misalignment (Figure 13a) is extremely

destructive to bearings. When shafts are coupled out of

line, they exert added presslire

on the bearings; the result is

frequent bearing replacement.

Angular misalignment, if not

too' great, can behandled by

the proper coupling or by self -.

aligning bearings.

Belt Tension

If belts are tensioned

tob tightly,'they will fail;

(a) Linear Misalignment

00 Angular Misalignment

Figure 13. Misalignment.

and, perhaps more importantly, such excessive tension results

in rapid bear,ing wear and, thus, more down time.

138
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Shock Loads

Heavy-duty drives having large shock loads at'itart-up

should be equipped with the appropriate clutch or shotk.cou-

pling, in order to avoid.the tremendous pressures exerted upon

bearings, shafts, and other components.

Bearing Installation

Bearings should be installed carefully, as follows:

Clean shafts and bearing housings thoroughly.

Clean dirt out of keyways, splines, and grooves.

Remove burrs and slivers.

Clean dnd oil bearing seats.

,,Press bearing on straight and square.

Press only\on the ring that .takes the tight fit.

Press bearingsuntii they are seated against the

shaft or housing shoulder.

Bearings should not be struck directly during installation.

If possible; they should be pressed on the shaft by an arbor

press or other special units. -If,'however, they must be tapped

onto the shaft, the bearing should be started on the shaft,

which then is placed into a close-fitting pipe. The 'pipe i$
/

then' tapped (with some insulating material between it and.the

hammer) to force the bearing into place. Heavy blows must not

be applied.

If a bearing is difficult to force onto a shaft when cold,

it can be heated evenly and moderately to 200-250°F to expand

the inner ring. Another method is to cool the shaft-in dry ice.

Similarly, bearings must n t bestruck directly during

removal. When pbssible, special tools should be used.

Page 20/MS-04
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Vibration" .

Bearing damage can resut,if they are vibrate& exces-

sively while not turning., Some means should be fbund to

reduce such vibration; flexible couplings or clutches can

provide relief in many'instanges..

,

Current Through Bearings .1

Electric current that arcs through bearings 91 produce

,burn damage. This current may originate from stray magnetic

fields in the machinery or from the process of welding when

the ground must'pass through the bearing. All motors should

be groundedtproperly and maintained properly.

Lubricants

The type and amount of lubrication required depends

upon the-tearing design, the load It must support, and the .

speed of operation. Much of the required information is

available in the atalogs of the anufacturers.

The three principal lubricants are oils,'greases, and

solids of which have certain advantages. In general, grease

is utilized. in heavy-duty operations, since it is confined

to housings easily, offe'rs better - bearing pro,'tection, and

requires less frequent re-lubrication than oils. Ovelubri-

cation can be as damaging to bearings as underubrication.

When using a grease gun, open plug at bottom of most housings

to allow excess grease to drain off when machine runs a few .

minutes. Then replace plug.

MS-04/Page 21
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In high-temperature conditions shafts can be equipped

with cooling discs that dissipate heat. Some pillow blocks

are equipped with cooling coils through whic'h water is passed.

Lubrication Systems

The simplest oil supply system is _the oil bath, in which

oil is contained in the bottom of a bearing housing at a level

just high enough to enter the bearing. This method is suit-

able for low or moderate speeds.

.Circulating oil systems are ideal for large drives that

operate under severe conditions such as high ambient tempera-

tures and high power and speed inputs. Oil temperature often

is controlled automatically.

The spray, splash, or mist systems are excellent for high

speeds- and for ve-rtical operation.

The wick system is suitable for very high speeds because

the wick supplies a small quantity of filtered oil to the

bearing. Wicks must be cleaned occasionally, dried,'and.re-

saturated before further use.

Gyease systems are important components in all plants:

Confusion sometimes arises about prelubricated bearings that

have no provision for re-lubrication. These units are de-

signed to operate over a specific period or life in equipment

that does not experience extensive, heavy -duty operation.

Even when heavily sealed, commercial bearings require

re-lubrication, although" good seals prevent over-greasing

and dust contamination. A bearing housing such as a pillow

block should be filled only one-thirdmio one-half full.

More lubricant-than this will be churned 'and will break down,

causing the bearing to f41. If the housing has a bottom

drain plugs, excess grease can.be forced out, as described

Page 22/MS-04
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under "Lubridants." A few housings are equipped with

grease quantity regulators, which are overflow chambers

for excess grease.

:The grease that comes in a new bearing may,last a year

or two in light and medium service and at average tempera-
.

ture. Most bearings, howevershould be cleaned of the old

grease about once,a year; new grease then should be worked

by hand into the clean bearings. All grit and dust must be

avoided. A convenient time for such an operation.is during

the annual maintenance shutdown of most plants.

Accurate records should be maintained for the lubrica-

tion intervals of the bearings on each machine. Remember

that some bearings will require more frequent lubrication

than others.

-.Troubleshooting

Table 2 provides bearing troubleshooting procedifi.es-

that should be studied and,discussed thoroughly.

TABLE 2. TROUBLESHOOTING OF ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS.

TROUBLE c CAUSIri) \__. _
c.

CORRECT4ON

Bearing Over-
heated and/or

(a) Wrong grease ,

(b) Oi level low
(a) Use correct grease
(b) Add oil

Wears out .too (c) Too little grease (c) Add grease

Quickly (d) Too much grease
(e) Not enough internal

td) Reduce amount
'(e)' Replace tt

bearing clearance proper be ing

(f)- Bearing housing out (f) File housing, to

, of round or too allow clearance

.
-small . or replace it

1 4 2
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Table 2. Continued.

TROU4LE CAUSE

Excessive
Vibration

(g) Seals with too much
spring tension;
worn seals

(h) Seals rubbing
against parts

(i) Load unbalanced
(j) Shafts not aligned
(k) Dirt or other mat-

ter in bearing

(1)-Acid, water, or
other matter in
bearing

(m) Shaft diameter too
small

(n) Adapter too loose
or too tight

(o) Bearing damaged
when "hammered"
on shaft during
installation

(p) Oil level cup too
high or too low

(q) Bent shafts

(r) Excessive load
during equipment
start-up

(s) Misalignment of
two or more coupled
shafts with bear-
ings

(t) Irregular shaft
surface

(a) Any of the causes
of wear already
discussed

CORRECTION

(g) Replace seals

(h) Re-align

(i) Balance equipment
(j) Align shafts
(k) Clean bearing and

housing; replace
seals

(1) Add cover or
"flinger" that
throws off matter

(m) Metalize and
regrind shaft to
fit

(n) Adjust adapter

(o) Replace bearing

(p) Reposition cup or
replace with sight
gage

(q) Straighten; add
supports if nec-
essary

(r) Consider use of
clutch on motor
to reduce startup
load (and to con-
serve electrical
power)

(s) ShiM pillow blocks

(t) .Metalize shaf

(a) Same as for cor-
rections already
discussed
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Table 2. Continued.

TROUBLE 2 CAUSE
.

CORREeS4-014

(b) Chips, dirt, etc.,. (b)-Clean bearing
left in bearing and housing; use

. when installed new lubricant
(c) Flat spots on (c) Replace bearing;

.
, roller or ball' ' if necessary, use -

from fast starting clutch on motor

_
to reduce starting
speed or reduce
motor speed (if
possible)

(d) Machine vibration} (d) Balance machine
(e) Excessive internal (e) Replace with

bearing clearance proper bearing
(f) Wrong type of (fY Try spherical

bearing roller bearings
(g) No coupling or one (g) Use vibration

of wrong type coupling

Selection of Antifriction Bearing

The selection of the proper bearings for a given

application can be accomplisheyl by reference to manufac-

turers' catalogs: Such data as seal information, load and

capacities, applications, and-lubrication for specific bear-

ings is given in these catalogs.
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EXERCISES

1. When should a shaft be metalized? Check one: (a)

when it is bent. ,(1:) too long. (c)

when it contains surface-- irregularities.

2. Place a check beside each of the below bearings that

can align itself automatically: (a)

: . plain. (b) se-if- aligning ball'. (c)

spherical

spherical roller thrust. (d) spherical roller.

3. What is the purpose of an expansion bearing? ,Check one:

(a) expands when heated. (b) adjusts for

linear shaft ekpansion. (c) 'neither of these.

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Laboratory 1_ Laboratory 2.

1 drive train assembly 1 block of wood; 6" x 6"

'auto-, truck, or tractor x 12".

I wood screw.(including rear axle,

differential; and drive.

Shaft).

1 roll masking tapd:

.1 plastic bucket.

1 lb of sand.

1 --lab scale or postage

Rags, paper towels,. or °flier scale.

material with which to String.

4

..i.clean grease fro bear-___ Light oil.

ings. 6 round plastic rollers,

1/4" dia. x 8" in length.

145
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES
o

LABORATORY 1. BEARING IDNTIFICATION

1. Disassemble drive train assembly (rear axle, differential,

and drive shaft). Place all parts, especially the bear-

ings, on a clean surface. 0

2. Cleanall bearings.. of external greas Attach a-piece,of

.masking 'tape to each bearing and on t. tape label each

bearing with a different number.
s.

3. List each bearing by number in Data Table 1, Beside each

bearing listed, describe and the'method, used to

lubricate it.
s

4. Discuss why each type was used and why otApr types were

,not used instead,

°

LABORATORY 2. BEARING LUBRICATION

1. Set up experiment as illustrated. in Figure 14a.

2. With the wood bock resting on,41-y table (Figure 14a),

slowly pour sand into the pail tO-which block is attached

by sXring, until brek moves to edge of table. Weigh

sand ip bucket and cord weight in Data Table Z.

3. Repeat Step'2, exclt place light oil slick oh table

under block (pure 10). Record sand,weight required

, to-move block.

4. Repeat.Step,2

cleaned block (Fig 14c). Record sand weight required

to move block.

4

cept place plastic rollers under'

Page 28/MS-.04
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WOOD SCREW

WOOD BLOCK LIGHT OIL SUCK

STRING

PLASTIC ROLLERS

41011.1111/ Aor, in

A 7 ,d

SAND

PLASTIC
PAIL

'11111106k

00,%

(a) Dry ,.(b) Oil (c) Rollout

Figure 14. Sliding*and Rolling Friction.

In which of the three tests did the block experience'.

little or no relative motion between it and the table

,top?,

DATA TABLES

4

DATA TABLE 1: BEARING IDENTIFICATION.

Bearing No. Type, Location- Lubrication

.

-'..

.

.

.

.

_
.

147
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Data Table 1. Continued.

Bearing No: Type Location Lubrication

DATA TABLE 2: SLIDING AND ROLLING FRICTION.

WEIGHT OF SAND IN PAILS

Dry Table - Oiled Table Use of Rollers

.
,
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.

1. 'Define thelfollowing terms:. ,

a. Shaft.

BOsseeshaft.

c. Metalizing.
O

d. Shaft expansion.

e. Shaft alignment.

f. Keyway and-keyseif.

ahaft key. (List seven types.)

N

Explain the uses of plain bearings; ir, ciude the below

types: A.

a. Jot.krnal.

StaVe.

c. -\Sol dl

d. t (used With shim).

,e. Thrupt.

f: Flan )fed thrUst.

g. Glloolt,ed split:

h. %Sitflical

J

si
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,3. Name and describe the two types 4 friction and which

is experienced by plain and antifriction bearings.

td

4. Match the following terms and definitions for antifriction

bearings:

Radial. Bearings.eontaining these

Thrust. - features: -spherical rollIrs

Combination. or balls on spherical races.

Expansion. B. Bear's thrust and radialqoads.'

Roller. C. Allows for axial shaft dis-

Self-aligning placement.

"bearings. gears'^loads applied at right

angles .to the haft.
.a

E. Bears loads .appliee-at sides

of bearing.

5. Label"the beari4 mounts,illustraied, and discuss the

I

purpose of each:

4

Page-34/MS-04
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6. Antifriction bearings can be damaged in a variety of

ways. For eich of the causes listed, describe how

damage can result and how it can be prevented.

a. ',Faulty installation:

.1). Vibration.

c. Electrical current.

N

7: What are th advantages of oil lubrication and of grease

.lubrication?

8. Where should couplings, and pulleys be located? 'Check

-one: (a) near the' center ,of the shaft; '(b)

near the end of the shaft; or (c) near bearings.

Or"

152
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INTRODUCTION

This module analyzes the following drive train compon-
.

ents: (1) seals, (2) couplings, and (3) clutches. These

components ere important, not only for the proper operation

of equipment, but also for its protection. Seals, for example,

retain vital lubricants and other fluids; flexible c uplings

protect equipment from vibrationandLimited_misali nmetit;_

and clutches protect against the great stresses pl ced upon

heavy industrial equipment when suddenly turned o or when

a heavy load is placed abruptly upon it. Some cl tches re-

duce motor power consumption and wear of drive components.

PREREQUISITES

One year of high school algebra.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion af this module; the student should be

able to:

1. Describe, with.the aid of appropriate sketches, how

a gasket seals.

2 List and describe the four types of gasket joints. (Use

sketches whenever possible.)

Describe at least four types of nbn-metallic and metallic

gasket materials and two types of combination gasket

materials.
MAMA.

4. Select a gasket from a giVen table ta shit a particular

temperature and fluid application. ,

5. Describe, with the aid of sketches, how an 0-Ring seals;

and list four types of 0-Ring materials.

MS-OS/Page I
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6. List at least three types of packing that can be used on,

a dynamic seal.

7. Describe a mechanical seal, and list two different types.

8. Describe, sketch, and list the design characteristics

of three types of rigid couplings and six types of flexible

couplings.

9. Describe four types of Clutchet, and list their design

characteristics.

10. Explain how a "dry - fluid" clutch saves energy and protects

equipment.

Page 2 /MS -OS
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4

-SUBJECT MATTER.

y

-
SEALS

A seal is a device used to control the movement of fluids

or gases thigOugh a joint or opening: The wide range of opera-

-tring____(=iditionsami_the_numerous_assembly problems of modern

machineshave necessitated many varietie's of seals. Seals

may be classified into one of twp general categories: Static

or dynamic. The static seal provides a seal between two

stationary surfaces andthe dynamic seal between moving sur-

faces.

STATIC,SEALS GASKETS-AND 0-RINGS -

A gasket is a static seal constructed of such materials

as rubber, asbestos-and metal. A gasket (Figure 1) is designed

to proyide a pressure-tight seal between two mating surfaces.

The soft gasket material is placed between the hard flanges

of the gasket joint and deformsand fills the joint when

pkessle is applied to the ,surfaces. Pressure applied to

squeeze the gasket must exceed th pressure on ihtgasket,
%

or the fluid will escape (igUre,lb).

There are four general types of gasket joints:

Contained gasket joint.

Gasket between flat faces.

Partially contained gasket.

Self loading gasket.,

The contained gasket joint (Figure 2) is the most suit-

able joint for high-pressure applications. The gasket is

contained in a groove and pressure is applied when the flange

joints are tightened. The gasket cannot be blown out by

high-pressure fluids.

156
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CLOSING
FORCES

PRESSURE
LOAD

NI
A / A

Li LI k,'WV.;.Xk' 2

GASKET JOINTS OR FLANGES

(a) No Load

SOFT GASKET

(b)

MATERIAL

. .
Compressed

N.

Figure 1. GasketOperation°.

., a

FLANGE BOLTS

, t
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GASKET IN GROOVE

k

FLUID PRESARE

Figure 2. Contained Gasket Joint.

4
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Figure'3 shows the gasket joint between flat surfaces.

The gasket is not contained in a groove, but is squeezed

between twofiat-flange faces. The gasket can be blown if

''the.bolts are not tight. Some gasket manufacturers provide

metjllic inserts to secure the gasket and to prevent it from

being blown.

The partially- contained gasket joint (Figure 4) is in-
.

tended to provide the advantages of the first two gasIbt

joints. It is confined in a groove on its outer edge.

Figure 3. Gasket Between Flat Faces.

The self-loading gasket joint.(Figure 5) is used exten-

sively in the power, oil, and gas industries for handhole

and manhole closures. The gasket is sealed bjr\-the internal

pressure of the fluid on the cover. The bolt is utilized

to tighten the gasket during increase in vessel pressure.

When a gasketis 'selected for a particular application,

the type of service it must provide and the conditions it

must withstand must be considered. Table 1 is a typical

Oskelt selection chart, Gaskets are_manufactured to meet

American Standards Association specificationp.

158
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GASKET CONFINED ON -

OUTER EDGE_

FLUID PRESSURE

OEY

0

Figure 4. Partially-Contained Gasket.
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TABLE 1. GASKET MATERIALS FOR DIFFERENT SERVICES.

Fluid
. _

Application Gaskot Material

Steam (high pressure) 'Temp up to 1000°F Spiral-wound comp.. asbestos
Temp up to 1000°F Steel, corrugated or plain
Temp up'to 1000°F Monel, corrugated or plain_

. Temp up to 1000°F Hydrogen-annealed iron
Temp upto 1000°F Stainless steel 12 to 14%

chromium, corrugated
Temp up to 1000°.F Ingot iron, special' ring-type

joint
Temp up to 750°F

.

Cdmp, asbestos, spiral-wound
Temp up to 600°F Woveh asbestos, metal asbestos

.

Steam (low pressure) '

Teip up to 60efi

Temp up to 220°F

Copper, corrugatedor:plain

Red rubber, wire inserted

Water Hot, mediUm, and
high pr9ssures

Black rubber; red rubber, wire
inserted

Hot, low' essures Brown rubber, cloth inserted
Hot Comp. asbestos t

Water -. Cold Red rubber, wire inserted
Cold

,,

Cold
Black rubber
Soft 'rubber

Cold Asbestos

. .

Cold Brown rubber, cloth inserted -

Oils (hot) Temp up to 75°F Comp. asbestos
.

.
Temp up, to 1000°F Ingot iron, special ring-type-

joint ..

Oils (cold) Temp up to 212°F Cork-fiber
Temp up to 300°F Neoprene comp. asbestos

Ai" - Temp up to 750°F Comp. asbestos
. Temp up to 220°F Red rubber

Temp up to 1000 °F Spiral-wound comp. asbestos

Gas . Temp up to 1000°F Asbestos, metallic
Temp up to 750°F . Comp. asbestos
Temp up to 600°F Woven asbestos ,"

Tempup to 220°F Red rubber

I Acids (Varies, see
ctionon,corro-_

sion)

Sheet lead or alloy steel
_ __

Hot Qr cold
mineral acids

Comp. blues asbestos
Woven blue asbestos

Ammonia Temp up to 1000°F Asbestos, metallic .

-
Temp up to 700°F Comp. asbestos

\ Weak solutions
Hot

Red rubber
Thin asbestos

Cold Sheet' lead
-

16o
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Gaskets are made from non = metallic materials, metallic

m4tetials, or from combinations of both.

Non-metallic ggskets usually are makie from oiled paper,

cork, asbestos, rubber, or neoprene and are used on relatively

smooth surfaces at lows-pressures and temperatures.

Metallic gaskets are made from copper, aluminut, or cor-

rugated steel and are used at high pressures and temperatures.

A combination of both metallic and non-metallic materials

crcate -s a-- better seal. The metal in the gasket withstands

the-pressure-of the fluid, and the soft non-metallic material

wedges into the groove to provide a pressure -tight seal.

The 0-Ring (Figli6) is a squeeze-type static seal.

When the ring is squeezed mechanically, the surfaces deform

to fill the groove andto provide a tight seal. Pressure

from confined fluid also can develop a seal (Figures 7 and '8).

Page 8/MS-05

Figure 6. Types of'0-rigns:
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FLANGES BOLTED

TIGHTLY TOGETHER

47A

MO.

Figure 7. 0-Ring in Groove.

Figure 8. Typical 0-Ring"
° Installation.

tion. Tablel2 lists some standard

-

0-Rings can be

molded into a va iety-

of materials; C rrosion-

resistant materials

such as fluoroelastomers,

teflon,'Buna-N, and

neoprene often are used,

although thlmost common

material is rubber. .

Materials must be suited

to the specific

commercial materials and

the 'temperatures and applications o which they are suited.

/-
162
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TABLE 2. 0-RING MATERIALS AND ApPLLCATIONS.

POLYMER TYPE TEMPERATURE RANGE , APPLICATION GUIDE
_ 4-

Buna-N (Nitrile) -40°F to +275°F Mineral,Oil andHydraulic
-40°C to +135°C Fluids, Water,' and Air.

Buna-N (Nitrile) -40°F to A.275°F Mineral Oil and Hydraulic
-40°C to +135°C Fluids, Water, Air, L.P and

Natural Gas. L.P. recognized.
.. , .

Buna-N (Nitrile) -22°F to +275°F
-30°C to +120°C

Gear Oils S.A.E. 10 to 120,
Ester-based Lubricants, Kero-
sene, and Gasolene. ,

Buna-N (Nitrile) -40°F to.+275°F Mineral Oil and Hydraulic
.-40°C to +135°C Fluids-iWater, and Aix.

Buna-N (Nitrile), -40°F to +275 °F
-40°C to +135°C,

Mineral Oil and Hydraulic
Fluids, Water, and Air. High
'Pressures.

S.B.R. -40°F to 212°F Castor Based -and other
-40°C to 100°C Vegetable Oils.

S.B.R. -401°F to 212°F Castor Based and other
-40°F to 100°C Vegetable Oils.

Noeprene -22°F to +176°F Ozone, Oxidation, .

-30°C to +80°C ',Iileather Resistant, .

Polyurethane -22°F to +194°F High Abrasion Resistance.
-30°C to +90°C'

DYNAMIC SEALS

Dynamic seals are employed to prevent the flow of fluid.

across a sliding or rotating joint. The gland *packing seal

(Figure 9) is the oldest and simplest type.

Packing,',a,leak-proof material, is placed around a-shaft

or rod in a packing, chamber and held in place by a gland.

As the pressure nut is tightened, the packihg is compressed

and forced against the 'sliding or rotating part, thus con-

trolling leakage. Leakage.*through the paCling material is

prevented by the material itself and by a .lubricant contained

in the packing.

Page 10/MS-OS
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STEM OR RECIPROCATING ROD

1

.Figure 9. Gland Packing Seal. Jr

Vee packing (Figure 10) is 4a. variation of the gland
-vo

seal that consists of formed or molded packing rings having

A V-shaped COIQSS section. This arrange ent reduces the fiic-

on between the packing and the moveable lement.,

Figure 10. -Vee Packing.

MS-OS/Page 11



Figure 11. U- shaped
Packing.

f

U-shapedpackings

also are.used in gland

sealing applications.

Figure 11 illustrates a

shaft or piston-rod seal

that contains molded U-

cups. The U-cup is fitted

into .a .gland and is held,

in-place by a tap or a

retaining ring.

The labyrinth packing

(Figure 12)-1S a special

design gor steam engines.

The packing does not actually

contact the shaft; rather,

steam travels through a serie* of passages, or "labyrinths,"

which Change...the pressUre and the flow: Steam then is forced

against the small blades mounted on a'stationary Casing. The

steam closes the gap between, the 'blades, thereby r,educing

leakage.

Ar/AVA 12 IA WA /2

STATIONARY CASING

11111,11116111

HIGH PRESSURE
STEAM,

SMALL CLEARANCE BETWEEN

BLADES WHEN RUNNING

ROTATING SHAFT

MNXXV.I.X.

Page 12/MS-05"
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MECHANICAL SEALS

Rotating'o reciprocating shafts can be sealed by a

mechanical seal placed between two flat surfaces (Figure

13). The design ofmost mechanical seals is much more

sophisticated than that depicted in Figure 13, which is tn-

tended to illustrate principles,' not details of specific

operations. 'Many types of sealing devices suchas packing,

0-Rings, and V-Rings,'are installed between the two surfaces:

The mechanical seal also incorporates a force provided by
o .4

a spring-loading apparatus designed to hold the surfaces

in-'contact.

,±t

TWO FLAT SURFACES

SEAUNG DEVICE

GLAND

o %

4

ROTATING OR RECIPROCATING Si-IAFT

PRESSURE PLATE

FigIA:e 13. Mechanical Seal.

t

.v` 4
ow
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'COUPLINGS

DEFINITIONS

A coupling is a
ad
evice that connects two shafts end-to-

,

end. The two general categories of coupl4ings are (1) rigid

and ( flexible. Rigid couplings are used when accurate'

alignment of'shafts'isrequired; whereas, flexible couplings

are designed to allow for.a certain amount of misalignment.

Figure 14., Flange Coupling.

Figure 15: Split-type
MUff Coupling.

Page 14/MS-05..
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RIGID COUPLINGS

: Flange couplings

(Figure 14) cons-ists of

...Iwo flanges bolted

over the shaft and

then keyed to the shaft.

These couplings usually

are designed towithstand-

,severe service.

The clamp coupling

(Figure 15) 'is split into

tvio' halves -.keyed to.the

shaft and bolted together.

This Coupling can be in-

s±aYied and removed with

ease.

Somepigid ,couplings

are self aligning.' The

compression coupling (Fig-

ure 16) is.constructed of

two split cones that can

be adjusted by Ilts. This

I



arrangement allows the cou-

pling to adjust to varying

Shaft sizes. The use of

_rigid couplings, however,

has several disadvantages:

Shafts must be aligned

. accurately,

Niallotgance'made for

axial, expansion of the

shafts when the system Figure 16. Compres'sion

heats up.

Bolted surface; must be

at right-angles to shaft axis, which means that they

must be matched after they have been assembled to the

-shaft.. Such a procedure is expensive.

Coupling.

FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS

Flexible couplings aalowshafts.to-be slightly out of
4 4

line (Figure 17a and b). Close alignment is required, how-

ever, when the shafts are turning at high speeds or when

they are heavily loaded.iUnder these conditions, misalign-

ment causes rapid coppliA Tlure.

PCouplings should bedoeI igned angularly (Figure 17c) with

'a,caliper. -The,gap between. the coupling halves, or hubs, .

a\ checked at-four points, and alignment is adjusted until

the-four measurements are equal. The hubs should be checked

for parallel alignment with 4 straightedge (Figure 17d).

,An alternate method of angular and parallel alignment

involves the-use of a dial indicator attached to one hub

and a measuring feeler riding against the, other as the hub

168
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Angularly(a) Shafts Misaligned

. .

(b) Shafts Parallel But

-----'
4

Misaligned

CALIPER

,

,

.

I I

STRAIGHT
I

EDGE
1 1 1 1 IIIIIIIILI

PARALLEL-0,
OFFSET ---f

(d), Test For(c) Test For Angular
MkKlignment

Parallel Misalignment

Figure 17. Shaft and Coupling Alignment. .
.

is:VOtated by-hand. The hubs are in parallel alignment when

the_measurementsare equal at all points' fietween them.

The jaw couplingpermits longitudinal misalignment and

allows.for some vibration (Figure 18.) This coupling can.

be used as a clutch if some arrangemerit is made to withdraw
, .

and to'engage one of the halves.

Page 16 /MS -OS
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The floating-center cou-

pling (Figure 19) is a varia-

tion of the jaw coupling

designed to accommodate two

shafts that have a slight axial.

shift. The floating center

adjusts for the shift.

the teeth of the toothed

coupling permit the shaft It

some movement in all direc-

tions (Figure 20).

An entire series of

flexle couplings uses

springs, diaphragms, rubber

tubing, and tires to transmit

the load and to permit axial

movement (Figure 21).

The chain coupling

(Figure 22) consists of two

sprockets in parallel,

coupled with a chain. This

design is very rugged, 'but

requires careful lubrica-

tion.

170

Figure 18. Jaw Coupling.

Figure 19. Floating-
center Coupling.

Figure 20. Toothed .

Coupling.
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DRIVEN FLANGE
AND SHAFT

DRIVING FLANGE AND SHAFT

FLEXIBLE
TIRE

4.

NOTE - FLEXIBLE UNIT CAN BE

REMOVED AND INSERTED WITHOUT.

DISTURBING SYSTEM SET-UIS

Page 18/MS-05

Figure 21. Flexible Tire Coupling.

14

t

4

4 ir

ft
Figure 22. Chain Coupling.

.
i

.
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*
*

UNIVERSAL JOINTS

The universal joints ( ure 23) allows power to be

transmitted through larger angles than are permissible with

flexible couplings. Such a joint connects two shafts set

at an angle to one another, and the angle can be varied while

the shafts are rotating. The most common U-joint ds the

"Hooke joint," sometjmes called the "Cardan joint" illustrated

in Figure 23.

,

. { Figure 23% Universal Joint.

a

When a single Hooke joint is used, the working angle

is kept below 15°, since

larger angles cause sig-

nificant variations in the

angular velocity of the

Driven shaft. This problem

can be solved by use of a

double Hookejdint'(Fig-

ure 24). The two Hooke

joints are connected by

short, intermediate shafts r Figure 24. Double Hooke
\

Mounted at the same angle (a)
Joint.'

to;ensure uniform speed.

172
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Figure 25. Ball Joint.

.

SELECTION OF COUPLINGS

The ball joint

(Fiure 25) is a varia-

tion of the Hooke joint;

a ball replaces the

Hooke-joint yoke.

\

Selection of economical couplings is similar to the

selection procedures f6r other mecha 'cal components:

It'Obtain several manufacturer catalogs.

. Determine the, service that the component must provide.

' Obtain service factor from manufacturer's table.

Multiply service factor and horsepower of motor

to obtain equivalent horsepower.

Use charts in manufacturer's catalogs to determine

most economic component.

The service &actor should be carefully determin ed since a mis-

calculation could raise the initial cost of the system.
I

,

b .

../
e. g I

DEFINITIONS

. I

A clutch is a type of coupling used to connect and to

( I

'discOnnect shafts" and driving Mechanisms.. There are three
.

BUTCHES

Page 20/MS-05
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gen categories of clutches:

Friction clutches.

Jaw clutches.

Hydraulic clutches.

FRICTION CLUTCHES

Friction clutches allow the driving force to be trans-

mitted through frictional contact with the, two halves. Fig-
, . '
ure 26 depicts a nOltiple-disc friction clutch. One set

is fastened to one\shaft and

the.othe.rset is fatened to

the other shaft. 'When pres-

sure is applied, the plates

are pressed together and

transmit power by friction:

Because of the multiple

contact surfaces, this

clutch increases the power-

transmitting capacity of the

shaft. Automobiles that

have standard shifts contain

friction clutches.

MAGNETIC CHES

Figure 26 Multiple-
disc Clutch.

I

The magnetic clutch is a form of friction clutch in

mrhich the frictional surfaces are brought together by an

' 0.ectromagnet. Other common types Of friction clutches are

the cone.clutch and the shoe clutch.

174
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JAW CLUTCHES

t-,

Jaw clutches transAit power through the direct contact of
. .

. , .

two interlocking surfaces (Figure 27); they' must be attached

only to slow-mdving shafts. The jaws or teeth of the two' t
o>,

halves of t e rclutch interlock, pemitting direct, positive

;/$'

u

power trans ssion. Figure 27 illustrates. two types of jaw

clutches (a) the claw clutch 'and (b) the geared clutch.

Figure 27. Two Types of Jaw Clutches.
Av

DRY FLUID CLUTCHES

The Dodge FLEXTDYNE clutch illustrated in Figure 28

iLs referred to as a "dry* luid drive" because the "fluid"
A\-

it contains is steel shot. A measured amount of this shot

is placed inside the housing, where it is th own by centrifugal

force to the pe44meter of the housing-and in o contact With

the blade rotors when the motor is turned on and,when'its

shaft rotates. The housing is attached to the motor shaft,

and the rotor assembly is connected-to the pulley.,

Page 22 /MS -OS .
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After the starting period,

in which there is slippage

between housing and rotor,

the two lock together to

achieve full load speed. and

efficiency.

Energy is saved and

equipment protected by such

clutches in the following

ways:,

Smaller motors can be

used because the initial

shock load is.redUced

and because leSs start-

ing current is required

Power savings can-be/as

much as 35%.

Figure 28. Dry Fluid
Clutch.

Smoother starts prevent' breakage and reduce maintenance

on motors, gears, bearings, and belts 'or Mains_

- .Motor overheating during start-up is elim nated.
A

If the drive, system jams, as sometimes hap ens, the

, clutch acts as a torque-limiting device by slipping

under excessive load to prevent damage. The amount

of shot added to the housing can be changed to adjust

the clutch for -slippage at a particular torque.

HYDRAULIC CLUTCHES

The operation of the hydraulic clutch (Figure 29) is

made possible by hydraulic fluid'in contact with impellers

and,runkers enclosed in a housing. The impeller is connected

te,thp Driver shaft; the runner, to the Driven shaft.: The
4
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*4

IMPELLER RUNNER

Figurel)29. Hydrapic
Clutch. \

r.N\

globe-shaped portions of

both impeller and runner

are filled with hydraulic'

fluid. Each of these

sections also contains

blades or vanes. As the

impeller rotates, the

runner follows: The radial

blades of the impeller

set the liquid in motion

and throw it against similar

blades in the runner.

This "drag" causes the

runner to rotate with

the impeller.

The principle of the hydraulic clutch'is utilize -in

several other similar dev
/i

s such as hydraulic couplings,

torque-convertors, and variable-speed drives. The hydraulic

fluid tends to minimize shock and vibration.

Page 4/MS-05
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EXERCISES

1,, List the type of gasket material used for the fluids

and temperatures given in the table below.
.011.

41,

,

TEMPERATURE

1
FLUID

GASKET MATERIAL
SELECTED

750°F

200°F

212°F

750°F

850°F.

950°F

150°F

High - pressure
steam

Low-pressure
steam

Hot wA.ter

1000 °F Ammonia

Gas'

Air
...

Oil

...

D
. 7

0
.

.

,

2. 'List the application for the 0-Rings described in the

table below. 4

TYPE TEMPERATURE RANGE ' APPLICATION

Buna-N

.

Polyurethene

Silicone

-22 to +275°F

-30°C to 120°C

-30°C to_+194-°C
,

-76°F to +392°F

-

.

_

J
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, I

LABORATORY MATERIALS

I Auto, truck, or tractor drive train assembly with covers,

Caps, 'and, housings removed. (This system can be the

' same one used in'yodule MS-04, "Drive Train ComponentS 1,"
.

. '. except that here a-Cluxch is required.)
:

.. d
.

. Any three couplings Zrom, among those illustrated im Figures
;

14 through 2S

t"
a.9q

`1_ABORATORY PROCEDURES

1. Remove all caps,dovers, and\housings fiomArive trans-
\

mis.Sion system.

2. Complete Data Tables 1, 2, and by describing fhe type

of seals, couplings,' and clutches used, to5ether with
A .

theirlod4tion and type.

3. Examine the thr'e'e,. shaft couplings, a ddescribe type

and Lientijymaj:or parts'. Complete D ta. Table 4.

Le

'

J

sr,

% I, ,IN

A .I
I

III
' 1, P

;
''' ,r,

1'...- .
'''. P

.e .

.

A

. e ,
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DATA TABUS

'

6
" "s

DATA TABLE 1

SEAL # TYPE OF SEAL . LOCATION 1 . COMMENTS

,

.

.

.

.

1

4

Lk I

.

,

..

.

:

,

f

.

0

.

1

,

.

x

.

.

.

v

1,
0)

.

.

a

:

. .

DAT. TABLE 2

COUPLING # CQUPLING TYPE LOCAT rt5N
.

COMMENTS,

.

.

,

.

,

. . "

=

.

.

I

.

.

f

41
.

.

.

.

.

.

0.

.

.

.

.

,c.

..

.

V
_

.

".

,

-

..

.

,

,

4

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

v

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

:

.
,

.
.

.

.

.

.

4 4.

t

<
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. ;

4

DATA TABLE 3

1

Type of Clutch:

Description of Action:

DATA TABLE 4

COU ING.NO.ISL COUPLING TYPE' '

, LIST OF MAJOR PARTS

.

,,i

-

v

f

1

2,
.

.

,

3
.

r

.

.

.

.
.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

,

, -

_

I
.,

.

....

-

..

.

.

,,

.

it,

.

.

.

.

.

..

.
.

t

.

s.

.
.

t

1

,

.4.
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TEST

1: ,Describe, ,with the aid of appropriate sketches, how .a

gasket seals.

2. List and describe the four types of gasket joints. (Use

sketches whenever possible.)

4

\

ft.

4 .

183.
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.3. ,Describe at least 'four tii4s of non-metallic and, metallic

gasket materials and two types of combination gasket

materials.

.
..

4. Use Table 1-to select 'the proper gasket material to be
s

used in a system contai,ning oil, that reaches a temperature

of 970°E,'

"

5.. Describe, with the aid o sketches, how an 0 -Ring seals;;
4

and list four types of 0-Ring materials,,,

Page,32/MS-05 1S4
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§.
List.at least three types of packing that can pe used

on a dynamic seal.

7. Describe a/Mechanical seal, and list two different types.

8. ,DesCribe, sketch, and list the design characteristics

of three types of rigid couplings and six types of

00-

.
flexible couplings.'

4),

185

.12
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9. Describe four types of clutches, and list their design

characteristjs.

10. Explain how a "dry-fluid" clutch saves energy:and pro-

tects equipment.

e-

v -
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MEC NICAL DEVICES AND SYSTEMS

CIE44fERFoRtrfciFiiiiii4AL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT



fi

INTRODUCTION

One of the earliest ethods of changing,the direction

of force wasothe 1.18e of linkages and zamS. The design, of

these devices has be-aMe so sophisticated that they have

been called the "brains" lkf automatic machinery.

This m4dule discusses the design, operation., types;

and epplications of modern linkages and cams. It.provide's

enough information for the student to construct common

linkages in the laboratory, to trace their nput and qutput,

and to understand their basic operation..-

PREREQUISITES

.1(

4

The student should have completed oneyear or.high
..

school algebra. /

:OBJECTIVES

1

Upon completion-of this module, the student should be

able to:

. 1. Given sketches of each of the following'types-Of

linkage configurations, properly label dAescribe

:the movement of each:

'a.. Crank and rocker.

bl Drag link.

c. Parallel.

d. Transport.

e. Double crank.

f. Slider crank.

.01. 8 8

e

o

MS-06/Page 1
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4

vi

g. Sliding coupler.

h. Oscillating beam.

i. Scotch yoke.

j. Sliding crank and toggle linkage.

2 Describej)e.design characteristics whih distinguish'

four-bar, slide crank, and toggle linkages.

3: ,Describeesciibe thp de)ign characristics of disc, grooved
s

disc, Cyli drical, translational, and geneva-cams.

4. List and describe the three major groups of cam followers.

-

Page 2/MS-06
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4.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINKAGES

TERMS AND...DEFINITIONS

Linkages are mechanical devices, frequently constructed

of jointed links or bars used to transmit force from one

point to another and to transform rotary' motion into straight
-

line motion. Figure 1 is a labeled drawing of a four-bar
--------- -- - -

mechanism, a common type of linkage. The bottom link is

Tigure'l. A Four-bar-Mechanism.

c * ,

-stationary ,and constitutes the irame'of the mechanism'. The..
,

shorter link can rotate through 360° and is caAed.the "crank,"
.

or."input link." The'crank is Connected to the -lever., or
. .- N

"rocker arm;" by the coupling link. When the crank is rotated,

the coupling link transfOrms the rotary motion of the crank

to the . illating, baCk-and of the rocker arm.
.. ,

-
,,. 40 k /

I

-
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TYPES OF LINKAGES

Generally, linkages can be Arranged into three.major

groups:
(-4'

1

Four-bar linkages.

:Sliding joint linkages.

Toggle linkages.

FoUr-bar linkages have two fixed points and two moving'

joints,. COmmOn four -bar linkage configurations are the crank

and rocker, drag link; parallel, transportoadnd double rocker

.linkages.

The'crank and pocker.(Figure 2) translates..the ( Lcular

motion of the crank into the oscillating-motionsof ie rocker.
.

6

/
,

./

ROCKER UNK

Figure2. Crank and Rocker.

The drag link configuration (Figure 3)4allows the rocker

bar tctmake a complete reVokption.,,This linkage was used on

the drivi g'whtels of steam locomotives.

The araliel crank linkage (Figure 4) is almost identical

to the drag linkage,lexcept that it utilizes an equal length-
. ,

\Frank an rocker, as well as' a :coupler bar equal in length tb
,

the dist nce bevoieen the fixed join Both crank and rocker

make com lete rotations.
,)

53'
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The^transport link-

age converts rotary mo-

t 'ion into regular, inter

-mittent linear motion
I , 7101r.'

(Figure S). This. con -.

version is accomplished

when the coupling link

is extendeth beYond the

rocker. When the crank

is rotated, 'the rocker .

arm pulls the minted

end of the coupling link

alog path- P.

The double rocker link

age is the simplest four -bar

linkage: No crank is used

-4and-the, bars simply, rock from

',one position to anaher (Fig-

ure 6)

. ,The sliding-joint con-

figuration has, one point

that ,either 'along

a line bi allows the fink-

age ,1:),ar to s.lide through

' it.

1Th4 rank,~

a. common slidin
.

configuration, emp oys

a crank and a ,coupler _to

,conVeT't the ',rotation (If
-

, the :crank to -a recipro-

dating lincar. movement-

N

o

. i /
Figure 3. Drag Link.

Figure 4. Parallel Crdnk.

4)



Figure 6. Double Rockers.

-0o

Figure 7. Slider Crank.

(point C in Figure

7), or to convert

the linear movement

of the connecting

"coupler to rotational

movement. Piston

pumps, compressors,

contain this config-

ifruration.' In these

systems, "C" is the

piston, "BC" the

piston' rod, and "AB"

the crankshaft (Fig-

ures 7'and 8).

The sliding

coupler allows the

'coupler itself to

slide through a

PISTON
(WITH PISTON RINGS)

CONNECTING ROO

CRANK ANO
CRANKSHAFT

CYLINDER HEAD

CYLINDER

CRANKCASE

Figure 8. Piston, Piston Rod, and Crankshaft.

Por 6/MS-06
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...

fixed pivot point; this action

results in An oscillating move-

.

ment (point C in Figufe 9).

The oscillating beam link-

age is a variation of the slid-

ing coupler. The coupler is

mounted on the crank; and as

the crank turns, the coupler

slides up and down the coupling

link, causing the end of the

link (point F in Figure 10) to

oscillate.
.

.

The scotch yoke can

provide 4 regular linear

movement in the guide -cage

connector inserted into a

yoke. Various movements,

can be created (Figure 11)

if the shape of -the yoke is

changed as in 'Figure 11c.

The toggle linkage

translates low-energy.linput

into high-energy output.

This linkage is composed of

members joined together in

such a manner that a small

force at the joint produces

large 'force at the ends.

Figure 12 depicts some .

typical linkages of this

type. When a force is applied at point B, it is transmitted

... and amplified-when it arrives at point C. The arrows in the 4

Figure 9. Sliding Coupler.

Figure 10. Oscillating Beam.

W.0

I

i
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Figure 11. Scotch Yoke and Variations.

Figure 12. Toggle Linkages.

0
illustration graphically, show the difference in the two forces.

The input force is relatively low, and the distance the arm

travels wh\ it is pushed is relatively long. As the force

travels td pRint C, it is amplified, and the arm at point C

travels only A., relatively short distance.

r
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CAMS

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

A cam is a component especially designed to guide the

motion of,a cam follower (Figure 13). Every cam has three

parts: (a) the base, (b) the cam, and (c) the follower.

The follower is held in contact.with the cam by a spring or

a guiding groove. The motion of the follower is controlled

by the cam.,

MIL
I ,.

a

;

ICI I iIllitatil
D.

(a) Cam Mechanism With

Follower And Roller ,

(b) Cam Mechanism With

Lever-Type Follower

(c) Globoid Cam Mechanism

Fig re 13.t Three -Types of tFollowers..
, .

Cams seldo transmit power in the sense that gearstdo
.P

but often are used to modify a mechanidal motion. Cams are

the "brains"'of many automatic machines, ancyth'ey are respon-

sible for the motions of many individual machine parts;
0

OF CAMS

(

Thedisc-Icam (Figure 14) is the most popular type,

.Thi cam translates rotary motion into'oicillatingmotion;

the rotation bf the, cam causes 'the follower to ossiflate.

196
4'
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FOLLOWER

CAM

FOLLOWER

AXIS

OFFSET
FOLLOWER MOTION

OFFSET CIRCLE

( a) Offset

FOLLOWER

CAM FOLLOWER AXIS

(b) Radial

A Figure 14. Disc Cams'.

The axis of the cam follower for the offset cam (Figure 14a).

does not pass through the center axis of. the cam, but is "off-
--

sei." The follower axis of the radial cam does pass through

the cam axis (Figure 14b).
et'

The grooved disc cam (Figure 15) is a positive-motion

cam because the follower is held by the grooved surface of

cam and tracks

ENLARGED
t GROOVE AND

FOLLOWER

Figure 15. Grooved Disc Cam
and Follower.

Page 1D/MS-06
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-positively within the

groove.

Two types'of cylin-

drical cams are the

cylindrical positive-
.

motion cam (Figure16)

and the open cylindrical

cam, (Figure 17) . The

positive- motion cam'is

0



S

, .

equipped with a follower

to track within the

grooved surface of a

cylinder. The open

'cylindrical cam is

equipped with a follower

that slides around the

circumference of the

cylinder (Figure 17).

The translational

cam (Figur+ 10 is

mounted on a bar, which,

when moiled linearally,

allows the follower to

slide over its contours.

The geneva mecha-

nism is a cams used to

generate 1- termittent

rotational motion (Fig-

ure 19). As the driving

wheel of the mechanism

rotates, the pin enters

a slot in the wheel,

turning thewheel 90°

before it exits the

wheel. Geneva wheels 46'

commonly are manufac-

tured with more than

four-slots in theyheel,

01 course, the more

slots in the wheel,

the smaller the angle

16.

4

Figure 16. Cylindrical Positive-
motion Cam.

Figure 17. Open Cylindrical Cam.

CAM MOVEMENT

CAM TRACE

BAR)A0VEMENT

Figure 18. Translational Cam.

198
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4-SLOT GENEVA WHEEL

DRIVER

'Figure 19. Four -slot
Geneva Mechanism.

of rotation. These mechanisms

-often are used a's indexersto

move an object into a certain

position and to hold it there

for a specific period of time.

TYPES OF- FOLLOWERS

Cam followers .have thrde

basic shapes anlitare selected

according to the service re-

quired (Figure 20). The three

types are

Roller followers.

Kinfe edged .followers.

Flat faced follbwers:

Roller followers wear very well,

even under high loads. Knife-

edged follow.ers are. capable of

much sharper cam tracing than other types and are Used for low-

preciSion applications. Flat faced followers wear quickly

but distribute. the load overa wider area than other types.

I

S

Page 12/MS-06
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a

if

c

KnIfe-edged Followers

4.

IN UNE OFFSET

0)) Roller Followers

I

a

(c) Flat-faced Followers

Figure 20. Types of Followers.

200.
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ESERCISES
A

4

'Indicate the directiOn of force output of the following
.

linkage configurations. What linkage configurations are

used in each of these problems?
f .,

1,

I.

..:

PROBLEM 1

.

PROBLEM' 2

Cxf

\I';')
.

.INPUT -

1

7 MS

201
...

.1.

-f.

p
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C.,

o

LABORATORY MATERIALS

(
-Access to 'several of the machines listed in Step 1.

Cardboard.

Soda straws.,

Automatic pencil leads.

Adhesive tape.

5 large, pieces,of paper, approximately'24" 24 ".
.

LABORATORY PROCEDURES,

1. Elamine some of the following machines, and identify

the types of linkages and camS:_used and why these types

were chosen for the machines in which they areused.

Sketch the mechanism, and describe its movement, using'

`arrows to show the.force input and output. Use_Data

fdhle,to organize.Tata collected: ,

a. . Bicycles.

b.. :Pinball machines.

c. , Recoid players,

. d. --rdpe.transport mechanisms;

e. Hand tools and tool kdxes.

f. Animated store displays(
. .

g, Thermostats.

h. Typewriters and adding TachineS.

i. Air handlers.

Washers and. dryers.

Mechanica)..jacks.

2 -: Using cardboard, pins, soda'straws,'automatic pencil

leads, :adhesiVe tape, and a thick 'piece of cardb0axd

I

20.3
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or a piecie.of wood approximately 1 foot square, fabricate

' examples of each-of the following-linkage groups:

a. Crank and rocker.

b. Drag link.

c. Parallel.

d.
f

Transport.

e.' Double rockers.

3. &Attach a pencil lead to each pivot poin't, and trace the

movement of each mechanism on a large piece of paper.

4. .After completing one of each of the examples, combkne

,at least two linkage configurations into coe mechanism;

and, using the pencil lead, trace the output' of the

mechanism.

DATA TABLE
A's

'BATA TABLE

' DEVICE
.

NAME
MECHANISM

- NAME
.

LINKAGE OR CAM
-

CONFIGURATION NAME

1

.
.

r
.

-
. .

. .
.

.

4 .

.
.

.

5 t t .

.

'6 ).
.

C

age 18/MS-06'
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TEST

I

1. Identify each of the 'following unlabeled linkage

sketches. Use arrows to des7ibe the movement of

each type.

a.

b.

/ \ N '
r- / \

, \ 0

/ / \ \
1 :,1 1 I

1
, i I

\ \ /
I

\. \\
,

/ , 1/
--...., ..1----- /

C.

S

206
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4--

0

3

.9
2. Describe the design characteristics that distinguish four-

slider crank, and toggle linkages.

3. Describe the design characteristics' of disc, grooved disc,

cylindrical, translational, and geneva cams.



,
.'.

C
4. -List and describe the three major groups of cam

followers.

I

Nk ,

210'

'4.
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CONSERVATION AND USE



INTRODUCTION

Fans and blowers are key devices within a surprising

number of systems and processes. Such applications include

not only the familiar heating, ventilating, and air- condi-

tioning systems, but the less-familiar industrial systems

for dust collection, fume removal, and material conveying

(the transfer'of materials such as powdered coal and metal

turnings through ducts). .Fans and blowers are used with

complex equipment; for example, they cool electronic equip-

ment, aerospace components, and laser heads.

Blowers deliver small volumes'of air at rela ively high

.pressure to over ;ome a pressure heed, or resistant Fans

deliver larger volumes of air but at much less pressure than

blowers.

Because fans and blowers are utilized in so many varied

ways, their proper design, use, and maintenance can result

"A

substantial energy cons%rvati'on. Some fan systems' are 4

deiigned to conserve energy; for example, the variable7pitCh

fan and the heat recovery air curtain. These anct-other :

_energy-efficient systems are discussed in this moduSe.

PFOEQUIS17S

The student should have completed 'one year .pf high

school algebra.

4,212
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. OBJECTIVES 4.

'Upon completion of this- module, the student should be

able to: .
6

1. Explain the difference between fans'and blowers.

2'. Describe the two basic types of fans 'and blowers axial

and centrifugal. /

3. Define the following terms:

a. Damper.

b. Rotating Blade Anemom

c. Conveying systeni.

d. Static pressure.
,

e. Velocity presSure.

f. Total pressure.

4. List and discuss at least two methods of fan control.
-

Explain how each of 'th'e following items is beneficial

in energyconservatton.

a. Economizer Cycle.

4

b. Heat wheel.

c. Controllable -pitch fan t.

d. Dampei.s.

e. Air curtains,

f. Heat recovery tystem.
.)

6.- Identify the possible -causes anchcorrections foi low fan

output, bearing fairute, and excessive, vibration and noise.

7. Apply.the six basic fan laws in solving example problems.

4
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O

.7* SUBJECT MATTE.

The basicdifferencesobetween fans and blowers are
.0

these: (1) fans produce h igh rates of air delivery at -low

pressure. (2) Bloiters- produce hili.rates at medium air
-

pressure. (Compressors, wine of. which are similar in_design:

to the centrifugal*fansor blower, deliver high,pressure.)

(3) Thee primary function of.a.fan is to move air for the

purpose's of venti.ptian, cooling, and heating; whereas, a'
.

blower-is used to sdppkyiforced air for drying, removal of

foreign matter, etc.

THE.I.WO TAN AND BLOWER TYPES.
.

AXIAL -FLOW 'FANS AND BLOWERS'

-.The axial-flow fano.(Figure l)' moves air or gas parallel

to the rotating axis. The typical fan of this type produces

the swirling helical flow.

pattern, illusirdted in

Figure 1.

A curved ring, or on -'

fice, that encircles the fan

"propeller (Figure 2)' greatly.

increases the efficiency of

the axial fan. Without the

ring, the air tendstO

circulate at the propeller

`tips, causing the fan to

be very poor in moving air

against res-istance.

?14
4

C"

ro

Figure 1.. Axial-Flow Fan
.and its HelicalPattern.

MS-07./.Page 3
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Figufe 2. Orifice
for Aiial Fan. -*

a

.The tube, or duct, fan consists

of.a propeller within a duct and a

motor either as a direct drive witin

\1.4e duct ora belt-drive system from

outside (Figure 3a).

The vane-axial fan (Figure 3b)

smooths out the helical flow pattern

produced by the prepellets. This

. process increases static pressure and

efficiency.

k

--- (a) Tube-Axial Fan

(b) Vans -Axial Fan

4

Figure 3.° Duct, or Ttbe,
Fans.
A

Mos(axial units are fans,

although a few blowers contain

propellers usually special,.

, high - pressure ones having very

wide blades.

CENTRIFUGAL FANS AND BLOWERS

Centrifugal'fans operate

well when air must be moved

against a relatively _high resis-

tance. As illustrated in Figure

4, air is drawn in at an opening

in the fan housing ana into the

-center,a a finqd wheel. The

, :* wheel sp ins the air between,the

blades. The air, tending to move,

in a straight/line, asses out of the hodsing in the area

..farthest from the blades.

The bladed wheel (Figure 5) forces air out at 90° ts) the

axis. More preiure can be generated than with an axial fan

because not only idoesthe air poss4s energyin movement; but..

',Page 4./MS-07,
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but also the energy of the cen-

trifugal force "force that tends
A

to` pull an object' away from the
)

center around which it revolves:"
4.

The most widely-used blade -

shapes are shown schematically in

Figure 6. .The forward-curved blade

produces greater air velocity than

the backward-curved one, which pro-

duces more pressure. The straight

blade strikes a medium between

these two types. Greater effi-

ciency is characteristic of the

air foil type. Fans should be

chosen after a careful review of

their application. Manufacturers

provide characteristic curves for

the different blade types.

Centrifugal blowers (Figure

7) are similar in appearance to

the fan in"Figure 4, except that

the bladed wheel is narrower and

.forces air through a smaller out-

let. for increased air'velociti.

Blowers- are sealed tightly- to

revent leakage.

One of the more useful as-
-

pects of blowers is their ability

to handle air that contains dust,

sawdust, grain, and other-,parti-

cles. The blower often is'used

as an,"exhauster" that picks up

these air pollutants on the

216'

hr

lir

Figure 4." Centrifugal
Fan.

Jr

Figure 5.- Centrifugal
Fan Wheel.

AIR FOR.

FORWARD-CURVED
BACKWARD -CURVE

, Figure 6., Blade Shapes.

1
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. Centrifugal
Blower.

vacuum 'side, and forces them

out the blower side into an

exit duct (stationary or flexi-

ble).

Such pressure blowers as

the one illustrated in Figure 7

are employed to furnish air for

drying, oil burners, conveying

SYstets, and fabric-s-ttuctute

inflation. A "conveying system"

transports, or "conveys,"mate-

rials,from one locality to another.

A.fan dr-e-Th-s a vacuum in a duct

into which the material is drawn

and carried through a separator,

where the air exits and the ma-

terial is delivered. Materials

that frequently are conveyed in-

clude powdered coal, metal turnings,-sand; portland cement,

lime, grain, add cotton. c

t.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

a steel construction is adequate for most fans and

blowers. S.Om applications, however, require special materials
,

in order to .withstand corrosion or excessive temperature.

Stainless-stdel withstands'high temperatures'and, many types, of

corrosion, but'is expensive.

Fiberghass or'fiberglass-coated metal offers .excellent

iprotection.against such substances as acid gases and organic

minerals.,

. Page 6/Mg'-07
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% Var'ous coatings are applied to fan and blower surfaces

\f(A. protection. These matg..riaLs include. rubber, plastic,

.1

ibration.shutoff-is a valuable,feature for larger fans

and blowers. A simple device is attached-to the fan housing;-

it senses excessive v-,ibrtation and automatically shuts off the
\ .

motor to_p_revent heaVi damage. (Blades have been known to

fly throUsh housings.)

The heat "slinger," Dr "flinger," 'iea finned disc

attached to external fan shafts between fhshousing and the

bearing. Its. purpose is to dissipate heatin those ystemg

that operateat high temperhture. When high tempera, ures-

above 250°F)',are encountered, the bearings must he-lubri--

cated with high-temperature'grease.

When abraaive materiala arebeirig handled, shaft seals

'Should be installed near the 'bearing to protect the bearing

from dust that mi.g.ht be blown out of tale.shaf; opening. The-

"ubricated labyrinth seal is a good choice.

manufacturers produce silencers for their blowers.

They'absorb much oA, the blower sound.

In some pracesSes, blower air must be filtered ofall

dust and other partiles; spetial filters are made for this

218 N5-07/jKge
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.ENERGY CONS RirAT ION

THE ECONOMIZER CYCLE

Fans can be used to'save energy in the "economizer cycle"

of many large air conditioning systems., The economizer cycle

refers to the use of outside air, whenever possible, to cool

or to heat. The temperature in individual offices of large

buildings can be controlled because both hot and cold air, ap, '

ducted to each office where a thermostat and dampers covtrol ,

the mixture of hot and cold airqo produce the desired tempera-

ture for that office. In the summer, the hot air is drawn ins-

from the outside; in the winter, cold air is taken'ins

cDuring those seasons when the outside temperature is

moderate, both hot air from boilers and cold air from com-

preslors are used. If, however, the outside air is sufficiently

different in temperature from the inside air; fresh air can be

drawn in from the outside and either the boiler or the com-

pressor turned off. In this case, simple ventilating fans

provide-a means of great energy savings by efficient use of

outside air.

An added variation to this system is the switching off

of compressors during cool nights, when, the well- insulated

-and unoccupied building will retain the desired temperature.

The systems can be switched off and on manually Or by special

timing devices.
\_

Large buildings not already equipped for the economizer

cycle can be made more energy-efficient if additional equip-

ment is added to gain this important capacity.

Fans used for ventilation can be switched off in a similar.
manner for additional savings) provided ventilation is not re=

quirqd during the time the fans are not in operation. '

Fade 8/MS'-Or 21D
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THE HEAT WHEEL AND OTHER HEAT EXCHANGER$

Air is exhausted from many large buildings out a large

shaft. XSome air'has to be ventilated in this manner to

allow outsidp air to be drawn in.) If no exhaust is provided,

excessive air pressure builds up in the building.

A con .derable amount of heat is lost in most of these

venting si ems. Heat loss can be reduded if a heat wheel

is placed in such a manner that it rotates in both the exhaust

air shaft and the outside air shaft (Figure 8). The mcvtor-
.

ii driven wheel absorbs heat froth the exhaust air (ind transfers

it to the outside air as it is drawn in.

Figure 8. The Motor-driven Heat Wheel.

to

Other, haat wheels are constructed of coils that transfer

heat. Fans and blowers are employed in a variety of other

heat-exchangerdesigns to draw heat (or cooling) from one

area and to recover it for use somewhere else.

MS-07/Page 9
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CONTROLLABLE-PITCH FANS AND SPEED CONTROLS.

The controllable-pitch propeller fan saves up' to 50% in

power consumption because its motor does not operate at full

'dad .except when required. The fan blades are.changed in

pitch by a hub attached to

them (Figure 9) and connected

te-lac-ontrollerthatsenses

heat in the process being

controlled and automatically

adjusts the fan as"brequired

to maintain a predetermined

.temperature. The controller

may operate thr ough pneumatic,

hydraulic, mechanical, or

electrical systems-.

Applications of the con-

trollable-pitch fan include

c-'dse in cooling towers of

large air conditioning sys-

tems, where power savings

are attractive. Here, the

fan delivers only the amount

of air needed to cool the

water. This design also is
Figure 9. Controllable

Pitch Fan.
utjekized in the processing

industries to control tem-

perature to within ±111°F of

a predetermined setting.

Some propeller fans are manually adjusted. Energy can

be conserved by adjusting the blade for only the amount of

flow required.

Page 10/MS-07 221
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Another method of 'fan outlet control is speed regula-

tion, accomplished with motor controls, fluid-driVe units,4

magnetic-couplings, etc.

Variable inlet vanes provide the centrifugal fan with

output control by varying the angle, or degree of spin, of

air entering the rotors.

DAMPERS

Dampers (Figure 10) are, perhaps, the least efficient

in energy,use of the controls. They, are used with constant:

speed systems by merely closing off part

of the flow, either manually or automat

ically. When they provide much resis-

tance to flow, load is increased upon

the fan system, and power consumption

is increased. 8

When;dampers are utilized to regu-

late the'amount of make-up air in a

system; however, they.Can be adjusted

in such ,a.manner as not to allow too

much outside air to floW into the.sys-

tpm.

AIR CURTAINS FOR ENERGY CONSERAION

Figure 10. Opposed ,
Blade Dampers..

The air curtain mounted above an open doorway blows

downward and holds warm air in- or cold air in,.if desired

(Figure 11), Under many conditions,.arge doors must be

left open-to traffic; for example, warehouse doors and doors

at'loading.docks. ff vich doors were left open without the

a

222
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Figure 11. Operation of an
Air'Curtain in a Doorway.

The Heat Recovery Air Curtain

4

use of air curtains, much heated

or ,cooled air would be lost, at

significant expense. The air

curtain aids in keeping out dust

and insects.

Air doors similar to that,

shown schematically in Figure 11

are used in the food industry t.o

seal cold air in cooler/freezers

while workers enter and exit

constantly. 'th.ffic is speeded

up because there are no large

doors to open and close.

The heat recovery air curtain is designed to distribute

heat evenly in buildings having high ceilings. As depicted

in Figure 12a, the normal plant Contains colder air near the

floor and hotter air as hot as 90°F near the roof. Such

air stratification requires'that to arrive*at 68°F at the

thermostat located five feet from the floor, the upper, unused

air must rise in temperature by about 20°F. Heaters must

Operate continuously to maintain the 68°F, and the floor is

co td.

When a. heat recovery air curtain is installed, it circu-

lates the air, drawing it in near the ceiling and forcing it

downward through a duct to the floor area (Figure 12b). As a

result, the hotter air that normally would be at the ceiling.

is used at the lower fevel. MOst importantly, fuel consumption

is conserved and the heater does not operate as much. The

Page 12 /MS -07
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entire building is more

comfortable. The ,heat.

recove'y air curtain can
to

make substantial con-

tribution to energy con-

servation.

Some models 'erve

as heat recovery systems

during cold weather and

as ceiling vents during /

warm weathehr.

TESTI4G AND AIR
FLOMMEASUREMENTS

In order that the

necessary economic deci-

sions can be made, the

energy technician should

be able to check fan and

blower installations for

fanespeed, air velocity,

and system pressure. Although the technique'used may not be

as refined as a laboratory test, 'results can be within ±10%

if carefully performed.

For pressure systems, a manometer and pitot tube are

'used to measure air velocity or pressure. Measurements

should be taken in a lengthy section of straight ducting,

preferably 10-12 duct diameters downstream from the fan:

Measurements in the inlet are. permissible but not usually

as accurate.

(

86° F

TEMP. AT
THERMOSTAT

88°F

FLOOR-88°F

(a) Stradflod Haat In Typical Plant '

70° F

EXTENSION THERMOSTATS\
DUCT

OPTIONAL TEMP. Ar

HEAT RECOVERY 88° F

AIR CURTAIN

($86F

(b) Hirt E./only DIstributod
With Haat Rocoyery Unit

Figure 12. Operation of Heal
Recovery Air Curtain.

I)
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Air velocity fluctuates within different sections of

,both square and round ducts., For this reason, several readings

are taken ,over the, cross-sections, from which an average read-

ing then is-calculated.

Each reading is takenCr.th a pitot tube at the locatkoy's

presented in Figure 13,

--4' x »- .0 ---1
t t-IIK,-.r0 1 0 i' -0 1 0 Y

.... .... ... .... =1
0 1 10 0, 1 0 T

1 I .....1

0'1--, o 1 0 : 0-- --..-- --- ....-, sy
Y/2 0 I 6 Ii 0 I 0i,-. . ,... ...... . ,.. .....010 in

I I I -1

T-4 I- PITOT TUBE LOCATIONS
X/2

(i) So Duct
PITOT TUBE LOCATIONS

(b) Round Duct

Figure 13, Pitot Tube Locations in Ducts.

The paints are in theoretical centers of equal duct areas,.

Briefly, the procedures can be stated as follows.. (These pro-

cedures are expanded in the Laboratory section'.)

The pitot head is used to measure the velocity pressure

h
v

at each of the 20 locations. The square root VII
v

is

determined,:and the 20 readings are averagedland squared.

The result is hv average2.

The local barometric pressure and temperature of duct 'air

are measured to find the actual air iensity D in pounds

per cubic ft.

530 . Barometric Pres.
D (/'°'5(460 + Temp. (p. 'F) 29'. k )

Page 14/MS-07 225
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The ratio of standard air density to actual air density

is refeired to as k and is calculated thusly:

k
0.075

D
Equation 2,

Average velocity v of air in the duct is determined.v

4000 .

v
average Equation 3

I

For a round duct, the cress-.sectional area A is caicu-

lated as follows:

ffd2

4

where:

Tr = pi, 3.14;

d = Duct diameter in feet.

If the duct is rectangular, A = Wh, where W =

and h = height:

Equation 4

The dUCt-cross-sectional area A iS multiplied by veloc-

ity v to obtain the actual clibic feet per minute (CFM)

i'delivered by the fan. This test'value can be compared

with the rated value by multiplying k x hi to correct

for density.

MS-07/Page 15
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16.

Fan horsepower can be calculated from the equations for

single-phase supply:
Ve-

-

746
Watts' x° Motor EfficiencyFAN HP Equation S

-

(Motor efficiency is 012tained_fisza_man_ufacture_rs tahleS
1

or m- otor plate.)

The AP corrected for the'actUal density when:it'is
.multiplied by the k factor above.

The fan's r/min (rpm), is_ measured, with a. stroboscope or

tachometer. The manufacturers "characteristic curve" for

the motor is.used to plot 8P and pitot readings on the

' curve for the measured /min.- The results...are compared

to, the calculated ft3/Min. If the calculated ft3/min

value dotes not match the specified value, the fan is

losing efficiency at some point perhaps a belt is

slipping, or there is -another problem.

. .

Figure 14. Rotating }Wade
Anemometer.-

Page 16 /MS-07
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ANEMOMETERS

//' Impact and pitot

tubes are suitable only

for indirect measurement

of akr flow; that is,

lvelocities must be calcu-

latedrated from me&sured pres-

sures. There are, however,

several type4.Do'f instru-

% -men'ts. available for the
-

direct measiment of

9
7
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velocity. These _devices include the rotating cup anemometer,

the, heat-loss (hot-wire). type, and the rotating blade type:

The rotating blade.aneMo er (Figure 14) is placed

inside the duct,' and the 'fan is placed, into operation.

Moving aif)'strikes the rotating bladets which are attached

to a velocity scale that provides a direct-velocity reuling

MAINTENANCE,,

The troubleshooting procedures outlined Table'l

provide the basio, maintenance steps required..

I-

BLE 1. TROUBLESHOOTING OF FANS AND BLOWERS.,

TROUBLE . CAUSE , CORRECTION

Low Output
-

(a) Dampers closed

.

(a) Open dampers; clean
and adjust. damper
assembly ,

(b) Loose ,belts
(c) Dirty filters '

(b) Tighten belts
(c) Clean or,replace

(d) Blower hose plugged (d) Clean out house
, (e) Va'riable pitch or, ,

speed control mai.:
function

(e) Inspect and repair
system as required

Bearing (a) Wearing not (a) Lubricate properly
Failure . lubricated

(b) High-temperature (b) Use high-temp.
lubricant not used lubricant and heat
in hot conditions flingers

. . (c) Ilillow.block on
shaft misaligned

(5,D Align' .

(d) Belts too tight o(d) Lcoosen belts
(e) Dust enters bearing,.(e) Use shaft seal

from around shaft .

228 MS-07/Page 17
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Table 1. 'Continued.

TROUBLE, CAUSE CORRECTION
M ,

Excessive (a) Worn bearings (a) Replace,. ,,y;

Vibration (.b) Fan rotor out of (b) Balance or straighten
and Noise balance or bend

(c) One or more fan or (c) Replace mount and/or
. motor mount bad or adjust all mounts to

out of adilustment bear equal load

FAN SELECTION

there are usually dozens of different'fans that will -

perfdrm a gilen task, 4though only a few - perhaps one -

will do it economically.

GENERAL. INFORMATION AND TERMS' .

The calculation of fan performance for different condi-

tions is important-and should be studied thoroughly.

.

Calculation of Fan Delivery at a Given r/min

For a given speed change, fan size, resistance of system,

and air density, fan delivery is calculated .from Equation 6.

1"
aX

tN-'city at w = Q1 r/mini
F7ETET

AcNity at CD = Q2

Page 18/MS107 229
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This equation is used to solve a problem in Example A.

EXAMPLE A: FAN4DELIVE-Y AT A GIVEN SPEED.

Given: -A fan delivers 6`000 ft3 /min wf air at 650 rtmin.

Ftnd: How much it eliver if the sped is increased

to 950'r/min.

Solution: Use 'Equation 6:

r/mini

Q T715T
2

6000 650

Q2 950

=,(60)0)1s4/0

= (6000)_(1,46)

Q2 = 8769ft3 imin.

Pressure Increases

Pressure increases as the square of the speed, as

indicated by Equation 7 and E?cample B.

. ,

f'Pressure at

Pressure at

(r/mini)'2.

A

230

1

i
Equation 7

/7.
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EXAMPLE B: PRESSURE INCREASES.

. The fan of Example A, for which'the pre-ssure mat

(I) is assumed to be 4" 'of water.

Find: The new pressure- at'a

Solution: Use EqUation 7:

PI /mini)2
p2

r/mini

..`/TirTE2

r/min2 = 950

rr/min112 =,(650;,2
17,EITTJ '950'

= 0.468

p
.4" 4 0.468

P2 17)74-0-

p = 8.54" water..

Horsepower, Required for a Particular System

The. required, horsepower increase to accommodate an in-
,

crease injnoto speed is calculated from Equation 8.

HP1 r/mini 3
(FriirTT)

. .-Thisedquation is employed in Example C.

Page 20/MS-07
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EXAMPLE G: REQUIRED HORSEPOWER INCREASE.

Given: The speed change in Example B.

Find: s The increase in horsepower if the original motor

size was 1010 HP.

Solution: -Use of EqUation 8 results in

rrLmin113
HP2 1/4/7iIii7J

(r7=21)3'=r
(0.684)3

-= 0.318

HP1 = 10, :. HP2 31.3 Hp,
01.-318

a

Summary of Examples A,B, and C

When the fin's r/min is' increased froF 650 to 950,

the capacity is increased 6,000 CFM to 8,769; and' pressure
.. dr

is increased from 4"
/
to 8.54" of water. Motor horsepower-

"is 'increased from 10.0 to 31.3.HP.

Fan Laws

9

The efficiencies of fans remain constant for symmet-

rical design; however, when one or more conditions. change.,

the other conditions vary according to the fan laws presented'.

in. Examples D through G.

k

t.r,

MS-0/Page.21
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EXAMPLE D: FAN LAWS 1, 2, AND 3:

Given: A fan delivers 14,000 ft3 of air per minute at

450 r/min against a static pressure of 1.5" water: (

The motor input is 5..0 HP.

Find: The (1) speed, (2) static pressure, and (3) power

if. the volume is increased to 17,500 CFM.

Solution: (1) The first three fan laws are as follows:

a. Air capacity (delivery) varies`With the

fan speed.

b. Pressure (static, velocity, and total.)

varies as the square of the fan speed.

c. Power absorbed by the fan varies as the

cube of the fan speed.

New Fan` Speed = (11W)(450)

= 562.5 r/min.

"(2) New Static Pressure (ps)3

Ps = 0,4t2 0-5)

= (1.25)2(1.5)

= (1.56)(1.5)

, ps = 2.34'1 water.

(3) New power input (Pin):

(5450
'

62.53(5.0)
Pin

= (1.25)3(5.0)

(1.95)(5.0)

Pin = 9.76 HP.

Page .22/MS -07
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EXAMPLE E: FAN Lt4 4.

Given: A fan delivers 14,000 CFM of air at 70°F at

standard atmospheric pressure (p = 0.075 HgS/ft3)

snd at a static pressure of 1.5" H2O when 'oper-

ating at 450 r /nin and needing 5.0 HP.

Find: (1) Static pressure and c2) power if the air

temperature is increase o 200°F and if the fan

speedremains the same:.

Soltition: The fourth fan law states that at a constant

speed and capa6ity the pre.saii-e and power vary

directly as the'density.

air density at 70°F = 0.075 HgS/ft3.

,air density at 200°F = 0.0602 HgS/ft3.
4

(1) New static pressure:

(0.06021A cl

"s '0.075

-(0.8-)(1,54

'ps = 1.2" water.

(2) New power:

pi 0.002 )(5.0)(

n 0.0765

.Pin = 4.0 HP

P

EXAMPLE F% FAN LAW:5.

Given: The 'speed of the fan in Example D is increased

to produce,a static pressure of 1.5" of H2O at

,200°F.

Find:- (1) Speed, (2) capacity, and (3) power.

MS-07/Page 23
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Efample F. Continued.

Solution: At a constant pressure, the speed, capacity, and

power vary inversely as the square, root of -the

density (fan law No. 5).

(1) New Speed:

Speed (450)
4(77573--)

0.0602

= (450) /1.727-

Speed = 503.1 r /min.

(2) New capacity;

Capacity =, (14000)
0750

0..0002

= .(14000)(1.12)

capacity = 15680 CFM at 200°F.

(3) New Power:

j577-1,
P

0.075
( 0.0602

= (5) (1.12)

P = 5.6 HP.

EXAMPLE G: FAN LAWS 6 AND 7.

Given: The speed of the fan in Example F is increased

until it will deliirer the same weight of air at

200°F as at 70°J.

Find: (1) Speed, (2) capacity,'3) sntic,P1:essure, and

(4) power.

Solution: The'6th rule states,: "For a constant weight of

air, the speed, capacity, and pressure vary in-

versely as the density." Rule 7 states,. "For a

Page 24MS-07
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Example G. -Continued.

constant weight of air, the.HP varies inversely

as the square of the density."

(1) New speed:

Speed = (450)(°0:°076502)

= (450) (1:25)

Speed = 562.5 r/min.

(2) New static pressure:

' 0.075
Ps (1'5)(0.0602)

= (1.5)(1.25)

los.= 1.88" H20.

(3) New power:

,(0.075
P (0""0.0602)2

= (0.5) (1.25)2

= (0.5)(1.56)

P = 7.81 HP.

4

Fan Wheel Diameter

If a fan system that works'against a constant pressure,

.air density; and rating is replaced by a geometrically - similar

fan that has a blade (or wheel) diameter,. then - capacity Q

and HP vary as the diameter'squared. This relationship is

'given-by Equation 9.

236 MS-07/Page 25
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1- or HP1 -.(-44-L)2
Q2 HP2 a2

E'quation 9

Fan Speed and Wheel Diameter

Speed of A fan varies as blade or wheel diameter (Equa-

tion 10).

r/mini d2
FTFET di

Pressure and Pressure Difference

Equation 10

The terms "pressure" and "pressure difference" have the

same meanings as "head" and usually are measured in inches of.

water. "Static pressure" is the force per unit area exerted

on the inside of the duct system.

"Total pressure" refers to the combined effects of static'

pressure and velocity pressure. "Velocity pressure" is the

head over and above the static pressure; it is caused by the

movement of air inside the system.

Figure 15 is a simplified diagram that illustrates the

use of a manometer to measure static head, velocity head, and

total head when it is inserted into a fan duct, or "discharge,"

system.

Manometer A in Figure 15 measures static pressure against

the duct walls. Total pressure both the static pressure and

the velocity pressure caused by air-mxement are measured by

manometer B. Manometer C also measures static and velocity

pressure but automatically subtracts the static from the

Page 26/MS-07
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Figure 15. Manometer Measurements within a Duct.

l ,

velocity to give true velocity pressure.' Sometimes, Manom-

eter C is referred to as a "pitot tube,"

Air tiorsepowei

vi

4

. .

"Power" usually, is described as "horsepower." For

fans, tHe.designation "air horsepower" is uked and can be

calculated from Equation 11.,

r,

,

.\ AHP = .==c-
QVAn
6356

23.8
4

.

Equation .11
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where:

AHP = Air Horsepower.

Q
V

= Volumetric flow rate of air through fan in CFM.

Ap= Differential pressure head across fan in inches

of water.

Because both..static and total pressure heads are con-

sidered in fan systems, air horsepower can be called "static

air horsepower" (AHPs) or-"total air horsepower" (AHPt). The

latter is 'equal to the polind in output. Example H clarifies

static and total AHP.

EXAMPLE H: STATIC AND TOTAL AIR HORSEPOWER.

Given: A fan system carries 6,500 CFM of air;the static

pressure across the fan is '41/2" of water; and the

total pressure is 8" of water.

Find: (1) Static air horsepower and (2) total air horse-

Solution: QV"
(1) AHPs

(6800)(4.5)
635.6

AHP
s
= 4.6 HP

AHPt QVAP
(2)

AMrnt
6356

(6500)(8.0).
.6356

AHPt =
0

8.18 HP

The power output of the fan is 8.18 RP.

239
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Air Density

Air density changes the total and st'atiC,pressures. It

is affected by both pressure and temperature; and, in turn,

the horsepower requirements. Pressure head and horsepower

vary inversely as the fluid temperature and directly as the
0

fluid pressure (or fldid density). For these reasons, pres-

sure and temperature changes mustbe taken into account when

a fan system is selected.

These variables are clarified by use of a fan performance

curve (Figure 16).

Air density is discussed

further in the Laboratory Pro.-

cedures.

Total head is calculated

from Equation 12.

P
s

Zquatlon 12.=

Pv

TOTAL PRESSURE

STATIC --
PRESSURE

HORSEPOWERTL
EFFICOTAIENCX 14 0

a.4114-- ta

cc

TATIC EFFICIENCY

\
0I

VOLUME e-

where:

pt = Total had pressure.

ps = Static head pressure.

pv = Velocity head pressure.

Efficiency

O

Figure'16. Fan
Performance Curve.

Efficiency is calculated'by ofse of"Equations 13 and 14.

,

AHP
s

n
s P

in.

240

Equation 13
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where:

n
s
= Static efficiency.

AHPs = Static air horsepower.

P
in

= Powet. input.

where:

nm
AHPt

in

n
m

= Mechanical efficiency.

AHP
t
= Total air horsepower.

241
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EXERCISES

1. A fan delivers 1,200 cubic feet per minute of CO2 gas

at 350 r/mini How much gas will be delivered if the

fan speed is increased to 600 r/min?*

2. A-fan 8" in diameter delivers 1,2,00 CFM of air, using

15.0 HP at 1750 r/min.. How much air will be, delivered

if the fan horsepower is reduced to 12.0 HP at 1750

4
'441004,,106

3. A simple straight-duct system han. .s,600 CFM of air.

The staticp.ressure is measured at 4.5" of water, and

the total pressure at 6.7 ". What is the velocity pres-

sure in the duct?

LABORATCARY MATERIALS

1 ,a)ei,a1 duct fan (motor driven) in circular duct, as illus-

trated in Figufe 17. The duct should be 10-12' in

16igth,with holes drilled or cut as described in the

LaboratorysProcedures, Step 2.

wattmeter, tyPe,for V.

ter manometers, 3/16" bore and olored water for each.

1 im act'tube as in figure

is proessure,tub

ometer, 0-212 t.

scalescal ubted in 1/32".
ubbertpbing manometers. (See .Figure 17.)

uat tape.;:

1 sta

1 tier

2 woode

,Assorted

1 roll of

a

4'
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

FAN CHARACTERISTICS

1. Set up experiment as illustrated in Figure 17.

FAN MOTOR

AIR

8-10 X d eXd2

1AIR TEMP.
IMPACT NOZZLE .

'..r.3.- II

--).dig'
Ise

#
CIRCULARDUCT

AXIAL TYPE FAN INCHES-SCALE
t--.

STATIC PRESSURE,
HEAD IN H2O

110V
POWER

IN
IN -LINE WATTMETER

0:24

TOT4L

r4

PRESSURE
HEAD
M "2°GLASS MAHOME RS

FILLED WITH
COLORED WATER

Figure 17. Laboratory Setup.

2. Determine the locatidn of five equal concentric areas-

withih duct. Figure 18 gives these dimensions each of

which is a specific distance -from the duct center an'd, is

a percentage of the radiusv. These distances, of course,

vary with duct diaieter.

Page 32/MS-07
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EQUAL
CONCENTRS

AREAS

4R2

Rs

Distance of pitot station
No. team center of pipe, % of
Equal- 4ipe radius, Rp
Areas

RI R2 R3 Ry Rp

3 40.8 70.7 91.3 --
4 35.4 61.2 79.1 93.5
5 31.6 54.8 70.7 83.7 94.9

Figure 18. Points of Impact Measurement.

3. Transfer the dis-c,
tances A, B, C, D,

and E determined

in Step 2 to im-

pact nozzle as

illustrated in

Figure 19. If

necessary, posi-

tion a piece of

masking tape on

the mizzleand

write the distance

numbers on it.

4. Drill'or cut holes

in duct at nine

points located as

MEASUREMENTS
TRANSFERRED
FROM STEP 2
AND FIGURE 18

Figure 19. Points of Impact
'Measurement on Impact Head.

244
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HOLES FOR STATIC HOLES FOR IMPACT
MEASUREMENT , MEASUREMENT

it...., ....13 r - -... ..../7

AIR TEMP

C) rD
3 145

e-Na

Figure 20. Duct Holes for Static
and Impact Measurements.

in Figure 20. Cu/

them only large enough

for measurag heads.,

During the measuring

process', all holes not

being used for a ,given

measurement must/be

covered with du4t tape.

Otherwise, the'measure

ments. will be/inaccu-

rate because of the

escaping air.

5. Refer to Figure 20 again for the locations and numbers of

measuring the holes.

6. Place impact head in hole S of duct, lining up letter A

on head with duct. With fan motor running, measure total

'pressure head and record in Data Table.

7., Place static head barely in hole 1. Measure and record

static head pressure.

8. With fan still running measure and record temperature

of air.

9. With wattmeter connected in line to motor, measure and 4

%record watts consumed.

10. Measure and record barometric pressure.

11. Repeat Step 6for positions B, C, D, and £ on impact head. (

12. Repeat Steps 6--11rfor impact holes 6', 7, and 8. Take

static reading athole 2 for impact hole_6; hole 3, for

7; and hole 4, for 8. (Static pressure must be measured

on samesside of duct as impact pressure..) Record measure-.

ments.

13. Calculate actual air density D from the follawinuequatkon:'

245
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.ty

. 4
711:

O

7

D ..0.75(019 + Temp. °FI )

r530 Barometric Reading
29.92

.

Substitur Average Temp. and barometric reading into

equation:

(460
530

D ().75 + °F) (29.92)

= 0.75 x

D = ft3.

14. Calculate k from this equation:
4 '

k
0.075

D

0.075

( )

,k =

(from Density equation)

115 Calculate average velocity v as follows:

v
4000 -

t

('"E17)ave
4000

c )2 : (from bata\ Table)
v = ft per min.

lei "CalCulate area of duct:
. _

r-

A = (4)d12 (d1 = ducpta. in feet)

e

(.7854)(

A = ft2.

Calculate volume flow rate.

QV = vA

0;1

246
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18. Calculate fan horsepower from the following equation,

assuming motor efficiency at 85%.
;:'

HP
Watts x Motor Eff.

746

) C )

746

1-iP =

DATA TABLE

Static Head ps Total .Head (Impact pt Velocity Head Pv
(Pt Ps)

Watts
.. Temperature

f°')
Barometric
Pressure

Marks on Head
Hole
No.

Reading Hole
No.

A B C

r-

D E Pv IPv For Point
A Only ,

For Ponti..1
A Only t.......1

For Point
A OW

1
.

5

2

3 7 ' .
4 8 ..c/ I

..-

.
-

,
Iota! of ,/`.77: . . Total (T) - .

T B -
';Total Squared: Average, :, s- . ° F. Average . . ,

(--,St*

I
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1. A fan 'moves volumes of air at pressure.

A blower moves volumes of air at l' pressure.

2. Name and describe the two basic types of fans and blowers.

3. Define the following terms:

a. Ddmper.

,

N

b. Rotating Blade Anempmeter.

c.. Conveying system (air).

d.. Static pressure..

e. Velocity pressure.

f. Total pr9ssure.
...

.

-4. List,and discuss two methods'of fan control.
k,

..

..

-:,

249
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5. Explain how each of the followineterms

energy conservation.

a. Economizer cycle.

b. Heat wheel.

c. Controllable-pitch fan.

d. Dampers.

,r
e. Air curtains:

f. Heat recovery system,

is beneficial in

6. List and briefly describe three possible causes and the

corrections for each of these fan or blower problems:

low output, bearing failure; and excessive vibration and

noise.

Page 40/MS-07
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7. A fan delivers 13,100 CFM of air at a 500 r/min motor

speed against a static pressure of 1.5" of water.' The

motor input is 5.0 HP. If the volume is° increased to

17,000 CFM, what is the speed? And, what is the static

pressure and the power?

MS47/Page 41
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INTRODUCTION

Valves are devices that regulate the flow of fluids

and gases; they have evolved from the simple plug valve

used to stopper a cask of ale to the many complex indus-

trial valves used today. Valves are an integral' part of

modern industry; cote in many shapes and sizes; 'and perform

many functions, from simple throttling to emergency relief

of dangerous pressure.

This module discusses the variety of valves that the

ii

technician may encounter, their uses, applications, design,

characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages. Procedures

are outlined'for the selection of valves for particular

applicatiOns. This module provides general maintenance

guidelines for valves, although specific maintenance pro-
.

cedures for a given valve are 'specified only in the manu-

facturdrs literature.

PREREQUISITES

\r- The student should have completed one year of high

school algebra.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. Given an unlabeled sketch of a typical valve, identify

the following components:

a. Movable closure element.

,b. Movement of flow control element.

4
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c. Flow seals.

d. -ISteM seals. .

2. List the six, general valvefunctions.

3. Given a sketch of any or all of following types of valves,

identify each valve correctly; cite at least one specific

,/ application, adVahtage, or disadvantage of each; and

describe design Characteristics that'distinguish each:

k

a. Ball.

b. Taper plug.

c. Gate.

d. Butterfly.

e. Swing.

f. Poppet.

g. Pinch.

h. Globe.

i- Needle.

4. Given a table of "Materials for Valves" and the proper

name of the fluid that will pass through the valve,

determine the best material for the valve.' .

5. List at least four examples of the kind of information

commonly, markedon valves.

6 Describe design characteristicsthat distinguish any or

all of the following types of actuators:

a. Mechanical..

b. 'Automatic 'mechanical.

c. Hydraulic.

d. Electric.

e. Pneumatic.

7. Cite four general procedures to be followed when inspec-
,*.e

ting a valve. ,

Q
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8. Live at least one specific applic.atibn, advantdge,

or disadvantage for each of the following-types of

packing:

a. Braided and twisted.

'b. Fabric and rubber.

c. Metallic.

d. Plastic.

e. Die molded.

9. Describe the general procedures used to replace worn

Racking.,

255
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SUBJECT MATTER

COMPONENTS AND OPERAT G PRINCIPLES

Valves are devices used to reg late. the 'flow of fluids

in piping systems or in machinery. hey are constructed

from a wide variety of materials and pan be classified
- .

according to construction or funct4on. Most valves are

manufactUred and marketed as off-the-sh lf hardware items

and meet standards set forth by various ational organiza=

tion,s. Figure 1 depicts a "typical" vale.

HAND WHEEL KEY

WING GLAND BOLT &NUT

PACKING

-0 1-SC '7114

sEair RING

SWING GLAND NUT
GLAND

GLAND BUSHING

PACKING BOX

BONNET

O

Figure 1. Gate Valve.

256 0,
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The valve illustrated in Figure 1 is in the closed

position. As the hand wheel is turned counterclockwise,

the yoke bushing causes the stem to rise. The stem pulls

the disc up out of the stream flow. As'the hand wheel is

turned, the swing gland forces leakproof packing around the-T/

stem in Such a manner that theliciuid or gas fromthe stem

cannot leak around it.

These are the chief elements of a valve:

*A-body, or housing, able to,,withstand_the_internal

pressure of a. fluid, directs the fluid in a suitable

path and supports the other valve components.

A movableclosure element (disc, ball, br plug) that

can reduce or stop the flow through the valve.

A device to position the movable element, called the

"movement of flow control element."

'A seal around the stem to allow the stem to move

without leaking fluid out of theiTOhNkng.

The movable'clospre elements are also known as "flow

control elements." In general, there are four basic valve

designs employed to control flow:

A disc or a plug Is moved against an orifice (hole).

A flat, cylindrical, or spherical surface is slid

across an orifice.,

A rotating disc is placed, in the path of fluid flow.

The ow is allowed to move through flexible tubing

pinched to Produce the proper flow.

All valves use one ar more of these methods.

Rotating stems, clampk, springs,'and even air pressure

can be used to position the movable element. Wheels, levers,

floats, ratchet's, and automatic deviCes actuate (put into

mo ion) the movement of flow-control devices.
.

ve's must be sealed to prevent leakage of the fluid

and to prevent outside, air from leaking into the unit:

Page 6/MS.08
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Flow, seals must prevent the fluid from leaking through

I

the closnre,element when the valve is cloSed. hese

seals maybe metal to metal, or a metal that co tacts
4 a resilient material. .,

Stem seals usually consist of a stuffing boa-that

contains a packing material such as asbestos-graphite,

or TFE. (TFE is a resin that.axhibits a very high

resistance to most chemicals or solvents.)

Outside seals are'Trovided-by a covering called the

"bonnet." The bonnet miust be removed before access

can be gained to the fow control element.

USES OF VALVES

There are six basic teasons for using. valve:

To start'and stop flow.

To regulate-flow.

To prevent backflo*.

..,To regulate. pres:sure.

To relieve pressure. Ae

To perform special functions such as controlling,

'the direction of flow and sampling flow.

The ddstinction between' pressure regulition and pressure

relief is,important. Pressure-regulation valves reduce and

maintain pressure in the flow stream. These valves operate'

in specified ranges and automatically reduce and maintain

pressure below that of the source. Pressure relief and A -

safety valves are designed to reduce overpressure by "popping"

at a predetermined piessure, releasing excess pressure"and

keeping the system within safe limits.

) 258
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VALVE TYPES

The ball valve (Figure 2), consists of a metal ball having

a hole in it and attached to a handle in such a mariner that

it can be rotated either to block or to allow flow through the

hole. These valves are used with a wide range of fluids and

are effective at high temperatures and pressures. They regu-

late flow as well as turn it on and shut it off. They are

lightweight, can be opened quickly, allow solid particles in

the fluid to pass, and offer very little resistance to flow.

Unfortunately, because they open qufkly, they may allow the

fluid to surge at undesirable pressures; the ballit4elf can

be-=deformed by the la-6essures caused by the sudden stoppage of

flow.

Page' 8/MS-08

Figure 2. Flanged-Ball Valve.
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The taper plug

valve (Figure 3) is

\similar to the ba

valve, except t

the//aovable closu

element consists of

a plug instead of a

ball. '(his valve

is useful in high-

temperature, low-
.

J
Figure .3. Taper Plug Valve.

pressure applications. It provides a tight, leakproof seal

and requires very little space. Most plug. valves require

lubrication, since the plug tends to .stick and. bind unleSs

Oldt is well lubricated. The lubricant itself may cause prob-.

lems if it passes into the flow stream and contaminates it.
e.:

Gate valves'(Figure 1) operate by the raising v.-lower-

i.ing of a wedge or a disc n to.the steam of flow and are

always inic fully open or closed posi ion. There are many

/design variations, oneof which is,the ife Gate Valve

Ga.tetalVes are available in a wide assortment of Suess and.

, weights and are particularly useful in high-temmodttire and

high- pressure applications. -They provide a tight seal, but
, . / .

they open and close rather slowly and require more effort.

--.< frOm the' operator.

The butcprfly valve (Figure 4) resembles the knife gate

valve, ekcept that the stop-ping plate remains in .110 flow

and can rotate to blocky. The slate is mauntedana.shaft

in'a housing and closess)ragainst a ring seal to shut off flow.

. These valves normally are used in large7diameter lines in

which'presstve is low and leakage is rela iVel unimportant.

Special seals are required to prevent leakage, a

:seals often are damaged by the flaw pressure.. Since the

2so
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Figui-e 4. ,Butterfly Valve.

stopping plate is actually

in theflow, a large force

is required to close these_

valves.

Swing valves, often.

called "swing check valves"

(Figure 5), are used almost

exclusively to prevent the

reverse flow Of fluid in a

system. A plug or a disc

is mounted on an arm and

hinged to fall over the

opening in the valve when

flow throigh the valve

reverses. The higher the

reverse pressure on the

valve, the tighter it seals.

Although these valves are

plagued by the'same'

problems as the butter-
14 fly valves (leakage

Figure 5. ' Swing Check Valve. ,

ansi valve-seat wear),

they also share many

of the butterfly valve's

advantages.

Poppet valves are

used mainly in pressure

control, check, and
4.

'',safety. A.spring or similar device holds a'plug against the

valve seat and .the flow. When pressure on thee input side is

too high and 11,e pressure on the output side too low, the
t

pressure exer,ed,by the spring against the flow is overcome,
4
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and the valve pops open. These vale -mss can provide a large-

flow and excellent leakage control. They are, however,

subject to presSUre unbalances, which can cause the valve

plug to jump erratically..

The pinch valve

(Figure 6) consists of

a rubber sleeye, known

as a "body," which, when

pinched in the middle,

restricts flow through it.

. ..Pinch valves can be pper- .

ated by clamps or by high-

iressure air pumped into

a case around the body.

They are useful in systems

that handle fluids con-

taining suspended solids

such as woodmill pulp,

raw sewage, or sludge. They can be' closed tightly, but the

forces requires to close them are rather high. They generally

are liMited to low-pressure and low-temperature applications.

The flexible material from which the'body i$ made fatigues

rather rapidly and must be replaced.

The globe valve (Figure 7) superficially resembles the

gate valve, which is designed merely to shut °off flow. The

globe valve,, however, is designed to control flow. The

sliding disc of the gate valve is moved perpendicular to the

actual flow; the.dsc or plug of the globe valve is perpen-

dicillarto a ring shaped seat, which may be at, any of several

angles fo the flow.

The angle valve and Y-glo,be valve are variations that

differ in the Angle) and placement of the seat,' In all three

types-the ,flow papseS from the inlet port through the' seat to

Figure 6. PinchValve.

the outlet TOItt .

o

, v
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a

HANDWHEEL
LOCKNUT

YOKE
BUSHING

HANDWHEEL

YOKE BUSHING
LOCKNUT

STEM

PACKING

DISC

SEAT RING

YOKE

GLAND

BACK SEAT
BUSHING

DISC LOCKNUT

BODY

FLOW PATH

Figure

. Figure. 8. Needle Valve.

Page_12/MS-08

7. Globe Valve.

The globe valve can be opened

and closed quickly but, in laril

sizes, requires large amounts of

force to

surfaced

and they

activate. Their 'seating

are less subject to wear,

are more leak resistant

than gate, valves.

Needle valve't (Figure 8) oper-

ate According to.-Ehe same principle

as globe valves,- but use cones or

needles as ,closing devices'(Figure,;

8): .Needle valves typically are

used in very low-volume applications,

but can withstand high* temperatures

and pressures.

263
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MATERIALS FOR VALVES

Valves are manufactured from a variety of materials.

Table 1 lists some typical valve Materials and thg applica-

tions to which they are best'suited: The materials from

which a valve is constructed are directly related tothe

corrosiveness, abrasiveness, or other special properties of

the fluid that must pass through it, and to the operating

pressure and temperature of the system. Table 1, for example,

indicates that valves' through which 'hydrochloric acid must

flow can be made of any of a number of materials, including

aluminum and bronze. When a valve is selected for a specific

application, similar tables must be consulted.

TABLE 1. MATERIALS FOR VALVES.

'

5

-r.1
==

,"4
CC

',

o
N
Z
o
$4 ,

4.), Z
tr) o
CZ $4
C..) I.

...
0 1{

...o a)
s. 0
CZ 4.)

C..) CI)

0
r-i
ir
4.) z
'..) 0
r $4

.a:21 ''..4

o
:::
0
M .

0z
o
$
Q.
0
0.)

Z

o
o
a)

....4

Z 1-.4
-,- o
:1 0
4 4.)
cn :/-;

Alcohol 'I / / / / . I I

Ammonia / , / / / / /

Brine 4 ,/ X / / 1 X

Chloi'ine X X X X X

Gasoline / /. / V / / / I

.50-100%
Hydrochloric
'Acid X

-

)0

/

X X X / X

Nitric
\

Acid 40% /

t.

/ / / / / X -. /

X Not recommended.

/ Recommended.
1

.

.

.

.

, .

.

1

a
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VALVE CODES AND MARKINGS

A number of regulating organizations are responsible for

setting standards for valves and valve components. Some of

these standards are industry wide; others such as the spec--

ificaiions set down by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission are

applicable to a particular industry. Table 2 lists some of the

more common regulatory agencies and groups.

4

TABLE 2. REGULATORY AGENCIES.

American Bureau of Shipping (ABS)

American National-Standards Institute (ANSI)

American Nuclear Society (ANS) -

American Petroleum Institute (API)

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM)

American Water Works Association (AWWA)

Manufacturers Standardization Society of.the Valve
and Fitting Industry (MSS).

National Electrical Manufacturers Assocition (NEMA)

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

United States Coast Guard (USCG)

When valves are manufactured, they are marked wit} a %
4

variety of symbol's that specify the type of fluids the valve

is designed to carry, the recommended pressure rating, the

typea.of service for'wliich it is intended, and the specifica-

tions it meets. Figure 9 depicts a typical valve and its

markings.

Page 14/MS-08
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The marking "125S"

indicates that the valve

service.rating is 125 lbs.

of steam. This means that

for temperatures lower than

the temperature of Steam,

the safe working pressure

is greater. The letters

WOG indicate that the \rail*

is suitable for transporting

water, oil, or gas. The

best guide to the inter-

pretation of markings on

a valve are manufacturers'

handbookS.

Figure 9. Typical
Valve Markings.

4

40'

VALVE ACTUATORS

Valves open'and close only if mechanically actuated

something or someone must raise, 'lower, or turn the movable

clOsure element. Many'valves rely upon automatic controls;

many o.t.hers are activated manually.

Mechanical actuators include wheels, chain wheels, gear

drives, levers, floats, ratchets, and many other devices.

Mechanical actuators often are used as backups for automatic

systems.

There are several categories of automatic actuators:

.hydraulic, pneumatic, electric, and mechanical.

Autpmatic mechanical actuators consist of the same kind

of mechanical configurations as manual actuators, but are

operated automatically. The float valve is an example (Fig-

ure 10); it automatically controls the level of fluid in tanks.

'266
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Figure 10. Float Valve.

Electrical valve actuators may

be either motor Operated (Figure 11)

or solenoid operated (Figure 121.

Motor drives invariably are a com-

bination of an electric motor and

speed reducing Vearbox; they usually

?are backed up by a manual` actuator.

The solenoid is an electromagnet that

raises and lowers the valve stem as

it alternately is" magnetized and de-

magnetized. In Figure 12a, the.

solenoid is energized, causing the ,

core to move upward, to compress a

spring, and to open'the valve. In

Figure 12b, the process is reversed

when the electrical.power is switched

off.

In either hydraulic or

pneumatic actuators, a spring-

loaded diaphragm is attached

to the valve stem (Figure 13).

When there is no pr'sure of

hydraulic fluid or air on the

diaphragm, the sprinfilfts

the valve stem and opens the

valve. When lygespure is

exerted, the spring lowers the

stem and closes the valve.

Figure 11. Motor-driven
Valve Actuator.
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SPRING

12.0 V

VALVE STEM

(a) Solenoid Energized

..,

(b) Solenoid De-energized

Figure 12. Electrical Valve Actuators.

4

DIAPHRAGM

I

HYDRAULIC FLUID
OR AR SUPPLY

SPRING

VALVE STEM TO
GLOBE VALVE

(a)' Open

. .

DIAPHRAGM

SPRING

AIR SUPPLY

VALVE STEM TO
. GLOBE VALVE

(b) Closed

t

Figure 13. Diaphragm Actuators.
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WHEN AUTOMATIC CONTROLLERS ARE USED

Such diaphragm valves ofteri are connected to, and opefated

by, remote automatic controllers. They regulate pressure; bact

pressure, or tempekature. These automated valves are a vital,

part of many chemical and manufacturing operations.

Whether or not automatic controllers are used depends upon

.a number of variables; however, they frequently are installed
. .

under the following condition's:

The desired pressure -s or temperatu're-control point is
;

beyond the range of self-operated or piloted control

valves:

Closer control is required than tan be achieved with

a self-operated or piloted control valve.

The process being controlled requires wide proportional

band, automatic reset, and/or. lvrivative action.

The control instrument-1-8 mounted on a remotely-located

board.

Cascade control is required (one controller used to

reset another).

The pressure drop is too small for self- operated or

piloted control vaLges.

Extra power is needed to assure positive valve opening

after prolonged shut-off.

Extremkpressure reductions are necessary in a single

stage.

The, controlled process is a variable other than pressure,

temperature, or liquid level.

Page 18/MS-08
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VALVE. MAINTENANCE

Valves should be checked periodically for leaks and

for' Oroper lubrication. The manufacturer's handbook is

the best guide for maintenance, although the following_

procedures generally should be followed:

. Lubricate valve stem.

Inspect bouet for leaks.

Inspect packing area for leaks.

Lubricate packing gland; replace packing

if nece'isarY.

DANGER!! BE URE THAT THERE IS NO PRESSURE ON THE

VA E BEFORE LOOANINd ANY FITTINGS OR

JOINTS.

The following stepscare recommended:

Close inlet shut-off valve.

Allow pressure to bleed off toward downstream

piping. Do not cause a' reverse flow by bleeding .

pressure from upstream side of Valve. ,

When downstream preosure gage indicates no pres-

sure in the line, close the outlet shut-off valve.

Close the control-line shut-off valve.

Packing-gland lubricants usually are graphite- or

molybdenum-base types such as FEL-PRO or NEO- LFJBE. These

lubricants ease operation of the stem as it slides through

the packing without compriSing leak tightness.

Inadequate valve packing is one of the greatest causes

of maintenance problems. Packing keeps fluid from leaking

out of the valve through the actuator stem hole (Figure 14).

270
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Several types of picking

material are used:

Braided and twisted packings.

Fabric and = rubber packings.

Metallic packings.

Plastic packings.

Die molded packings.

Briaded and twisted packings

frequently-are constructed of

asbestos yarn impregnated with

various materials such as graph-

ite, beeswax, and mineral fat.

Regular braid packing is
Figure 14. Valve Packing.

flexible and easily conforms to

stuffing boxes. It is especially suited for high speeds and

high pre'ssures.

Braid-over-braid packing can be braided round or square

at the time of manufacture. It holds its lubrication well,

Ad its density enables it to withstand high pressures.

Th,is type of packing will stop leaks even when the stem is

misaligned with the barrel.

Twisted packing is practical fax emergencapse. Because

its stra ds are easily undone, they-can be twisted to the -

des'ired size 6y using only the, number of strands needed.

Diagonally-braided packing combines the toughness and

density of-braid-over -b aid with the flexibility of regular

packing. It is suited specially for application around t

"'small valve stems.

Cotton duck and asbestos packing are,formed with rubber

into ring;, 414rals, or coils to produce fabric and rubber

packings. They can be treated with glycerol and graphite

lubricant.s and are a good general-utility packing.

Page 20/MS-08 . 271
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Metallic packings are made from metallic foil wrapped

over a nonmetallic core (usually asbestos). They are'used

in'high- temperature and high-pres4ure applications. V,

Plastic packings usually are made of asbestos combined

with binding plastics and lubricants. TFE packings are a

type of plastic packing produced from the TFt resin: These

packings are soft and readily formable and are suited espe-

cially to the sealing of gasses and highly-mobile liquids.

TFE packing is used for highly-corrosive materialS.

Die-molded packings are a .general category that includes

all packing materials in a molded form. This mold ensures

a tight fit around the stem and generally is more leak resis-

tant
,

than jam type packing.,

Each type of packing is suited to specific applications;

therefore, valve construction and operating condition's will

affect the ultimate pa4ing\choice.

44)
.

Replaceient of worn packing is the most common mainte-

nance procedure associated with valves. Some general pro-
,

cedures are outlined below7-

Make sure that there is no pressure on the

,Follow" manufacturer's instructions to reatove old

packing.

4

Ensore that packings are clean. `Dirt and abrasive

materials should not come in contact with packing.

Clean stuffing box thoroughly.

Replace with a141 new packing. Follow manufacturer's

instructions.

Reassemble unit.

Adjust per manufacturer's instructions.

9
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EXERCISES 00

1.' Use Table 1. What valVe materials should be used with

the following fluids?

a. Lactic acid,.

b. Kerosene. A

c. Lead acetate.

2. What types of valves are suited best to the following
$

applications?

a. Pressure control.

b. A large volume of a low-temperature fluid under,

low pressure.

c. Preventi7 the reverse flow of a fluid.

d. A high-temperature fluid under. high pressure.

The valve must be quick opening.

e. Wry low volume of fluid under fairly high

pressure.

J

LABORATORY MATERIALS

1 each ball, butterfly, gate, knife gate, globe; needle,

pinch, poppet, swing, Candtaper Pug valves and

appropfiate manufacturers literature. (The instruc-

tor should label each valve with a different numbier,

from one to ten, as required by Step 1 and Data.

Table i.)

Valve grease ,FEL-PRO, NEOLUBE, or similar product.

Valve packing materials spiral-and die-molded ring.

Paper and pencil.

Toilet4ilushmecha nism.

Assorttent of hand 'tools, including packing Bullers:,

°
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES/

1. Observe the various valves on display. Using' Data table

1, note the valve type, body markings; ind4the meaning

of those markings. The valves are marked width a code
o

number that correspo to a`blank in the Data Table.

6$"--
2. Using Data Table 2, record at least one of each of the

advantages and disadvantages of the listed valve designi.

3. Using Data Table 1, record in Data Table. 3-. the recommended

construction materials.

4. disassemble, sketch, pd identify pares;and reassemble

the flush toilet va]y -e actuator system; Describe how

this valve works. ,

S. Disassemble, sketch, and identify parts;,:,and reassemble

a common industrial valve. Reltihricate and rtpack'valve
sa-

.

during,reassembly. Identify a1L1 areas of wear.

Page 24/MS-08
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DATA TABLES.

A

DAW, TABLE 1.

.
Valve

#
Valve
Type.

,:. -

, Body
Markings.

Explanation
(Working Fluid & Pressure)

1

.

2

.

3

.
4 . c

4
,

5

.

z

.
.

. ,
6-- . . .

,

.

, .

8 . ..

. .

g
.1,

10 Y
.

,

. .

.

°St"

s a

0
.



(7.

er4

DATA TABLE 2.

VAv e
Type Advantages

,

,

Disadvntages

Ball

2

1

,

.

Butterfly

.

Gate
-,

,
.

Knife Gate «

Globe
.

.

.

.

Needle

it

- .

Pinch -

,

,
.

-Poppet
,.

1

.

Suing

,

.
.

.

. . ,

Taper.plug <1.' ;
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1
DATA TABLE 3.

.5

Working
Fluid

Max.
'Temp.

)

. Recommended :

Construction Matei-ials
.--.'

1.. Alcohol
.

.

2. Ammoniakmmonia
(liquid)

4
t

.

.

,

... 4.

.
_ ,..

3. Brine
`44

.
.

,

,

..

.

.

4. Chlorine -

.

,

,

,

.

.
.

.

.

.

.
.

.

S. Gasoline .

,
.

.

fi. Hydro-
.chloric
acid.

. ,

, .

.1

.

.

.

.

7. Nitric
acid
(concen-
trated) .

,

.

/

.

-1 ,

..

.

. . ....

,

. .

.

.:7

1

t

"
.. Y.?, , pri" 4."

.44'.../1 ,,
, 0 4

),

.......,

0

.80

.r -

h` A '
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TEST

1. On the unlabeled sketch below, identify the valve

components:

a. Movable closure element.

'1): Movement of flow control element.

c. Flow seals.

d.' Stem seals.
41

2. List the six general valve functions-

. a.

b.

C.

d:

e.

4

r

2'

O

.c)
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3., 'Identify each of the valves sketched below, cite at

least one specdfic application, advantage, or disadvan-

tage of each; and describe the.design charaoXeristfc

that distinguish them:

a.

Advantage:

'Disadvantage:

Design -characteristic:

b.

Advantage:

Disadvantage:

-Design characteristic:

M5-08/page 30
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C.

AdVantage:

Disadvantage:

Design characteristic:

4. What materials should be used for t e following valv s

and working fluids? Use Table 1.

a. Alcohol:

b.. Brine:

c. Salt water:*

5. List four examples of the type of information commonly

.marked on valves.

a.

'At

C.

d.
4

2§

1
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I.

a

67- Describethe design characteristics which distinguish:

a. Mechanical actuators:
a

b.

c.
,

Automatic mechanical actuators:

Pneumatic acst rs:

7. What four general procedures should be followed when

inspecting a valve?

b.

C-

c

Pagl-.32/MS-08.
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8. List one specific application, advantage,

tage of the following types of packing:

a. Braided and twisted:

b. Fabric:

.c. Metallic:

ti

d. Plastic:

C

,e. Die-molded:

0

I

and disadwan-



9. What procedures should be followed to replace worn

packing?

S

1

3

4

1

"I,

r




